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Meting out
meaningful
measures
Poet Herb Coursen breaks
with the modems, proving that
meter still matters and form
is still formidable.
S« page 33

APRIL 2, 1992. VOL V, NO 14 • GREATER PORTLAND'S WEEKLY JOURNAL OF NEWS, ARTS AND
.INNEWS
TrainRiders Northeast
unveiled a possible design
for a resurrected Union
Station on St. John Street
that would usher in a new
era of Portland mass
transit. The station could
serve as a hub for BostonPortland trains, Maine
railroads, buses and taxis.
Ste Newsbrie/S, page 2
Learn more about CBWs
proposal for a New Mountain Une linking Portland
with Sebago Lake.
S« Editorial, page 20

Get the lead out
Spring's in the air and so is
airborne lead poisoning;
read more before you pick
up a scraper.
Ste page 10

To remodel, or not?
Remodeling can be simple
and cost-effective - with
these handy how-to
pointers.
Ste page 12

Safe house
Childproof your home with
a checklist of easy and
inexpensive tips. Ste page 14

Owning your home
If you live locally and want
to rehabilitate a Portland
building, Portland wants to
help you with a lowinterest loan.
See page 16

Do your homework
Take this lO-question quiz
to learn whether working
at home would work for
you.
See page 18
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Scout official quits
over no-lesbian

SONY
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Enjoy your audio and video system in any
part of your house with the new Sony
Digital Si~nal Transferr'" system. DST is
the world s first digital, multi-room, multi
source transmission system.
• Easy to install
• Fully modular
• Can incorporate
componants of other brands
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It'" ERiland
(Hi-Fi) UUSi(' fo.PMY

424 Payne Rd.,
Scarborough, ME 04074
(207) 883-4173
"Just one extra mile
south of the Maine Mall."
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HAYE HAD FACIALS AT MANY

" " ELEGANT RESORTS AND SPAS;
Come to the proJessional

-

•
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BUT I HAVE NEVER HAD ONE
skin care clinic - home oj

THAT LEFT MY SKIN LOOKING AND
the two-hour Jacial and

FEELING AS GOOD. FABULOUS!"
J. KOONTZ. KEENE.

NH

amazing hydrotherapy spa.

ilL

L' Esthetiques

= Skin Care Clinic

4 Kelly Road, just off Route I
Falmouth, Maine
781-5100

A revI_ of the top new••torl.. .tfectlng
Cre.er Portl...d: March 24 through J1, 1992.

Union Station
to rise again?
Visions of a rail link between Portland and Boston got a
boost when Portland Mayor Tom Allen unveiled an architect's
rendering of a new train station that would be built on the site
of the former Union Station. He showed the drawing at the
annual meeting of TrainRiders Northeast, the group spearheading the push for Boston-Portland rail.
"Symbolically, what a jewel this would be," said Wayne
Davis, chairman of TrainRiders Northeast. "It would be a
Copley Place, a Quincy Market, a gateway to Portland and to
Maine." Davis said shops'and restaurants could share space
with transportation facilities in the building, which would
resemble the old Union Station down to its resurrected 132-foot
clock tower.
'1t appeals both to my generation of people who were
hOrrified when it was demolished," he said, "and to younger
people who are appalled at how ignorant we were."
Davis said Maine companies might provide the lumber,
granite and iron works for the project. He believes most of the
station's construction costs could be footed privately. "Developers seem to have plenty of money to put up rectangular boxes,"
he said. "I assume there's someone out there in the private
sector who would be interested in a train station with shops. It
would be a moneymaker."
The design is the work of Brunswick architects Robert Kahn
and Douglas Richmond. About half the size of the Original
Union Station, it includes space for buses, taxis and shuttle
buses or light rail cars.
Union Station was a Portland landmark on St. John Street for
decades until it was demolished 30 years ago to make way for a
shopping center. Construction of a new station could begin as
soon as 1994 if there is enough interest, Davis said.

Windham plant to threaten river?

This spring, perk up your home and pick up your spirit with
something from abacus.

abacus
american crafts

44 Exchange Street, Portland, ME (207) 772-4880

Windham officials have endorsed plans to site a de-inking
plant and a wastewater treatment plant on the banks of the
Presumpscot River, but local residents say the plants would be
a dangerous nuisance.
As Stone ok Webster engineers extolled the virtues of a
proposed de-inking plant and wastewater treatment plant
during a public tour of the site March 28, local residents
protested in quietly acrimonious fashion. A question-andanswer session followed.
'1've been impressed by Stone ok Webster's approach,
they've been very forthright," Town Planner Steve Westra said
later. "But they still have an awful lot more work to do - EPA
review, DEP review, the town Planning Board. It will be several
more months."
Loall residents vowed to keep up their protests. "As facts are
trickling forward," said Will Plumley, a member of Friends of
the Presumpscot River, "they raise even more questions."
Plumley noted that the de-inking process is new and
untested. He voiced concern about new revelations the plant
would ship 400 tons of pulp daily - double the quantity Stone
ok Webster had initially claimed it would handle - and the
news that 75-80 tons per day of water were expected to evaporate. '15 that steam? Is it clean steam? We need to know, but
we're not getting the answers," he said.
Plumley also questioned the height of the plant's emissions
stack. "At the (March 28) meeting, they were implying it might
be as high as 150 feet It would be visible from Mt. Washington,
Douglas Hill, Casco Bay. I'll bet there isn't another stack that
tall within 50 miles."
The de-inking plant would remove the ink from office-grade
paper using caustic soda Oye), hydrogen peroxide, sulfuric acid
and other chemicals. Wastewater would be cleaned and treated
by an adjacent Portland Water District plant.
Windham's Town Council has already approved preliminary
work-ups of the project. Earlier this year, local residents
protested a proposed sludge composting plant in the same area
("Compost plants stuck up sludge creek," 1.2.92).

J

A Portland man has quit
his post as assistant scoutmaster for a local Cub Scout
pack to protest the
organization's exclusion of a
lesbian ("Cub Scouts can't
bear gay mom," CBW
3.12.92).
'1've divorced myself from
the Pine Tree Council as a
result of Casco Bay Weekly's
story," said Thomas Mitchell,
a former Boy Scout who had
served in the position for the
past year. "This is blatant
discrimination. There had to
be some way to help (Terry's)
cause."
Mitchell said many
parents also support Terry's
position.
"Sexual orientation isn't
anybOdy's business," he said .
'''The Boy Scouts could teach
di versi ty well, just like they
teach many other things very
well. Scouting has some
valuable programs and
lessons for kids, but discrimination is by no means one of
them."
Less than a week after
Mitchell's resignation, Terry,
the Portland mother who was
denied a position with her
son's Cub Scout pack, began
forming an East Coast
chapter of Forgotten Scouts.
The San Francisco-based
organization exists for people
who don't approve of Boy
Scout policies.
"Anyone can jOin," she
said during a March 26 talk at
the Portland Public Library.
Afterward, about 15 people
from the crowd did.
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JV\ASTERCRAFT
SALE

uilt-In
olllponents.
From Wall units to Kitchen &
Bath Cabinets, we have them all!
Drawers, Doors, Bookcases and
more, made to your order. Quick
delivery!

Spring S
ugn April
"Try our new poly-gel wipe-on fmish"
.TVNCR Stands • Chairs
• Bookcases • Office Furniture
~~~~
• Bedroom Sets
• Mattresses • Bunk Beds
• Competitive Prices

~FRIDAY, SATURDAY, MONDAY

3 DAY INVENTORY REDUCTION
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88 FORD LTD CROWN V1C ~~N~:S~~c~~uISE 8G999 OR 81G59p~!t.o~ TH
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• 60 MONTHS. 10% DOWN CASH OR TRAD E. 11 5% APR
•• 54 MONTHS. 10% DOWN CASH OR TRADE. 1 1. 5 ~0 APR
• •• 48 MONTHS. 10% DOWN CASH OR TRA DE . 12% APR
.... 36 MONTHS , 10% DOWN CASH OR TRA DE. 14°. APR
..... 30 MONTHS. 10% DOWN CASH OR TRADE. 15% APR

582 U.S. Route 1
Dunston Corner
Scarborough • 883·2145

RIGHT BEHIND BRUNSWICK FORD

Mon•• Sat. 9:30 • 5:30,
Thurs. 'til8pm, Sun 12 ....
Major Credit Cards Accepted

••••

721·1163

•.. but ROTC rules
OK by U-Malne
Despite repeated pleas
from faculty and students,
University of Maine System
trustees voted by a narrow
margin not to protest U.S.
Department of Defense
policies that bar homosexuals
from Reserve Officer Training
Corps (ROTC) programs. The
university system hosts
ROTC programs on some
campuses.
"I do not feel we should
endanger the status of ROTC
on our campus and what it
provides," said board of
trustees Chairwoman Patricia
Collins, who broke a 5-5 tie
and killed the protest motion.
Collins has said that federal
laws reqUire ROTC access to
campuses.
But trustee Bennett Katz
compared a ban on gays to
discrimination against blacks
as he voted in favor of the
protest. "I am going to vote
for this," Katz said. '1f you
can't have a basic statement
of humanity in the midst of
the humanities, where can
you?"
The failed motion directed
the university system's
chancellor to write a letter of
protest to U.S. Secretary of
Defense Dick Cheney.

Continued on page 4
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ONLY 81 09 Com ete Frame & Futon
OUR PRICES WON'T BLOW THE ROOF OFF!
MATTRESS &BOX SPRING
~~;::

ONLY

8199

Sofa & Love
Seat starting at

ONlY

Full Size Automatic
Hardwood Frame
& Futon.

ONLY

8279

8480

WE CAN FURNISH YOUR HOME WITH OUT HAVING TO TAKE OUT A SECOND MORTAGE
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Classic Cap Toe
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A.H.BENOIT&CO.
188 Middle SI. - In the Old Port

~_BOOKSETC~......
Children's Easter Books l
if!.. With15%
OFF
~
'~
this ad, expo 4/30/92
38 Excllange St. ·In the Old Port • 774-0626 • Mon.• SaL 10-6, Sun. U.S

Relat with an

773-4457
We're Maine's only AYEDA concept salon.

57 EXCHANGE ST. • PORTLAND
ENfER ON MIDDLE ST

Ro bert MacNeil:
Reading and discussion of his
exciting new novel, "Burden of Desire."
Sunday, April 5 at 2 p.m.
Also 20% OFF SALE on "Everyman's Library" titles,
Including those ordered during this time frame.
(Offer good only on titles already released.)

HARBO_OOKS
Lower Falls Landing, Route 88, Yarmouth .., 846.6306
Mon .. Thurs. & SaL 9-6; Fri. 9-8; Sun. 12-5

WATERBED
SALE
DEODORANT
SALE
. 99

Factory seconds
(Reg. Price $3.29)

BEDWORKS

WATERBED & MATTRESS CO.

299 FOREST AVENUE
773-5762
next to Portland Lighting

alitics
&other mistakes

'-'

It's
Time
loran
AROMATHERAPY
FACIAL
hour long
accupressure facial
massage and let
the flower & plant
essences awaken
and calm your
senses.

Apnl2,1992

*Items are defective in packing only.

Tom's of Maine
Factory Outlet
Lafayette Center
Downtown Kennebunk, ME • {2071 985-3874
open Man-Sat 9 :30 to 5:00

Continued from page 3

COpS hurt In
Old Port brawl
Three police officers were
injured as rowdiness returned to Portland's Old Port
district during the early
morning hours of March 28.
Portland Police Capt.
Ed~ard Googins said the
brawl erupted as carousers
gathered outside bars to
watch a fight on Wharf and
Dana streets around closing
time. As two police officers
attempted to break up the
fight, an onlooker punched
one of them from behind.
Hubert Guimond of
Portland was arrested and
charged with assaulting a
police officer. Officer Gary
Hutcheson went to the
hospital for a thumb injury,
and remains out of action,
Googins said.
It eventually took "nine or
10" policemen half an hour to
disperse the crowd, Googins
said.

Senate tries to
shrink House;
House tries to
dump Senate
Not only did the Maine
Legislature repeatedly fail to
agree on a budget - but, for
awhile, the state's House and
Senate couldn't even agree
they should exist in the first
place.
The dispute stemmed from
a recommendation of the
Special Commission on
Governmental Restructuring
to reduce the size of the
House of Representatives.
The House rejected the idea,
but the Senate voted to keep
it alive. In response, the
House voted March 25 to
scrap the Senate entirely and
give Maine the nation's
second one-house Legisla•
ture. Proponents said the
plan would save taxpayers
nearly $2 million a year in
administrative and other
costs.
Rep. William Lemke, the
Westbrook Democrat who
sponsored the measure,
noted that one-house legislatures alread y exist in Ne·
braska, Canada's provinces,
Denmark and Israel.
Either plan would have
required two-thirds approval
by both houses plus statewide voter approval to take
effect.

Pine Tree fights
for AFDC benefits
A Portland legal service
for low· income clients is
suing to keep Federal
Medicaid money from Maine
until the state rescinds its
new restrictions on AFDC
assistance.
Lawyers from Pine Tree

Continued on ptlge 6
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South Portland Taxpayers Association
bids for legislative power
At least four South Portland Taxpayers Association (SPTA)
members have filed papers to run for the Legislature. If the
group succeeds in taking control of the city's legislative delegation it could signal not only a major shift in the way South
Portland's representatives and senators approach budget issues,
but also a change in attitudes regarding social issues, such as
abortion and gay rights.
The SPTA was created out of frustration with city spending
decisions. It's had a mixed record, masterminding the passage of
a tax cap in 1988, but getting trounced in a repeal referendum a
year later. Two group members have won election to the City
Council, Kevin Glynn and Robert Fickett But other associated
budget cutters lost bids for the council, school committee and
Legislature.
A casual observer of the political process might be inclined to
dismiss the SPTA as a minor chapter in the fractured fairy tale of
South Portland politics. But that assessment overlooks the deep
resentment association members bear for the conventional power
structure. lbat frustration has kept the group united and active
through various false starts, wrong turns and bonehead plays.
The question to be settled in the 1992 election is whether the
SPTA has learned enough from its mistakes to convert grassroots
anger into political muscle.
SPTA members are conservative. Over the past four years
that's meant consistent opposition to government spending of aU
sorts. The group's four legislative candidates plan to carry that
banner in their quest for the Statehouse.
"Taxes are too high and jobs are too low," said association vice
president Judy Carpenter, a Republican candidate for the House
seat being given up by Democrat Cushman Anthony.
"There are enough damn teachers and lawyers up there," said
SPTA member Richard Campbell, who's seeking the GOP
nomination for the state Senate seat being vacated by Republican
Barbara Gill.
"It's time for the common man to get back in government,"
said Republican Peter Larsen, who sits on the SPTA's board and
hopes to unseat Democratic state Rep. Santo DiPietro.
Similar sentiments have been expressed by association
member Fickett, who's also seeking the senate seat.
But if the SPTA is clear in its vision of government finances, its
members seem curiously unaware of other issues. When Carpenter was asked her position on abortion she snapped, "That's
personal, isn't it?" When pressed she reluctantly admitted she
opposes "abortion for birth control." Further probing elicited, "I
would look very closely before restricting anyone's constitutional
rights." Told this could be interpreted as dodging the question,
Carpenter conceded she would vote for a bill making Roe vs.
Wade the law in Maine "unless my constituents told me otherwise."

Similarly,Larsen said, "I'm pro-life personally, but I'd vote
any way the voters feel."
If abortion is a minor issue for association candidates, gay
rights is a nonexistent one. Even though a gay rights bill has been
voted on in the Legislature every two years since 1975, neither
Larsen nor Carpenter seemed aware of it. After having the
provisions of the most recent version of the legislation explained
to them they expressed support for the concept.
Both candidates appeared to be genuinely puzzled as to why
they were being asked about any issue that had nothing to do
with how much they'll have to pay in taxes.
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Made for us in Maine, our solid ash convertible
6" thJc
I"ame., $159.
frame features a sturdy double peg closure and
~
center supports for added strength. Converts
Less 10% II....... ~
to a bed with one hand.
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Finishes beautifully or looks great as is.
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Also available in queen size, all in stock.
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FuroN FURNISHINGS
The Futon Store

343 ForestAw:nue, Portland, Maine

871-0578
Weekdays 10-7, Sat 9-6, Sun 12-S
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Rumors circulated after February's
Democratic caucuses that former state party chairman Rick
Barton of Portland planned to run for governor. The rumor was
reinforced when Barton showed up in the MAine SundRy Telegram
with a how-to-save-the-state-from-disaster plan.
Barton, who already has an unsuccessful bid for Congress on
his resume, admitted the lust for high public office still burns, but
said he lacks the time and commitment for the long campaign.
"I'd love to be drafted," he said, ''but I don't see it happening."

P..., weuy, but running lIftyw_y: Democratic state Rep.
Donnel Carroll of Gray has added his name to the list of long
shots for the 1994 gubernatorial race. Carroll almost ran in 1990,
but bailed out when the Joe Brennan Express (motto: "It was
running fine until October.") hit the tracks.
This time Carroll told his supporters that he's in to stay.
Lately, the only place Carroll has been in to stay is the stately
chamber of the Appropriations Committee (motto: "Is it summer
yet?") where he's been stuck trying to solve whichever budget
crisis the state is working on now. After that, being governor
might almost be fun.
MRny people hllve IlSked 77Ii! if this column is nothing more thmt A
collection of tire sort of cyniad rumor-mongering rubbish thllt damages the
very foundlltiDns of our representative form of gtroemment. I IlSSU77li! tire
lfUdion is rhetoriall. Send in your rumors to CIlSco Bay Weekly,551A
Congress St., Portland, ME 04101. Or alU 775-6601.
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(852-2274).
It's the quick way to apply for a loan.
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Maine's Hometown Banks
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Specifications Become Our Challenge
r---¢-~ Solid Brass, Custom & Period

LIGHTING
Lamp Repair • PoUshtng • Hardware Restoration
Showroom at Decorum
235 Commercial Street
Portland. 772-1096
FREE ESTIMATES

Continued from page 4

You make the proposal ...

Tables, beds, chairs, and accessories with the
honest elegance of Maine's cottages.

l@[@

I'll make the rings.

cau now for your cusUJmjewelry appointment

The Maine Cottage Furniture Store
Box 935, Lower Falls Landing,
Yarmouth, Maine 04096
Tel:(207)846-1430
Catalog Available

MAIN. COTl'AaK

775-2468

FURNITURE

Reading The Affordable Luxury

LOOK
makes
elegant clothing
with a touch of
NOSTALGIA
for your special
occasions.
Reminiscent of
the 20's, this
long two peice
dres s in ivory
makes a beautiful
alternative
wedding dress.
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Body of Evidence

~(~~a

"Ncrve-jangling...Verve and brilliana: ... High drarna...Ms.
Cornwell fabricates intricate plots and paces the action at an
ankle-turning clip" -The New York Times Book RePiew $5,99

AMARYlliS

41 Exchange St.
Portland. ME 04101

bool{land
ojMaine

772-4439
parking stamps available
daily 10-6 I fri & sat till 8:30
sun 12-5:30

=============
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Wlietlier 'Your Taste Leans TO'UJara ~reneli,
CCassie l£,ngCisli or ItaCian (jaraens ...

Legal Assistance filed a
lawsuit March 26 asking U.S.
District Judge Gene Carter to
withhold the Federal
government's $300 million in
annual Medicaid reimbursements to Maine until the new
rules are reallled.
Christopher St. John, an
attorney for Pine Tree, said
his group filed the suit
because "that's the relief
(Carter) says is the only relief
that's available." Carter had
ruled in March that Maine
could reduce AFOC benefits
according to how much child
support welfare mothers
receive. Only the federal
Health and Human Services
Department, Carter ruled,
could order the state to
change the rules.
Pine Tree said the new
restrictions viola Ie a congressional mandate because they
reduce payments below May
1988 levels.

Children'S Museum
needs quick S500K
The Children's Museum of
Maine will receive $500,000
from an anonymous donor
sometime after April 30 but only if the museum raises
an equal amount from other
donors between now and that
date.
"We need to have raised
the money by 5 p.m. on April
30," said Anthony Mollica,
the museum's executive
director, "and we have 25
people out in the community
trying to raise funds. But it
takes an awful lot of small
donations to get half a
million bucks. If people ever
wanted an incentive to give,
we're hoping this is it."
The effort is alread y off to
a good start. On March 31,
Faith Barnes, a consultant
working for the museum,
announcedthatS.D.W~n

had donated "a large
amount" to the capital
campaign.
The Children's Museum of
Maine, the state's oldest and
largest museum for kids,
plans to move downtown to
Free Street in January 1993.
Jnterested donors may call
the museum at 797-5483 or
Barnes at 775-5251.

Environmentalists,
fishermen tangle
over fish laws •••

Cerebrate Sprin.g witli :Maine's 'Best Co{{ection of Out aoor !Furniture.

I IItJ;I;IIIt.UtJID
INTERNATIONAL HOME FURNISHINGS

major credit cards
free parking

POIITLAND
288 Fore Street
774·1322

BANGOR
ELLSWOKIH
170 Park Street
High Street
942-6880
667·3615

A plan to rebuild stocks of
cod,haddock,pollockand
other ground fish in waters
off New England is pitting
fishermen against scientists
and conservationists.
Fishermen say their
livelihoods are threatened by
strict regulations that would
reduce their fishing time,
force them to use different
nets and require their boats to
be equipped with electronic

tracking devices.
"If they're foolish enough
to implement this, it will
cause massive disruption and
dislocation with no benefit to
the fish," said Barbara
Stevenson, who owns two
fishing boats in Portland.
But supporters of the
proposals said that without a
new management plan,
fishermen would soon fish
themselves out of business.
"It's like a guy jumping off a
skyscraper and somebody
asking him after the 30th
floor, 'Hey, how's it going?:
and him saying, 'So far, so
good:" said Peter Shelley, a
lawyer for the Conservation
Law Foundation (CLF).
Shelley urged a long-range
look at the fishing industry.
Last year, responding to a
lawsuit by CLF and the
Massachusetts Audubon
Society, New England's
fishery overseer group
drafted a plan for groundfish
management that is expected
to become law by year's end.
That plan would cut
fishermen's work years in
half within five years, require
fishermen to be tracked by
monitors, use nets with larger
openings and keep new
fishermen from entering the
business, among other
regulations.

What's better than Roses on your piano?

WE'LL

Tulips on

SUN KISS
DULL
HAIR
TOLIn

0pecial1.
$8.99

10 stem bunch

Cash

(Sf

Carry

Come see/or yourself!
The best place to buy flowers in Portland.

,
'.'

~

.

5tIe¥'9N'~~RJ,<;2!::l:s'L,
~,
Portland

Westbrook

774·5946

..til

Freeparlcingarboth locarions.
credit cardr accepted 0" phone orders.

854·2518

..

Our salon will sun shine
your hair with the latest
hair color higl1lingl1ting
techniques from matrix. Enjoy rich. radiant color - ~matriX'
that leaves hair healthy. silky and shiny. call today
~_~._
for a free consultation,
774-5400
477 CONGRESS ST.
PORTLAND. MAINE
8:30 TO 7 MON THRU f'R1
8:30 TO 5 SAT

TAKE
A
BITE
Did the economy take a bite or two
out of your rug budget? We hope not,
but if it did, maybe we can help with
this special purchase of Jaipur rugs
from northern India.

.••as lobster prices
claw to new record

Back Bay Tower

Unbeatable prices ... again,
on these sizes

Maine lobster prices have
soared because of a shortage
blamed variously on tight
bank credit, the recession and
low water temperatures.
"I've been in business for
15 years and I've never seen
the price this high," said Bill
Coppersmith, owner of the
Fishermen's Net seafood
store in Portland. "There is
tru1 y a shortage of lobsters
right now." His shop was
selling lobsters for almost $9
a pound.
Pete Larsen, president of
Atwood Brothers Inc. of
Tenants Harbor - one of the
state's largest lobster dealers
- blamed both the cold
winter and cold receptions
from bank loan officers.
"Financing was part of it ...
some of the Oobster) pounds
couldn't get the financing
from the banks. I know three
or four pounds just in this
midcoast Maine area that
didn't have a lobster in them
all winter," he said. With
fewer lobsters on hand, the
pound owners sold out of
their inventory by late
February or early March,
Larsen said.
He also said water temperatures have been too cold
this winter.
"When the water temperatures are this low, the lobsters
tend to bury in the mud and
they don't crawl," he said.
"It's been very, very poor
fishing ... As a dealer, it's like
we're having a bad dream
and we just can't wake up
from it."

Music, theater, art, restaurants, shopping,
special outdoor activities ... it's all right
up the street or just around the corner
from Back Bay Tower. Or if you prefer
the comforts of home, here are more
reasons for living at Portland's finest
intown address:

2 x 3 .............. $59.75
3 x 5 ............... $149.25
4 x 6 ............... $238.80
5 x 7 ............... $348.25
6 x 9 ............... $537.50
8 x 10 ............. $796.00
9 x 12 ............. $1,075.00

Continued on page 8

7

• Panoramic views of Back Bay,
Casco Bay and the White Mountains
• Indoor pool, saunas and exercise room
• Secure parking garage
• State-of-the-Art security
• Secluded rooftop terrace garden
• E.!egant lobby with concierge
• Spacious 2 and 3 bedroom apartments
with plenty of closets
• Private balconies and terraces
• On-site management and maintenance
• 25 different floor plans

or call for
an appointment

BACK BAY TOWER
772-7050
401 Cumberland Avenue, Portland, Maine 04101

While supply lasts.
Also, some runners available.

Discover...
"The Maine Source of
Oriental Rugs"~... that won't take a
big bite out of your budget.

HARD CIDER

FARM ,Oriental Rugs
45 Middle Rd., Rt. 9
Falmouth, Maine 04105
Appointments: (207) 775-1600
In Maine: 1-800-660-RUGS
Nationwide: 1-800-346-6617
Hours: 10-5 Tues.-Sat.

.
;
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Casco Bay
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BIW headed to
Supreme Court
The u.s. Supreme Court

NOW EARN A 10% REBATE ON YOUR 1992 VISA
FINANCE CHARGES*

WE'VE TAKEN AN
ALREADY GREAT VISA
CREDIT CARD ...

Continued from page 7

Lawmakers can
six-pack ban ..•

• 15% ANNUAL PERCENTAGE RATE
• $12.00 ANNUAL CARD FEE
0NAIVED FOR THE FIRST YEAR)
• $250,000 OF TRAVEL ACCIDENT INSURANCE

AND MADE IT EVEN BETTER.
During 1992 we will rebate 10% of your 1992
finance charges. With the government no longer
allowing interest deductions on credit cards our
rebate will allow you to reduce your credit card
finance cost. Compare what you are presently
paying on your other credit cards and then call the
credit union, we'll help you payoff your other
cards and transfer those balances to your Town &
Country VISA Card.

Please cut here and return to Town & Country
Federal Credit Union or give us a call and we'll send
you an application.

,-----------,

It really pays to have a credit card with Town &
Country Federal Credit Union! (To qualify for a VISA

I would like to apply for a Town &
Country VISA card, please send me an
application.

Card with Town & Country you must live or work in South
Portland, Scarborough, or Cape Elizabeth.)

I am present~ a member of Town &
O Country
FCU. Account Number:

~
COUNTRY

O

I am not a member of Town & Country
FCU but would like information on joining.

FEDERAL • CREDIT • UNION

MAIN OFFICE

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

P.O. Box 9420,557 Main 51. • So. Portland, ME 04116-9420
Addres,>.s_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~_

BRANCH OFFICE
1343 Congress 51. • Portland, ME 04102

City_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

(207) 773-5656 • 1-800·649-3495 • FAX 772·3624

State,_ _ _ _--'z""ip'--_ _ _ __

• The 10% rebate of your 1992 finance charges is to be credited
directly to your VISA account. February 1993, to members who
were in good standing for all of 1992.

Phone Number _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
L ___________
--1

LOOKING ·FOR A SPECIAL POOL
A T A SPECIAL PRICE? WE HA VE
16'x32' Inground Grecian 8 ft.
Diving Area, largest In The Industry

SAVE 5120000

Reg. $919500

'SPECIAL $7995 0
Limited Time So Don't Hesitate!
Payments based on

CALL OR STOP IN FOR A
FREE 40 PAGE POOL BROCHURE

10 years at
13.98% A .P.R.

Also complete Pool & Paho Construction
Fast Clean Installation

utdoors ... relax in your own SPA

SPA
SALE

~~~~~~.: OVER60NOW
IN STOCK

SALE ON ABOVE GROUND POOLS
FR~ELAY·A·WAY

COmplete In-Store
FllMncln.l.. A.,.U.IW

-

r
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i
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-

=--- ----~'l

..:-~=-.:...

24 Ft. Complete
Pool Package

::::

$169500

I-'

Reg. List $259500

I...10:Co!"plete kit ineludes:.sand or DE filter system, 1 HP pump and motor, ladder, test kit and
piping, through wall skimmer, and vae kit. Enjoy this summer with a Shawn Pool.

"Maine's Largest Pool and Spa Dealer"
1150 Center Street - Auburn - 782-0026 -1-800-649-4243
. Monday - Friday 9 to 5; Saturday 9 to 4

Plastic six-pack yokes for
beverage cans, due to berome
extinct in Maip.e on July 1,
will get a IS-month reprieve
- their second stay of
execution in a year. The bill
received final approval
March 26 by a 254 Senate
vote, then headed to Gov.
John R McKernan's desk
where it awaited his signature at presstime.
But opponents complained
that lawmakers were under
heavy lobbying pressure to
pass the bill, even though it
had no public hearing.
"I don't think that is good
public policy," said Rep.
James Mitchell, a Democrat
from Freeport and a member
of the Energy and Natural
Resources Committee.
Maine lawmakers banned
O-rings for three months last
summer, then waived the ban
so manufacturers could come
up with better alternatives.

... approve Jobs
bond package
The Maine Legislature
gave final approval March 31
to a $79 million borrOwing
package to finance construction projects was slated to go
before Maine voters'in June.
The bond issue would set
aside $42 million for transportation projects and
another $37 million for an
array of other public works
projects.
"Not only will it create
jobs, but it's work we need to
do," said Alan Caron, a
Portland transportation
consultant who supports the
bond package. 'There's a
huge unmet need for infrastructure improvements in
Maine. Last year, in the
referendum, we said we've
got to take care of what we
have. I like this combination,
it does that." Caron said the
bonds, if approved, would
create several thousand jobs.
The transportation bond
sets aside $19 million for
highway work, $10 million
for local road work, $8.6
million for ferry, pier and
port work; and $4.4 million
for railroad and airport work.
The municipal works bond
kicks $28 million back to local
communities for local public
works, $7 million to the
Finance Authority of Maine's
(FAME) small business loan
fund and $2 million to
Maine's public schools. If
Gov. McKernan signs the
package, voters will vote on
the two proposals separately
in June.
Earlier, Senate Republicans had scrapped a similar
$90 million bond package,
arguing that too it borrowed
too heavily.

will hear an appeal by Bath
Iron Works (BIW) that
contends it is being forced to
pay excess benefits to a
riveter who was disabled by
deafness. The court said
March 23 it will decide what
provision of the federal
Longshore and Harbor
Workers' Compensation Act
should apply to the case.
The riveter, Ernest C.
Brown, worked for BIW from
1932 until 1972. When he
learned in 1985 that he had
lost 82.4 percent of his
hearing while at work, Brown
asked for disability benefits.
Federal labor officials
awarded Brown benefits
based on two-thirds of his
average weekly wages. But
BIW said the benefits should
be governed by a different
formula Congress approved
in 1984 - a formula that
would cut Brown's benefits in
half.
The 1st U.S. Circuit Court
of Appeals ruled last August
that Brown is entitled to the
larger amount, prompting
BIW's appeal to the Supreme
Court.

oooPS...
Last week's newsbrief
about Scarborough town
workers giving up pay raises
(CB W 3.26.92) stated that
town library employees have
union contracts with the
town. In fact, Scarborough
Public Library is a pri vate
company and doesn't have
union contracts with the
town.
The library's board of
trustees did, however, agree
to forego pay raises.•

Reported by Paul Karr
and the Associated Press.

weird news
,.. First, it was revealed
that President Bush squirmed
out of paying Maine income
taxes by claiming a Houston
hotel room as his residence.
Then it was revealed that he
has refused to pay back
Kennebunkport police or U.S.
Coast Guard officers who
protect him when he comes
to Maine on vacation. And
now this:
The town of Sanford must
pay almost $65,000 for airport
work ordered by the federal
government to accommodate
Air Force One - a project the
town never requested.
The work was ordered by
the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) within
months of President Bush's
election. The president has
used Sanford's airport once.
A judge ordered the town
to sell the airport to pay the
bill, but the town's attorney
said the FAA would never
allow such a sale.
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harm than good, and even the
most cautiOl1S do-it-yourselfer
cannot tell if the wood under
the paint has soaked up any
lead. Abatement contractors
are, in a word, expensive.

It wouldn't be
the lirst time YOU
used the newspaper
.to Mill bugs.

Pre-emptive
protection

Cross over the boundry from an
ordinary facial to an extraordinary
skin care treatment, in a tranquil,
priV21e atmosphere, using the
Dr. Hauschka herbal preparations.
Experience the difference.
Call for an appointment &
brochure.
THERESA BERMAN
Licensed Aesthetician
799-2792 • South Ponland

Mercedes-Benz
Service
STRETCH

MOTORS
25 years
factory-trained.

$30/hour

865-4897
25 years of
experience right
in the Old Port!
Ask about our

.. 'i .'xil" ./ ".
,,)

En~;:~~

"":

~.f}) ,:

Wat~

" .~-: ... ' Clock Repair

Classic
Impressions
51 Exchange Street
Old Port
874-6980

I
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THANK
YOU

G

.. .to all who pledged, area
businesses that contrbuted
premiums, restaurants that
fed our volunteers during the
'92 fund raisers, & all who
attended the benefit. Thanks
to you, Listener Supported
Radio Lives On!

,:

.......~ --

L.... paint Is often contacted on or around windows.

CBW/Toki Oshima

Get the lead out
• By W.D. Cutlip

After the snow melts and
the noble mosquito once
again takes to the sky over
southern Maine, most people
will throw open their windows and commence spring
cleaning - an annual ritual
that generally includes
vacuuming, rug-beating and
other dust-raising activities.
The more industrious citizens
among us will begin work on
various remodeling projects,
most of which will include a
certain amount of scraping,
sanding and painting.
The object of all this sweat
and strain is to produce the
House Beautiful, which is
nothing to sneer at.
However, before you pick
up a scraper - indeed, before
you open that first window you should be aware that the
lead poisoning season has
officially begun, and that any
of the above activities may put
you and your family at risk.

Too much lead?
That risk is considered to
be much more acute than it
October, the
once was.
National Centers for Disease
Control (CDC) lowered the
threshold at which children
are considered to have lead
poisoning. Research performed at the University of
Pittsburgh over the last two
decades has revealed that
children begin to suffer nerve,
brain and soft tissue damage
when their blood lead levels
reach 10 micrograms per
deciliter (60 percent below the
previous threshold of 25
micrograms per deciliter).
The CDC is considering
lowering that standard even
further; subsequent research
has demonstrated that lead
concentrations below 10
micrograms can adversely
affect a child's intellectual and

u.st

physical development. The
CDC estimates that some four
million children are affected
nationwide.
Here in Maine, state health
officials estimate that approximately 13 percent of the
children in Portland, Bangor
and Lewiston-Auburn have
unacceptably high blood lead
levels. The Department of
Human Services and a
coalition of Maine health
professionals ha ve drafted
legislation that would require
all children under age 6 to be
tested for blood lead levels,
and mandate the cleanup of
lead-contaminated homes.
At this point, no one
knows where the money will
come from to pay for all this,
but one thing is certain: It's
gotta be done.
In the meantime, you need
to find out if you or your
children are at risk. Children
should be tested as soon as
possible. Women of
childbearing age who plan to
bear children - peculiar, but
it happens - should also be
tested.

Leads on lead
Take a careful look around
your house, apartment or
chateau - preferably with
some professional help.
The most common source
of lead poisoning is lead paint
- or, to be more precise,
airborne dust resulting from
the breakdown and decomposition of lead paint. Production of leaded paint for
domestic applications was
banned in 1977, so if your
house was built before 1980,
chances are extremely good
that it has lead paint in it
somewhere.
However, the fact that your
house is older than the hills is
no guarantee that there's lead
paint in it. The only way to be
certain is to test.
There are a number of
different dO-it-yourself lead
testing kits on the market, but
none of them have been
endorsed by any government
agency. (The most common
objection is that the user,
having read the directions on
the back of the box, is by no

Leadbusters
Portland residents:
Usa Belenger
Portland Public Health
Division
874-8300, ext. 8697

All others:
Edna Jones
Maine Division of Health
Engineering

289-3259

Abatement contractors
Abatement Professionals
Portland

761-4361
Certa Propainters
Portland
(BOO) 424-2468

New Meadows
W. Bath
(BOO) 660-4761

T.stlng, consultants
Environmental.Diagnostic
Laboratories
So. Portland
767-2818
Lead Detection Services
Peaks Island

766-5501
New England Test
Consultants
Westbrook

854-3939

means a trained profesSional.
Also, some of those tests use
chemicals that are more
hazardous than lead paint.)
Chemical laboratories
perform tests in the field with
what is known as a "stick"
sampling, a litmus-like
chemical test for the presence
of lead on painted surfaces. If
the stick sample shows that
lead is present, it will be
followed by what is called
"destructive sampling" scraping and collecting paint
chips to be tested in the
laboratory.
This methodology has its
drawbacks. In the first place,
most labs take only three to
five samples in a given
screening, whereas the average
house has any number of
painted surfaces. In the second
place, if a single coat of
unleaded paint covers several
layers of leaded paint, the stick
sampling will not detect it.
The optimum alternative is
to hire someone with an "XRF
microprocessor gun" - a
technodingus that emits X-rays
and analyzes the results on the
spot. Arthur Rowe, building
inspector for the city of
Portland, uses such a machine.
Unfortunately, Mr. Rowe only
comes to your house after you
or one of your children has
tested positive for lead
poisoning. The only independent outfit that offers XRF
technology in Portland is Lead
Detection Services.
Professional testing services
charge between $100 and $200
to screen a house. The state
Division of Health Engineering will test paint chips, soil
and water samples for a
relatively small fee. (See
"Leadbusters," at left.)
If you have been tested and
you know that there is lead in
your house, the best thing you
can do is pay a lead abatement
contractor to remove it. Do-ityourselfers often do more

If you suspect that you
may have lead paint in your
house, but you can't afford
profesSional testing (much
less profeSSional abatement),
there are a few things you can
do to protect your household:
• Most lead paint is found
on and around windows.
Before you open that first
window, wash the sash, pane
and sill with TSP or some
other high-phosphate
detergent. Carefully open the
window - contact with the
casing will act as sandpaper
and scatter more dust leaving the storm window
closed. If possible, remove
both windows and thoroughly wash the casing, the
window well and the inside
surfaces of the storm window.
• Do not vacuum the
window wells or any area
suspected of containing lead
dust. Vacuum cleaners make
fine particles of lead dust
airborne, which is not a good
thing. The little stuff is the
most dangerous.
• Painting over leaded
surfaces may provide a
temporary solution - but
only temporary.
• Consider dust your
enemy. Mop the floors, wash
the walls and woodwork.
Since children and infants
tend to put whatever's on the
floor into their mouths, i(s a
good idea to wash hands,
pacifiers and toys frequently.
• Kids who play around
older homes absorb lead that
has weathered off painted
surfaces over the years. The
alternative is to find them a
safer place to play - like the
street. (Note: This is a joke.)
• One source of lead
poisoning is tap water.
. Virtually all copper plumbing
is held together with lead
solder, and some older houses
are serviced by lead pipes.
The way to avoid poisoning
from lead solder in copper
pipes is to let the water run
before you or your children
drink it. (How long you let it
run is a matter of conscience.)
The only remedy for lead
piping is a complete retrofit
- which is expensive, but not
as expensive as a new kidney
for your son or daughter.
• Do not, repeat, DO Nor
sand or scrape paint without
first testing for lead. Even if
you don't have kids, the
hazards are significant. Lead
poisoning decreases sperm
motility in middle-aged males
and promotes osteoporosis in
women. Residual lead in the
bones of pregnant women
will leach out during pregnancy and into the fetus. In
short, irs not worth it.
Finally, grab your state,
local and/or federal representative by the throat and tell
him/her to get the lead out.
Something has got to be done.•
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Ealing, chewing, brealhing lead paint is a serious problem. CriI us.

LEAD DETECTION SERVICES
.Icat..... Alfor<Wolo· fill· ...D..nctt,

lOU FIlE l-1OO-1U-6I91 01 766-5501
POIIUIID, MAJIIE
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$10.00 I

$10.00 Off ~
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Why"" tIqs intoywrownhands, when"",
""aJIAIlanticExteminatinaat9ll&-77l6i1lstOJd.
Wtl .... "",a lew_and.loIo1bm1e.
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CARPET SALE S)~
by ShawMark ~~~~~-:,tl\
ALWAYS GREAT VALUE NOW EVEN BEnER
Buy now: we'll store it for you till you're ready
Better NEver II
Contender
FHA Saxony
Very tight twist with
18 colors ,0 95
crush resistant
Reg. 10.45/u.
warranty
18 Colors
Lexus
Reg. 12.95/10.45
13'6· wide Berber
8 colors
Winners Choice
Reg,14.95/11.45
Heavy Saxony, Formal
Anything Goes Fonnal looking Dacron
30 colors
Fantastic 10 yr. Performance
Reg. 16.95/11.95
Warranty: Ask us to explain
the advantages

58 colors
Reg. 34.95/27.45

Plul MANY Dtbers
UJII t. $10 (sq. yd.) Off

CARPETS

14 Oak Hill Plaza (behind McDonalds) Scarborough

1-800-244-0944 or 883-34~8

WOULD YOU?

HARDWOOD STOOLS
Sale $35.95
OAK STOOLS
Sale $49.95

,

SPRING PROMOTIONS J

J

U

Kitchens Islands ... Butcher Blocks Carts ...
and More ...

37 Exchange St.
Po rtland 871-1484
Mon-Sat 10-9 . Sun 11-5

TIMBERfRAME CONSTRUCTION

Accept over
~o years 'o f
kitchen design
experience to work
for you .. . FREE
Accept all wood
cabinetry for the same
price as most stock lines . .. W.",""Accept sharing in the
excitement of creating distinctive
kitchens, baths & other room designs ... enjoy it!

VISIT ...

A timber frame Is the .second life of a tree.

Our company Is commItted to replenishing
those trees that we use, a conscientious cyde
that remembers tomorrow.

ROBt:_
t:bORReLL
a company of

624 Forest Avenue
Portland, Me 775-W27

t:lrnBeR
,J:ROrneRS
rr 4 box 4366 fmeport. me. 04032 (207) 688-5555
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Brunch so tasty you'll
want to lick your plate.

1·

Servl"g Su"days 9-3
• Tony'. Comedbeef Hash • Ornlettes - Fruit Filled Crepes • Salmon & Eggs -

~eese

• Benedict
Blintzes

.

<0.

.~\
N
JPti.

-Usa'. Baked Beans .Greek Soul Food -Almond Crusted French Toast
-Serving Bloodies & Ceasats
AND SATUlIDAYS TOO

The Good Table Restaurant
Itt .... ..,

( apl'

l.Iil~lhl· th

"'')l)-(,(
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JUST IN TIME
FOR MUD
SEASON!
Functional, rugged and
long lasting wet weather
gear is here!
100% Waterproof Boots
Tot sizes 6 and up.

tommy-'s
S

G E. A

R

273 Congress St., Portland 772-5357 • Mon-Sat. 8-5, Thurs. 'tilB

FREELANCE PRODUCTION
Casco Bay Weekly is looking for freelancers to assist
in the production of this fast-growing young
newspaper.
We are looking for a reliable team player with
Macintosh Computer experience using Pagemaker
and Freehand for ad production and page layout.
You should be both a creative problem solver and
willing to follow directions to a T, with evening and
weekend hours available. A great sense of design and
dedication to deadlines is a must.
If you have the skills we need and a commitment to
producing this fine journal of news and entertainment,
send your resume to:

rlfJ1(.j:fl'1551Acongress St.,
_~___ _
__
Portland, ME 04101

l~:' 11 ~ lJ
I ,,'{!tal"
_

• ___ _

_

Attn: Elissa Conger,
Production Manager
CBW,sanEOE .

.

Enjoy a Panoramic
View of C.a sco Bay
Specializing in Seafood
and Homemade Desserts
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To remodel, or not?
• By Todd Oppenheimer

,\ ton·1 hurs: .2 for $':>.95

•• •• •• •• •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
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Tips on wise things to do and stupid ventures to avoid

......... ....
~

LOG CABIN RESTAURANT
BAILEY ISLAND, ME.

833-5546
Monday through Saturday 12-3,5-8; Sunday 12-8
Rt. 24, just 13 miles from Cooks Comer, Brunswick

Remodeling one's home
intelligently is not terribly
difficult, nor is it necessarily
more expensive than doing it
foolishly. Yet scores of
homeowners take on remodeling projects and, in an effort
to save time or money,
actually cause themse1ves
needless headaches, delays
and thousands of dollars in
extra rosts.
After ronversations with a
number of people involved in
various comers of the home
business, a simple rollection
of tips emerges on wise
things to do - and stupid
ventures to avoid. To wit:
Don't serve al your
own g-.-al contractor.
On the face of it, hiring and
coordinating
the various
specialists
yourself
seems
extremely
prudent' You
save the
general
contractor's
fee, and you
can remain
personally
involved in
the project,
riding herd
over the
subrontractors any way
you see fit. In practice, unless
you have ronsiderable
expertise in building, you can
get screwed.
Subrontractors realize
you're offering them a oneshot job rather than rontinued work in years to rome.
So they'll likely put you at
the bottom of their lists.
Furthermore, subcontractors
know you're probably
ignorant about building and
that at best you'll supervise
their work during occasional
lunch hours and for a few
minutes at the end of the day,
at which times you may well
cause them trouble a general
ron tractor rould avoid. In the
end, you will be offered
higher bids than if you had
hired a good general rontractor, and you'll get slower
service into the bargain. In
short, the individual who
calls for a one-time job has
very little clout.
Don't build adclltlonl
In an architectural style
that'l different from the
m"n house. People sometimes use additions to
"modernize" their homes. If
the design, both inside and
out, isn't carefully coordinated with the design of the
main house, it can both
destroy the lines of the house
and repel future buyers.
If you're uncertain of your
own eye for design, hire an
architect who's experienced
in remodeling - preferably

one whose past work you can
look over. Obviously, this
means an extra rost: An
interior architect's services
will add about 10 percent to
the rosts of the remodeling
work. But real estate agents
almost universally agree that
you can get the extra fee back
with a higher price when you
sell the home.
Of rourse, if the changes
you envision are small or
you're ronfident of your own
eye, an architect's services
may not be necessary, The
key is to build add itions that
look like they always should
have been there,
Restrict your experimentation to small,
Inexpensive pt'OJectI. .
Frequently people remodel to
give older homes a brighter,
'.

,

more lively atmosphere. In
the process, a lot of people
put in finishes that are so
radical they ruin the value of
the house.
If you want to bring in
some bold rolors or unique
materials and designs, limit
your creativity to things that
can be easily changed, such
as paint jobs or wall roverings. Don't experiment with
fixtures that are permanent or
would be expensive to
replace, such as rounters,
cabinets or floors.
Home buyers are growing
increasingly sophisticated in
the way they look at houses.
In years past a shiny new rug
made of synthetic fabric
might have impressed a
prospective buyer; today,
people want wool rugs and
other natural fibers that will
last, and they know they can
be found at moderate prices.
Real estates agents advise
avoiding anything that looks
cheap or fake - that will
quickly kill a sale. Particular
no-nos are imitation wood
paneling - inside or out aluminum window frames,
aluminum siding or imitation
brick.
Beware of adding
flJCt_ or extra rooml
that buyerl won't w ....t.
You may want to expand
your home even if it won't
payoff - say, if you're
having more children and
you want to remain in the

"

same school district. But if
you're concerned about resale
value, adding extra bedrooms
or the old "recreation" rooms
to homes that already have
three or four bedrooms may
not payoff. Hot tubs, too,
seem to have run their
course.
Be careful tewlng out
wall I. The layout of a good
home, especially some older
ones, can be ruined by big
changes without adding
much usable extra space.
That is often not the case with
today's suburban ranch
houses, some of which have
unnecessary walls and poor
floor plans.
Don't Mlume a good
remodeling Job must be
expenllye. Small changes
can significantly increase the
value of a
".
.. '
home. Replac.' . .'
in~ small
windows with
bigger ones or
adding
windows can,
in the right
spots, brighten
a room tremendously. Such a
change almost
always adds
value toa
home, sometimes much
more than the
$500 to $700 a
new window
costs.
The same goes for an
outside paint job, a little
landscaping or opening up a
roof with a skylight. And
wallpaper - once the dreck
of home decorating - is now
available in fine fabrics and
tasteful patterns that are still
cheaper than some paint jobs.
Consider reali, big Jobs
onl, If
hav_ extra
IpllCe find ,our house II
worth substantlall, Ie..
th .... others In the neighborhood.
A kitchen can be enlarged
for $20,000 (including, in
many cases, the cost of
replacing old appliances),
often raising the home's
value by at least that much.
Similarly, if you can spare the
rooms, tearing out a floor to
make a two-story living room
can be smart in the right
house.
But, warned one appraiser,
"You want to be real careful
you don't create the best
house in the neighborhood."
Whatever change you're
considering, if you're afraid
you may be hurting your
home's resale value more
than helping it, ask a pro.
Real estate agents and
appraisers sometimes don't
mind giving free advice. And
even if they charge you a
little, it can be well worth the
expense.•
~

~
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"We couldn't beat the financing
and we couldn't beat the price."
-

Lisa Dyer and Dale Groves

"We considered several places to live, but the low price, along
with the view, made Breakwater our first choice. We both work
at the same insurance agency, and our jobs get pretty demanding ... free time is limited. But with all the conveniences of
Breakwater, we're able to get away for a weekend of hiking or
just head downtown for an evening out. Our money bought a
lot more than just a home .. . the whole lifestyle is perfect for us.
Everyone here is very nice, so it's a pleasant community
to be part of. And the staff is great ... they've often helped us
carry our groceries into the building and called an elevator for us. It's a friendly, comfortable atmosphere:'
Come see why Lisa and Dale enjoy a Breakwater lifestyle. I-bedroom units from 549,900, 2-bedroom units
from 562,900. 30-year fixed rate financing available with
only 5% down*

BreakUXlfer
at Spring Point

South Portland , Maine 04106
(2W)

~9l) - IH99

Sales Information Center open every day 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.
In ~outh Ponlanu , folio\\' HroatlwJ\' t'~I'i[ (0 Ii1L' o cean .
FinanCing 3\'a,ilahJe through (he B( ):-.ton Fin' \1<)n~agc.: ( :orp.

THURSDAY, FRIDAY & SATURDAY ONLY

(April 2 - April 4)
We'd rather have you take them home than to
move them to our new remodeled space
next door!

GEl-rING READY TO
RE-OPEN FULL SCAI.E!
At the Magic Garden, we continue to be
your #1 source for indoor plants
and cut flowers.

Open:
Mon-Fri

9-6
Sat 9-5

130 St.John st. • Portland • 761-1580

Free Parking.
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k.itchen·caJlipets
& appliances

CABINETS
BO%OFF

lHR_
APRIL

RT 1 SAeo. NEXT TO FUNTOWN. 283-1811

Accessories for Your
Maine Home
Maine-Made at JUST ME.
490 CONGRESS ST, PORTLAND
207-775-4860

HOW TO SUCCEED AT
VOICE-OVERS
Learn the art ofmaking voice-over commercial
spots for radio and television.

CBW(Toki Oshima

Child proofing your home

Instructor: Daniel Levin< has producod hundr<ds of
comm<rcials for a vari<ty of organizations, locally and
nationally. He is also the composer of a new Broadway
musical, Ann4 I<Armi1l4, opening in August 1992

• By DanielIe Toussaint

Saturday, April 4, Luther Bonney Auditorium
9:00 - 11 :00 a.m. and 12:00-2:00 p.m.
Tuition: $58.00 • You may register at the door.
For mor~ informtltion contact: Community Programs
University of Southern Maine
68 High Str<et, Portland, ME 04101

874-6500

o University of Southern Maine

r~--rTAINED GlASS BEAm! J~
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FOR YOUR HOME

~
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See Us For Remo.d eling
Cabinet Doors
Front Entrys

_

~~::~~~~iJ~~~~

Room Dividers
~J lighting
Fixtures
Mirrors
. . Window Hangings

V.J
Jj

I

630 Forest Avenue
Portland, ME
774-4154

'l Phoenix
Studio ~Zi~~ME _~
,V
,,-yg#C,
630 Forest Ave.

~rpr

'Ii

\...

, . ,...

CUP OF SOUP
+ any SANDWICH
( ex c e pt '10 x

0

r t r 0 Ut )

$4.50
15 Temple St. Portland 879-2425

@

At the age of 3, Michael
tipped. the rocking chair back
so far that he and the chair
both flipped. right through the
plate glass window behind it.
At 4, he surprised his mother
by peering into the kitchen
window while hanging upside
down from a limb of a tree with his head about 6 feet
above a concrete patio.
Several years later, while
lying on his back on the living
room floor, he kicked over a
stereo speaker, causing a
heavy ceramic pot resting on
top of it to fall off and bonk
him on the forehead .
Even if your home and
yard appear to be safe for
children, you can bet they will
find some way to hurt
themselves. It's inevitable.
And yet there are some simple
and inexpensive things you
can do to help prevent home
accidents.
Children are particularly
vulnerable from the time they
start walking until they are
about 3 or 4 years old. At this
age they have the mobility to
get into everything within
reach, but lack the knowledge
and experience to sense
danger.
Even those without
children of their own might
want to consider the following
safety tips, particularly if they
babysit or receive visits from
friends, relatives or neighbors
with young children.
You can find most of the
gadgets you'll need to make
your home childproof at local
stores specializing in
children's accessories (including toy and clothing stores),
hardware stores and home
improvement centers.
Often, though, all it takes is
some common sense to
prevent serious accidents and
injuries in your home.
• Guns kept loaded for

"home protection" are much
more likely to kill or maim
family members than intruders. Even if the guns are
locked up, a bright 7-year-old
quickly learns where the key is
kept. It may seem ot>vious, but
keep guns and ammunition
locked up separately and keep
the key where it absolutely is
not accessible to children.
• List emergency phone
numbers in big print by the
telephone.
• Buy electrical outlet
covers to keep curious fingers
and other objects out of
unused outlets.
• Purchase expandable
doorway gates to corral little
ones away from dangerous
areas. (Block kitchen entrances, the front door,
stairways and so on.)
• Purchase door knob
sleeve covers that prevent
lit.tle hands from opening
doors that lead to dangerous
places.
• Large windows that
reach down to the floor should
be made out of safety glass.
Sliding glass doors should be
marked with decals so it is
obvious when they're closed.
• Pneumatic or hydraulic
devices will automatically
close doors behind you and
help keep toddlers from
wandering out.
• Young children will put
anything within reach into
their mouths. Put small items
that could cause choking or
poisoning out of reach.
• Watch out for household
toxins! That storage area
under the sink may be
particularly dangerous. Get a
locking latch for it and any
other cabinets containing
items you don't want children
getting into. Common household items that may be toxic
include but are not limited to:
detergents, various cleaners,
polishes, matches, tobacco,
lighters, lighter fluid, pesti-

cides (including flea powder),
automotive products, cake
deodorant near the diaper
pail, drugs (including vitamins) and toiletries, art and
hobby supplies and plant-care
chemicals. Garages often
contain toxins. Nt:v~r put a
poisonous ma terial in a
container other than the
clearly marked one in which it
came.
• Keep electrical cords out
of reach, and make sure they
are not fra yed.
• Keep crawling children
out of the kitchen while you're
cooking, and keep handles on
cooking pots turned in. Don't
store loose knives in a drawer
with other utensils.
• Foam corner guards can
be installed on hard edges of
furniture or counters that
seem to be in the path of fastmoving or wobbly toddlers.
• You may want to get a
lock or key switch (like the
ones they have on some school
lights) for the trash compactor
or the garbage disposal if
these gadgets are within reach
of your young ones.
• Watch out for razors and
perfumes in the bathroom.
• Foam faucet covers can
prevent bumped. heads in the
tub; use a rubber mat or decals
in the tub to prevent falls.
• For infants, use foam or
plastic inserts in the tub at
bath time. These help keep
baby upright. Even with such
a device, neva leave an infant
or young child alone in the tub
(or a wading pool) even for a
minute. They can drown even
in a couple inches of water.
• Keep electrical appliances (blow dryers, curling
irons, radios) far away from
sinks or tubs to prevent
electrocution.
• Automatic toilet bowl
cleaners can be toxic. Removing them is the easiest way to
eliminate this hazard.
• In a baby's room, watch

for dangling cords from
shades or blinds that may be
in reach of the infant. These
can cause strangulation. (The
same goes for toys strung
across the top of the crib.)
• Cribs, high chairs, beds,
car seats, strollers and playpens should all be safety
approved. Though convenient,
all these items can ca use
serious injuries or death if not
used properly. Read and heed
the warnings listed with these
items.
• Remove or place barriers
around heat sources such as
fireplaces, wood stoves, floor
heaters and so on.
• Don't leave an iron
sitting on the ironing board
while you leave to answer the
door or phone. Your toddler
could easily pull on the cord
or knock over the board,
causing a hot and heavy iron
to land on top of him.
• C~nging tables should
have safety straps or protective edges to prevent baby
from squirming off. You never
know when your tiny infant
will learn to roll over or inch
off a surface.
• Get smoke detectors and
make sure they work. Check
them regularly.
•
• Create an emergency exit
plan in case of fire. Install
emergency ladders in upstairs
bedrooms. Install fire extinguishers and make sure you
know how to use them.
• Nursery monitoring
devices will transmit sounds
(and images, if you can afford
a really elaborate system) from
the baby's room while you are
at the other end of the house
or outside. Check the range of
the device before you wander
too far.
• Free-standing bookcases
can be secured to the wall with
bolts.
• Flammable liquids
should be stored in locked
safety cans.
• Outdoor play-area
hazards include loose nails
and splinters.
• H your yard has a swing
set or rope swing, create a
"zone" that children should
tay out of to prevent being hit
by other children using the
Swing.
• Put soft protective
material like tan bark under
climbing apparatus.
• Make sure your gate
latches are child proof if you
want to keep the kid in the
yard. (lfs simple for a young
child to open a gate latch
equipped with a dangling pull
string.)
• Bicycle heln:)ets can
prevent head injuries during
cycling excursions.
• Look out for broken glass
in the yard or cigarette butts
that a toddler might try to eat.
• Many common plants are
toxic. Check with the nursery
before adding new plants to
an area accessible to infants or
toddlers. Check gardening
books to make sure your
home's plants are non-toxic. •

"BEST IN TOWN"

1•

WE··RE MOVING!

Crispy Fried Chicken

•

SPICY BARBEQUE SPARERIBS

As of Thursday, April 23rd

with homemade sauce

•

Caravan 'Beacfs

SPECIAL FOR THE WEEK

Roast Pork baked in Vinegar and laced with Sweet POUitoeS

•
GOOD OLD FASHIONED VEGETABLE PLATE
•
Try Our West Indies Fish Plate!
•

will be located at

Forest Avenue Plaza
449 Forest Ave., in Portland (2nd floor)

HOMEMADE ICECREAM & ASSORTED DESSERTS
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Hours:
urs ay 4:30 to 8pm;
Saturday 10am to 6pm;
Sunday noon to 4pm
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Thur, Apr. 2 ImLIJDIIIYtrDlOULIlIr8
Hot Chicaco BIu..

FrI, Apr. 3 PSIICBOVSKY

IIaav7 hDJdn'

Sat, Apr. 4 B.B.JAII CJau1c Bock
Sun, Apr. 6 BO'l'T01l LIlO

PUBLIC HOUSE

Mon, Apr. 6 Bu4DratU$1.80
Tues, Apr. 7 IjlPrlceWe1lDrlDb
8·11 0Dly $1.78

Tms

CANDICE mORNTON INTERIORS
Complete Interior Design Service
and

FABRIGANZA

Wed, Apr. 8 Luer Itaraoke
WEEK
AT FATHER O'HARA'S

outstanding fabrics and wallcoverings for the horne.
2 MILK STREET IN THE OLD PORT

45 Danforth Street • Portland • ME

Mon- Sat 10-

._.,
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Now serving from noon til 3 pm.

Back by popular demand:

·i

i

Parker's Roast Turkey Dinner Sundays :
with all the fixin's, 4 til closing.
I
·
SundaY6 kids eat (or FREE, any item off o( kids' menu. I
Corner of

Ample Parking
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Washington
& Allen Ave.
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Your
Birkenstock
Store
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walliabout

337 Forest Ave

Portland, ME
207-77 3-660 I

Fas h·Ions may

come and go,
b Ut an e d ucat·Ion
::-"'-'?- ~
I·S always
('~~~-:J
in stylel
,-=",

Stro ng jute rei nforces, makes rcpiIifli f'aslrr.
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If you would like to update your outlook and enrich your lifestyle, plan to join us at the College Fair for Adults. Whether
you're thinking about starting a college career-or starting
over_e're here to help you.

USM College Fair for Adult Students
USM Campus Center
Wednesday, April 8, 19924:00 to 8:00 p.m.
Bedford Street. Portland campus
For more information call the
USM Undergraduate Admissions Office at 780·4970

() University of Southern Maine

.• with our great garlic bread!
It's just a beginning to a
long list of Creative
Chef's Specials that
rival the finest anywhere from Italian to seafood and
steaks, and lobster always!

THE ROMA
casual dress. comfortable price, quality dining
769 Congress Street, Intown Portland 773-9873
Esl. 1924 (in the historic Rines Mansion)
M-F 11:30 am·9 pm . Saturday 5-9:30 pm
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Casco Bay W""kly

Renovating or
Remodeling?

Waltman & CO .... the Best of Maine
Solution:

Question:
Are your house or
building components
dated pre-1980?

* Fast & Affordable
* Accurate
* Non-Destructive
* On-site Results

1-800-7S0-LEAD
ATLANTIC ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES

,-B_e_H_ou_se_-s_m---;;ar;:;--t1-,

R2

S HEL TE

BUILDING&O
38 Center Street
Bath , ME 04530
(207) 442-7938

(j)

~~
Q~

<~

• Housebuilding Courses
• Creative skills workshops
• Wholesale Building Supplies
• Fine Woodworking Tools
• Hennin Post&Beam Construction

C

~
trj

(You'll be pleasantly surprised by our rates and our service!)

LA-MERE
Your Camera, Audio-Video, TV and Computer Super Store!
Personal Service •

Selection • Consistent Low Prices

JVC
Double Cassette Deck
TDW103
• high speed dubbing
• Dolby NR • tape counter
• continuous play of two tapes

$88 00
•

Panasonic
Palmcorder

OLYMPUS
Super Zoom 330

"Tapes FII In YourVCn"

$549.95

Super Zoom 330
• 38-105mm
zoom lens
• spot metering
• macro up to 2.6'
• wireless remote
control
• redeye reduction flash

PV10
• 6XZOOM
• time & date stam p
• flying erasehead
• fade co ntro I

PACKARD BELL

PREMIER
INNOVATIONS

$999

$1299~5

386-SX w/40 MB
Hard Drive and
14' VGA Color Monitor

386 DX-25 w/105 MB Hard Drive
14' VGA Color Monitor

• 80386 SX Processor 16/8 MHZ
• 40 MB Hard Dr1Ye

• 1 MB RAM (exPMdabie 105MB)
.800 x 600 IIGA Controller
• Mouse Included
.31/2' High Density Floppy Drive
'51/4' High Density FlOppy Drive
• 1 Serial, 1 Parallel Port
• In1llg13111d Softwall Package Includes MS
OOS. lolUSQil Wor1cS

1

·80386 ox Processor 2518 MHZ (0 walt state)

·105 MB Hard

D~ve

·2 MB RAM (expll1dable to 8 MB)
'3.5' 1.44 MB High Density Floppy Drive

~

• 5.25'
Super1.2
VGA
Card wi
512KVldeo
~~!ill~~'·3
MBGraphics
High Density
Floppy
Drive RAM
8unon Senal Mouse (Mlcroson cornpaHble)

LA MERE
-

155 MAIN ST. BIDDEFORD

• 2400 Baud In1llm3 Modem
• Includes MS-DOS 5.0, MS Windows 3.0,
PfS Wlndo..wor1cS

"Your"
Camera, Audio, Video, TV
and Computer Super Store

Designers
and Builders

A place of your own
be asked in return? For
starters, you'll have to live in
the house you buy, and it will
Interested in buying an old
have to contain fewer than
Portland building and fixing
five apartment units (if it
it up? The city of Portland
doesn'
t, there's also loan
might loan money at 2 percent
money
available to knock out
interest to help you out.
walls
and
make apartments
During the 198Os, several
bigger).
Portland neighborhoods were
''We're trying to stabilize
invaded by a plague of
neighborhoods," said Mark
absentee landlords: people
Adelson, Portland's commuwho bought apartment
buildings only because they , nity development director.
"Owner-occupied properties
saw dollar signs. Many of
do that, because people have
those owners lived in
a stake in the neighborhood
comfortable suburban homes
and a stake in the buildings."
while milking intown
Not everyone can apply
apartment buildings like cash
for the loans, though. You
cows, and allowing them to
must earn 80 percent or less
deteriorate.
of
the median income in
"In the 1980s, lots of
Portland,
own no other
properties were owned by
property
in
the city and meet
speculators," said Joseph
a
few
other
requirements:
Gray Jr., Portland's director
of planning and urban
• You'll have to take four
development. "But those
courses with the Peoples
owners weren't investing in
Regional Opportunity
the buildings; they were only
Program (PROP) on the
interested in appreciation of
subjects of budgeting,
their income. So, after the real
ownership, landlord-tenant
estate bubble burst, foreclorelationships and the procesures happened."
dure of closing loans.
Because of those foreclo• You'll have to deposit 10
sures, many of those same
percent of your rental income
buildings are on the auction
in an interest-bearing escrow
account for five years.
block again. And this time,
the city is trying to make sure
• Your rents will have to
they land in the hands of
be affordable, and the people
you rent to must earn 80
local owners who will take
care of them.
percent or less of Portland's
To do that, the city of
median income.
Portland has started the PortIn return - besides the
Lender Home Ownership
rock-bottom down payments
Project. In exchange for a few
and interest rates - you'll get
promises, the new program
portfolio loans (your bank
will help local residents buy
won't sell your loans on a
homes and apartment
secondary market later;
buildings on most of the
they'll hang onto them) and
the banks won't charge any
peninsula, as well as parts of
East Deering, Ubbytown and
extra fees or "points" on your
Oakdale.
loan.
Several kinds of loans are
Five banks have agreed to
available, the follOwing
participate in the program:
among them:
Peoples Heritage Bank, Key
• To cover closing costs Bank of Maine, Casco Norththe appraisal, the title search
ern, Citibank and Fleet Bank.
- you can borrow up to
Each has committed $250,000
$10,000 from the city of
worth of the loans. The city
Portland at 2 percent, 10-year
loans come from federal
pay back terms. (You'll have
money.
to cover only the 2.5 percent
Best of all, the application
down payment on the
period has been extended
indefinitely by the city.
property - just $2,500 for a
$100,000 building, compared
People interested in
to $20,000 in a typical bank
applying for the special loans
mortgage.)
may call the city's Community Development Depart• To do rehabilitation
ment at 874-8300, ext. 8730,
work, you can borrow up to
for more information.•
$10,000 per unit at 2 percent,
3O-year pay back terms.
What sort of promises will

U-CAN-DO
LEARN FAUX FINISHING
& other decorative techniques
Additional Services Available:

Waltman & Co.

Reason:

Lead-based paint

Fr1!f-Spm
Closed Salurdays
Sunday 10-7pm

The Maine
Cottage Series
by

Problem:

Hoo~:
Moo-Thu~ lDam-3pm

--,
i
r

AES Lead Paint
Inspection

17

The example above is in lhe "Golhic revival" style. II has almosl1200 s9.f1. of liv!ng space,
two bedrooms, and is designed so it can be gracefully expanded. FeatU:lng ~epllO~al
"
materials and worlcmanship, this particular "cottage" represe.n~ one ~n a s~nes of cottages
which can be built on your foundation, ready for year-round liVing, With prICes from as law as
$59950. We believe no better value exists.

19 Pleasant St., Yarmouth, ME 04096· Tel. 207-846-3810· Call for free in/omUJtionpackage.

• Custom Window Treatments
• Decorative Pillows, Custom
Cushions, Dustruffles
• Refurbishing Old Furniture

"~·able

~

878-9884

• By Paul Karr

New Spring Arrivals!
UNITED COLORS
OF BENETTON.

56 Main S1. Freeport, ME 865-6369

HUB FURNITURE'S 33 HOU

N99AL~

SPECIAL
OFfER
APPLIES
TO
FURNITURE
& BEDDING
PURCHASES

ONlYI
(NOT
RETRoACTIVEI)

BUNK BEDS
(w/BEDDING)

From '299
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chat, by phone or in person. It
could mean that you'll need
their help stuffing envelopes
or becoming invisible during
a meeting. It could also mean
that they'll take more interest
in your work and fill some of
the void created when no one
down the hall stops by to ask,
"Hows it goin'?" 1 = Then
what's the point? 10 = That's

April 1-April 18
Buy Now" Save

20%-30% on ~~~acturers

OK.

..

GwI'dex atemlcals • Solar Blankets
Vacaun !kIses

7. Mor"e

1\ If11TI'lELY

• COLORING

lVJ[~HAIR

• PERMING

J4 .'!hdl-.r;:; 1 "irl' /l/dml.'

• EAR PIERCING

• WPV<ING

..

Appointrrents Taken. Walk-Ins W31come

• MANICURES
865-9214
13 Royal Avenue • Freeport - Mon- Fri 9 - 7 • Sat 8 - 4

PEACE lind QUIET,
ANYONE?
Enjoy city convenience
in wooded seclusion
at

TAMARLANE
Located on Canco Road,
off Washington Avenue, Portland

774·8664
or

BACK COVE ESTATES

Located off Ocean Avenue
ooerlooking J:!axter Bou1erord, Portland.

774·8842

."

'.

..

So, whether you work or play in downtown
Portland, you'll love returning home
to the quiet serenity found at
Tamarlane and Back Cove Estates
- the perfect combination of
luxury and location!

'.

. CBW(fo/ci Oshima

Want to \York at hOl11e?
First, take this lO-question quiz to see if it's right for you
• By Judith BrCNldhUTst

Working from home can
be a dream come true or a
nightmare.
Before you leap, look at
the 10 personal factors below.
Then rate your chances for
adapting, on a scale of one to
10, item by item.
These results are entirely
subjective. The more honest
you are with yourself, the
more it will help you in
making your decision.

1. Temper....ent
Successful home-office
types have much the same
personalities as successful
entrepreneurs. Renegades do
best. Those who find predictability boring, who chafe at
having someone watching
over them, who feel stifled in
the corporate mainstream
make good candidates. 1 =
Low, 10 = High on the
renegade scale.

benefits.
But while your computer
may be connected to the
LAN, you won't be in on the
grapevine. You won't be
there when someone gets
tapped for an important
assignment. You could lose a
promotion. That's the out-ofsight, out-of-mind theory.
Assume the worst-case
scenario. Do you really care?
The reason many flee the fold
is to avoid politics and
jockeying for posi tion. So the
sacrifice may be worth the
tradEH>ff. 1 = Advancement is
more important, 10 = I'll take
the trade-off.

4, Priorities
If making lots of money is
one of them, stick with your
job. You probably won't
make as much for a couple of

2. Self-discipline

CHOOSE FROM:
• Elegant single.level Capes and Gardens
• Beautiful two.story Townhouses
• Choice of 1 or 2 Baths
• Fully applianced Kitchens
• Washer/Dryer hookups
• Assigned Parking Spaces
• On·site Laundry Facilities
• Swimming pool, Tennis courts,
Clubhouse
• 24·hr Maintenance, and more!

. . -

"Renegade" does not
mean free spirits or those
who hate structure. Working
at home, for yourself or an
employer, takes tremendous
self- diScipline. If you fail to
establish a routine and a
structure that work for you,
you'll fail, fast.
On the flip side, if you're
always the most productive
and self-motivated worker in
an organization, those traits
will serve you well. Being a
bit driven helps. Being totally
compulsive doesn't. 1 =
Prefer direction, 10 = Totally
self-disciplined.

3.Allllaldoit
If you stay with your
present employer, yet get to
work at home at least part of
the time, you'll be the envy of
the neighborhood - especiall y if you keep full fringe

nicate with the people critical
to your success. Once in a
while, you can even go to the
beach in the middle of the
week.
If it's vital to you and
yours that you have evenings
and weekends open, be
forewarned. You'll work
many of them, just to keep
up. 1 = Not what I had in
mind, 10 = I expected as
much.

5. Rn.nces
If you'll remain on
someone's payroll under a
telecommuting place plan,
skip this part. If you're
setting up shop on your own,
stash enough to cover
domestic basics for one year
or face the consequences.
That's not counting the
outlay for your business.
Budget bonuses are the
money you save on clothing,
food and transportation. Be
realistic. Then add 10 to 20
percent to estimated expenses. Don't give up. Do
consider an interim, part-time
job. 1 = Back to square one, 10
= Sittin' pretty.

6. F.mlly • friends

years, if ever again. If you
strike gold, odds are that, as
your business grows, you'll
hire staff and rent an office.
Your overhead gobbles the
profits and gets fatter. You
can land back at square one.
If security is your priority,
look elsewhere.
If freedom tops your list,
examine your expectations.
You can't spend afternoons at
the beach and survive. But
you can do errands on the
way back from an appointment. You can work your
own hours, as long as you
put in the hours and commu-

Working at home is not
the answer to having more
time with your kids or saving
money on child care. You'll
end up working part-time
whether that's the plan or
not. Many work-at-home
parents resort to outside day
care, after all.
A lot depends on the
nature of your business and
the other factors listed here.
It's not impossible that both
you and your children will
end up happier with you
home. Just unlikely.
It's critical that family and
friends understand, from the
outset, that this is for real you're working. That means
you're not available just to

I.

You may miss the camaraderie of the office, even if you
keep in touch by phone and
modem. People won't be
popping in to say, "Wanna
go to lunch?" No more,
"How was your weekend?"
Not much shop talk.
Hobnobbing now has to be
scheduled. You'll have to
remind yourself to get out of
the office for a while, or to
check in with a co-worker.
Then again, that may be just
what you want. 1 = Sounds
awful, 10 = Can't wait

I£\~POOL&sPA
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C·E·N·T·E·R

480 RIVERSIDE ST. TOll FREE 1975 LISBON RD.
PORTLAND
1-800-244-0858
LEWISTON
878-3000
783-0858
~ 1().,5. Sat. Hh3
M-F 9-5, Sat. 94
Eves.
Eves. by appt.

~

• FORTS OF PORTlAND:
An Inside Look at
Portland's Historical Forts
(1 hr)
• BACKYARD MAINE:
Gardening Series (1/2hr)
• THE PSALTRY:
Franco-American Music
(1I2hr)
• POWER AND STEELE ON
THEATER:
Review of Local Thaeter
Productions (1I2hr)
• CITYSCAPES: (1I2hr)

8. M.rketlng .wllty
Selling their services,
which is really selling
themselves, is the thing many
entrepreneurs hate the most.
In the beginning, that's all
you do. Once you have
clients or customers, it's still
at least 20 percent of what
you do, or you're headed for
trouble. It's like acting, every
day. You have to be able to
do it no matter how discouraged or smug you feel. It's
what pushes a lot of people
with good ideas, even good
management skills, over the
edge. 1 = Dread zone, 10 =
Sales-award winner.

Programs premiere Frio 7-10pm. lnd are
repeatBd sal- Mon.1-4 '" 7-10pm and
Tues•• Wed., & Thurs_9am-noon.
Cable Channel 37 In Portland. So_Portland. Cape Ellubeth, Falmouth, & Scarborough. Channel varies In Gorham.

9.SpKe
Ah, for a room of one's
own. The bare essential is an
off-limits space which is quiet
at least sometimes, preferably
with a door to close.
The dining table won't do.
Not if anyone plans to dine
on it at any time, that is. And
if you want to ensure nightmares, try sleeping with a
computer staring at you from
a comer of your bedroom. 1 =
No way, 10 = No problem.

with
International star

Cannel Quinn
Deertng High
School Audltortum
Saturday, Aprtl 11
8:00 p.m.
Tickets available at
Ireland's Crystal
and Crafts

10.H_lts
Procrastination is deadly.
The operative word in
working at home is working.
If you don't have it in you
to keep regular hours, to do
all the filing and letter
writing, maintain good
records, to set your own
deadlines and to keep at it
day after day, no matter what
your mood or the weather,
forget it.
Expect 10- to 12-hour days.
The hard part for some is not
letting 16 hours heoome
routine. If you don't know
when to quit, you're in
trouble. 1 =Not likely, 10 =
Piece 0' cake.
Add up your points. If you
score above 50, start your
business plan. If it works, you
will work harder. You'll be
more easily discouraged.
You'll get scared. But you
won't look back. •

Admission $10,
fOr infOrmation
774-9400

~UJtfw: ['ttl

Let

cfUfly!

sW«T up flIitfl

t1U1' 1ItUJ

Cotton '1Jarow!

'Bo6: Soumis fii:I afou iIka
to me, lear.

Cats:

PurrrrT..•... 1

tJJest prices aru{sdutimt. Our new 10096 Caton
fJ1i.rows are in! 1'ul£sized pricedJom $28.95.

cj

ountry PotpOU;:J·

coflutwks . hand crafts· foCkan

2 Wharf Street • In The Old Port • Portland. ME 04101
(207) n2-7490 • Open Daily

Our newest endeavor ...
books + magazines for
the Gay + Lesbian community
Meet

JOHN PRESTON
Sat., Apr iI 4, 3pm
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All aboard for the New Mountain Line

Local transportation, local politics
There is no question that the present economic
recession will end, or that when it does, Greater
Portland will once again grow at the breakneck pace
it did during the 1980s. It may grow faster.
Therefore, during these brief economic doldrums,
the question we must be asking ourselves is this:
After the next boom, will the Casco Bay bioregion
still be the kind of place we want to call home?
Last week, CB W sketched out a rough proposal for
a "New Mountain Line" rommuter railroad, which
would operate over existing tracks between the
Portland waterfront and a park-and-ride station
west of Sebago Lake.
In that editorial, C4sco Bay Weekly challenged the
224,277 of you who voted last fall for a sensible state
transportation policy to pull together once again and
harness the widespread interest in public transportation into a local grassroots movement. Judging
from the dozens of calls, it looks as though that
challenge will be taken up.
This week, CB W' s challenge goes out to a more
specific list of individuals and organizations who
are uniquely prepared to set the wheels of such a
transportation system rolling.
We don't ask that you specifically support the
New Mountain Line. You could favor a southern rail
route to Saro, a northern line through Yarmouth,
Freeport and Brunswick, or even a simple expansion
of METRO into a fully regional transit company.
All we ask is that those of you on this list (and
everyone else who wants to be involved) sit down
together and begin to take a long, hard look at how a
regional public transportation system would
promote long-term, sustainable economic growth
throughout Greater Portland - while at the same
time protecting this place we call home from the
social and environmental apocalypse of suburban
sprawl and automobile-generated pollution.

W.yne D.vls and the burgeoning Tr.lnRlden
Northe.st, which is well on its way to bringing
Amtrak to Portland: CBW applauds you and
challenges you to ensure that your vision of a worldclass railway station beromes a reality.
General Manager
deDoes and the board of
the Greater Portland Transit District: CBW challenges you to move the METRO Pulse to the soonto-be-built station, and to transform MElRO from a
local bus rompany into an intermodal transit
company serving the entire region - from Brunswick to Bridgton to Biddeford.
Portland MayorThomu Allen: CBW challenges
you, upon the rompletion of your term as mayor, to
employ your ronsiderable leadership skills in the
service of a broader transportation agenda. For
while Portland is destined to be a regional hub,
Portland alone cannot fulfill its transportation needs;
you must lead a transportation coalition that reaches
from Boston to Bangor.
Chairman D.vId E. WIIrntI and the other 32
members of Portland's Comprehensive TrensportHlon Plen AdvIsory Committee: CBW challenges you to build alliances between downtown
activists and neighborhood groups. Forge your
relationships straight and true, for one day soon, we
will be laying steel rails in their place.
Neighborhood groups, including StroudwH.
(where Congress Street traffic and Jetport noise are
always at issue), P. .skle (where cross-town traffic
is tearing up a way of life), o..tng (where the
neighborhood group put a trolley atop their newsletter), Riverton (where the constant widening of
Route 302 threatens a historic park) and others: CBW
challenges you not to solve your own traffic problems, but to solve those of neighboring neighborhoods. H you each find ways to get around without
driving through somebody else's neighborhood,
everyone's traffic problems will be solved.
Portland City Manager Robert C ....." the

S.'"

Portlend City Counell, the Downtown Portl.nd
CorporHlon and the emerging Downtown
Improvement District: CBW challenges you to act
quickly and join the discussion over where to locate a
railway station on the Portland peninsula. A worldclass station such as that proposed by TrainRiders
will attract retail, office and hotel development.
Should such an "anchor" be located on the site of the
former Union Station? Or along Commercial Street?
The state Department of Transportation (ooT) is
pressuring the city to make this important decision
within the next few weeks!
(Wllterfront AIII.nee members and M.lne
Aqu.rlum advocates: You need to hop aboard this
decision, too.)
Westbrook Mayor Fred Wescott and other civic
leaders rightly roncerned about the economic health
of Westbrook: CB W challenges you to build a public

editorial
Part 2: community leaders
transit system that would link your tidy downtown
to pedestrian shoppers, while at the same time
enabling your wealth of workers qUick and easy
access to employers in downtown Portland and the
Maine Mall area.
Town Manager PMlI Weston and the Gorham
Town Council: CBW challenges you - as one step
toward addressing the traffic problems threatening
to turn your beautiful downtown into a superhighway - to join the Greater Portland Transit District
and work to bring METRO bus service to your
rommunity.
Bob H.rrls and the hundreds of other citizens
who expressed roncern over how traffic is affecting
Gorham: CB W challenges you to challenge the ooT
to fulfill its duty under the new transportation
policy. Before it can widen any of the highways that
dissect your rommunity - state routes 4, 25, 114,
237 or U.S. Route 202 - the ooT must consider
alternatives, such as public transportation. See that
they do.
University of Southern Maine President Rlch.d
PllttenMlde, who oversees a campus in Gorham
and a parking problem in Portland: CBW challenges
you and USM to join METRO, too. Park the USM
shuttle and spend the money instead to support
METRO in providing Portland-to-Gorham service
that everyone could ride. Work out a deal that
would allow USM students to ride all METRO buses
for free, which would help solve your parking
problem in Portland.
Town Manager Clen Frlltto and the Windham
Town Council: CBW also challenges you to join the
Greater Portland Transit District, and to bring
METRO bus service up Route 302.
U .. Popp, D.vld McC_n and the other members of Wlndh.m's Commuter Routing Study
Committee: CBW challenges you to put yourselves
at the forefront of a regional citizens group seeking
public transportation alternatives. And, along with
Gorham citizens, you have the responsibility of
ensuring the DOT studies a rail alternative before it
widens or bypasses Route 302.
Rlch..-d Murphy and other Bridgton-area
residents roncerned about the impacts of Route 302:
CB W challenges you to define yoursel ves as part of
Greater Portland when transportation is the issue.
There's no reason the New Mountain Line, or
another system, shouldn't continue to Bridgton or
beyond if you'd prefer it to auto traffic.
Likewise incoming Town Manager Thomu
Stevens and other members of the Standish Town
Council: CBW challenges you to work with Gorham,
Windham, Westbrook and Portland.
(And since the lower end of Sebago Lake would
inevitably be affected, we invite the Portl.....

W.ter District aboard, too.)
Community leaders in South Portland,
Scarborough, Saro, Old Orchard, Biddeford, Cape
Elizabeth, Falmouth, Cumberland, Gray, the
Yarmouths, Freeport and Brunswick: Just because
your communities wouldn't be directly affected by a
New Mountain Line is no reason not to get involved
now. The need - and the potential - is great.
South Portland City Manager Jerre Bry.nt and
the South Portl .....d City Council deserve special
attention: CBW challenges you to close the South
Portland Bus Service and re-join METRO. A 1989
study prepared by the Greater Portland Council of
Governments (COG) roncluded that a joint METRO
rould cut local subsidy requirements by 20 percent
and save up to $360,000 a year. Yet South Portland
declined, preferring to slash almost every other item
in your budget rather than work rooperatively for a
regional bus rompany. Come on back, South
Portland. We need to work together.
(CBWlikewise challenges the Reglon.1 Tr.n.port.tlon Progr.m to join METRO.)
Soon-to-be senior Cumberland County Commissioner G..-y Plummer, and whichever candidates
win the other two seats this June: CBW challenges
you to use the only regional unit of government
Greater Portland has to ensure that local transportation and land use planning are coordinated on a
regional level.
First District'U.5. Congressman Tom Andrews:
CBW challenges you to make the creation of a
regional public transportation system a top priority
of this year's campaign, and to assist METRO in
obtaining ISfEA and other funding vital to the
completion of a project like this.
Senators Ceorge Mitchell and Bill Cohen: CB W
challenges you to find the really big bucks. We
applaud Mitchell's Clean Air Act, which will require
every employer of more than 100 people to get
involved in providing transportation options. Now
what we need is money to help ronvert military
contractors like Bath Iron Works to peacetime
production, such as building light rail systems.
And speaking of ronversion, there's state Transportation Commissioner D.n. Connors: CB W
challenges you, most of all, to overrome the acrimony that followed your bitter defeat at the polls
last fall - by leading, rather than follOwing, this
movement to bring regional public transportation to
Maine.
Last, but by no means least, there are Alen C_n
and the other leaders of the C.mp.lgn for Sensible Tr.nsport.t:lon: CBW challenges you to help
whomever steps forward to launch a regional
citizens group that will lobby for better public
transit throughout Greater Portland - and that will
labor to ensure citizen participation at each and
every juncture of whatever transportation projects
emerge.
This short list is by no means complete. It is a
starting point. This project will need the help of
hundreds more rommunity leaders and citizen
activists. (And next week, CBW will conclude this
editorial with challenges to businesses and environmental groups - who may find themselves in the
unfamiliar position of being on the same side of the
tracks.)
H your name is on this list, if you think it should
be, or if you just think the time has come for Greater
Portland to think about its future - join this yet-tobe-named campaign for better local public transportation.
Write "Yet-to-be-named -transportation -coali tion,"
care of this paper. Or call coordinator Alan Caron at
761-1993 and leave your name, number or address.
Once things get rolling, we'll let you know.
With your help we can get public transportation
rolling across this great, green land we are proud to
(MP)
call home.
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letters
Ridiculous
rationale
Not once but three times
we have read your editorial
("Free speech in an imperfect
world," 3.19.92) explaining
the rationale in publishing
Tom Hanrahan's recent
diatribe ("Saving souls, born
and unborn," 3.5.92).
Say what?

~~?td~
Kathleen T. ~nd
John P. Wirtz
Portland

Headstrong
Irresponsibility
Can't the press ever admit
a mistake of judgement,
however egregious?
By ~hat stretch of the
imagination was Hanrahan's
screed about Bishop Gerry a
contribution to "community
understanding"? Hanrahan
tapped into the silent cacophony surrounding "three
of the most talked-about-yetnot-talked-about topics of our
age: politics, religion and
abortion," and now they are?
Apart from the fact that
Hanrahan said nothing about
any of your topics, where,
Mr. Editor, has your head
been? Have you been unconscious during the last 20
years of endless discussion of
politics, religion and abortion
- discussed separately and
in combination? Can you
point to anything Hanrahan
contributed to even a superficial discussion of any of those
subjects?
For you "chaos" is Preferable to facts, to argument
based on evidence, to
elemental respect for the
dignity of others? A platform
for infantilism and rank
bigotry is a higher priority
than respect for thousands of
peoples' deepest beliefs and
the institution reflecting
them?
CB W s fine main articles,
e.g. John Lovell's on the
problems of the handicapped,
are terribly undercut by such
proud irresponsibility. You
are telling the many who
read CB Wand appreciate a
serious alternative press
voice that you are, after all,
not to be taken seriously.
At the least, you are
acknowledging an antiCatholicism so ingrained as
to blind you to elemental
professional norms.
By the way, what is a
reader to take your
"newfound appreciation for
the politics of Rome" to
mean? It certainly is not clear.

7/d4-~.;4;h~~~
William H. Slavick
Portland

apologizing for the obvious
error you made in publishing
the article, your editor dug in
his heels, became defensive
and went so far as to make
the following telling admission toward the end of the
editorial: "Are we at CBW
anti-Catholic, anti-Jew and
anti-Baptist as we've been
accused? Of rourse we are."
Well at least we know
where CBWis coming from.
What's next, articles on the
"virtues" of the I<I<I<? Op-ed
pieces by David Duke?
Special guest appearances by
neo-Nazis? Just how far is
CB W willing to go in order to
indulge its apparent affinity
for bigotry? I suggest that
CB W is headed in the opposite direction from its stated
goal of being "an instrument
of rommunity understanding."
A publication that prides
itself on being able to take the
heat for publishing unpopular views should also be
strong enough to admit when
it makes a mistake and to
apologize for it. I join with
those calling for CB W to
apologize to its readers, the
Catholic community of Maine
and the bishop of Portland.

~~,.;~
David Canarie
South Portland

Perverse rite of
passage for men
I say it is almost instinct to
protest or otherwise intervene when domestic violence
comes into the streets,
threatening women and
children. Do you agree?
What about rape and antigay violence? Whose child or
grandchild would you and I
stand and mutely watch
being so violated?
Every serond man you
meet can tell of anti-gay
taunts or abuse received. You
could call it a perverse rite of
passage for, perhaps, most
young men. Middle-aged, I
have known it from boyhood.
How could I stand idly by
when such an omen is
followed by serious violence
in the streets?
These crimes are not the
result of misplaced zeal
(heaven forbid!) or anything
even as high-flown as
frustration and anger;
ignorance doesn't rover it.
This is vile hatred.
I don't know about you,
but I don't have the heart, or
the stomach, to just accept
this as part of the changing
times and life in the city. I
should have said so before.

4#M
~
BilRayne
Portland

Free speech
or racism?

PUC stuck
ratepayers

Your facile attempt to
defend the bigoted venom
you published in the
Hanrahan article was entirely
unronvincing. Instead of

The winter residential
electric rates have soared,
while the rates for large
industrial and rommercial

users have been lowered courtesy of the Public
Utilities Commission. The
PUC was created by the
Legislature to protect the
general public from outrageous charges by utilities
who do business in a noncompetitive region. That goal
should never be sacrificed for
a rommission rate theory. In
the midst of a serious economic recession, residential
users are burdened with huge
electric bills set by the PUC.
State Rep. Herbert C.
Adams, a member of the
House Utilities Committee,
deserves rommendation for
his forthright efforts to get
the PUC to re-evaluate its
rates and rorrect the residential rate structure. Rep.
Adams was so right when he
said, "The PUC is out of
touch with the public needs
and out of touch with
legislative sentimen~'

~?{s-

Deane "Stocky" Stevens
Portland

Wanted: more
disability coverage
John Lovell's article
(primarily) on handicap
accessibility ("Hampering the
handicapped," 3.19.92) was
interesting to the point where
I looked to the end to see
what the next part in the
series would rover. Could
this be the first article of
many on the subject? Once
again you have rome up
short on a subject that
demands far greater roverage. Accessibility, discrimination and attitudes are the
obvious attention getters for
us hip '90s types. But you
know, Kathryn McInnis has a
point about anyone bemming
suddenly disabled -and we
all will. We will age.

~.~~Ross Timberlake
Portland

Barriers bad
for business
Your article "Hampering
the handicapped" (CBW
3.19.92) really hit home with
me. I've had to learn to adjust
to a walking difficulty for 18
years now. Let me tell you,
it's not easy knowing that
irregardless of what you plan
to do, there's an about 80
percent chance that you'll
encounter barriers along the
way.
So I've learned to search
out the few places of business
that are "handicapped
friendly" such as DeMillo's
Restaurant, the Great Lost
Bear or Gorham Station to
eat. I go shopping at the mall
to avoid the hassles of
shopping intown Portland. I
try to reward ''handicapped
friendly" places with loyal
patronage.
And I'd like to point out
something to you business
people. By not making your

places of business accessible,
you're hurting yourself more
than anyone. I, for example,
have a very good job where I
make three times the median
inrome. Are you sure you
don't want me in your stores?

<-5~d~
Steven La Riviere
Saro

Send em home
I

In your recent "Best of
Portland" readers' survey
(CBW 3.12.92) one of your
categories was "Best Place To
Send Tourists." In reporting
on the results to this category,
you said "again this year
nearly everyone put 'home'
or 'out of state.'" Judging
from the rest of your report,
you were not happy with this
result, so you mentioned the
serond place winner. In a
democratic country that
reveres freedom of expression and choice, why does the
serond place winner gets
editOrially bumped to first
place? Maybe the next time
you do such a survey, you
should editorially pre-pick
and print openly what you
consider to be the only
acceptable responses.

~P..~

Andrew R Bourne
Portland

Don't advertise
sexual preferences
I sympathize with the
Portland third-grader who
wanted to join the Cub
Srouts, only to be ostracized
because his mother proclaimed to a scout official that
she was a lesbian. I do not
sympathize with his mother.
I wonder why she feels the
need to confide her sexual
preferences to a relative
stranger. Has she ronsidered
that part of the adverse
reaction she enrountered may
be due not to her being a
lesbian, but to her raising the
subject of sexuality in the
context of her son's social
activities?
H you are black you may
have no rontrol over whether
you meet with discrimination
and prejudice. If you are
homosexual you have the
option of not advertising it.

pf~Cam~
Portland

End abuse
of women
Walking down Congress
Street after leaving the antirape protest sponsored by
Feminists Against Rape on
Washington Avenue on
March 4, I observed a man in
a car stop at a red light, roll
down his window, and shout
the following verbal abuse to
a woman: "Hey, baby, want
to get fucked? Want to take a
ride?"
I would like to ask this
man: Why did you feel the

need to humiliate, terrorize
and verbally abuse another
human being? Did shouting
this make you feel more
powerful? Or did you think it
was funny? What are you
afraid of? And how would
you feel if such a romment
were made to (or overheard
by) your mother, sister or
daughter?
Ask yourself these questions the next time you see,
read or hear about a phYSical,
verbal or sexual abuse
committed against a woman.
Ask them the next time you
observe the rommercial
exploitation, sexual harassment, political or legal
injustice perpetrated against
a woman. Ask yourself these
questions the next time a
woman is raped in America
(every six minutes). H you do,
you will find yourself asking
these questions day and
night, just as we, who are
your mothers, sisters and
daughters, do.
Abusing women will not
make you more powerful.
Ending the abuse will.

~J'e;~
Annie Seikonia
Portland

Mainers care
about AIDS
We would like to thank
the hundreds of people who
contributed to the "Spring for
Life" Visual AID art auction
on March 14 for their outstanding support. It was our
most successful art auction
ever, raising $50,000 for the
AIDS Project. The outpouring
of community support
demonstrates clearly that
Mainers care very much
about the impact of the AIDS
epidemic in their state. As
our auction slogan stated,
"People get AIDS. People can
help."
Special thanks go to the
Portland Police Department
for their unsolicited roverage
of this event. Their support,
like that of so many others,
means a great deal to those
working in the fight against
AIDS.
We would like to dedicate
the success of this year's
event to Kim Burch, one of
the original and most committed organizers of the first
Visual AID art auctions. Kim
died of AIDS on March 18,
1992.

C-::P~'i>~
Pat Pinto
Chair, Auction Committee
The AIDS Project
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money will get you in. Call
773-8187 for more.

Siamese guitarists
await surgical
separation at the
hlp It shoulder
Friday, April 10.

Photo/J~s

• Early spring at PMA: Art in
Bloom begins today at Portland
Museum of Art, a three-day
celebration of spring ranging
hom slide lectures and
demonstra.t ions to docent tours
to children's storytelling.
Admission to this vernal
extravaganza is $3.50 for any
and all of the demos Thursday,
Friday and Saturday (learn the
basics of flower design, how to
prune your trees and much
more). Other lectures including one by noted art
historian Gertrude Grace Sill,
who will give a slide lecture on
"American Beauties: Three
Centuries of American Flower
Painting" - will cost you
varying sums. Stop by Saturday and Ninja Turtle people

TaBIIfdIJ

126 North Boyd St,
Portland, ME 04101
- UPCOMING EVENTS • FRIDAY APRIL 3

HOT
CHERRY PIE
• SATURDAY APRIL 4

THE SENSE
• UPCOMING

NEXt' WEEKEND

April 10&11

JENNY and the
WOODMEN
Voted BEST H.ppy Hour

CBW R••d.r's Poll

$250 happy hour giveaway
every FRIDAY.
NATIONAL HEADLINER
COMEDY EVERY SUNDAY

hom the Gulf of Maine
Aquarium will introduce
fresh water ecology to your
kids through the eyes of a
painted turtle. Environmental
storyteller Robin Mello will
also perform, and a children' s
art exhibit by local schools will
be on view. More adult
lectures follow in the afternoon, including "Reflections
on Nature Along Maine's
South Coast" by nature
photographer Mort Pratt.
Admission, as always, is free
hom 10 a .m. till noon Saturday. For a complete schedule
of Art in Bloom, call the
museum at 775-6148 or stop by
7 Congress Square.

• Happy trails: Portland Trails
Association present a slide

Thornton

show and speaker on creating
Portland's green belts tonight
at 6:30 at Allen Avenue
Unitarian Universalist
Church. Call 797-7240 for trail
details.
• Spring pollination party:
Hit the Portland Museum of
Art tonight from 5:30-8 for an
extended cocktail hour for
young men and women
whose springtime fancies have
turned to love. Hay fever
sufferers can relax; the party is
gametophyte-free: just hors
d'oeuvres and a cash bar. Call
the museum at 775~148 for a
pollen count.
.If reggae' s too mellow for
you, rock too hard, try ska, the
best of both worlds - and
more danceable than either.
Do it to the music of Bim Skala
Bim, who'll be performing
with Seven League Boots (a
rock/reggae band) tonight at 9
at Zootz, 31 Forest Ave.
Admission's $6, but if you're
not over 21, no amount of

• Mosey on down to The
Movies at Exchange today for

~~ ~DE

Con,,...

~TAUOANr

!!erving breakfMl. lu~h,
dinner QJ o!Unooy brunch
58 Pine St., 773-8223

.4

performances of

I

I

Mad Horse's:

'.)iiUtiUt~8~
a world premiere play \
: about a Maine family.

I

II
II~'
:/v1~(1 ~/C'V1,e :

I

ThursdaY21&t ~l tickets

I April 2nd & April 9th.
I clip this coupon and call

• The ninth annual Advertising and Graphic Arts Trade
Show happens tonight from 3-9
p.m. at the Portland Exposition
Building, featuring the work of
more than 65 of the
community's finest printers,
copywriters, photographers
and other graphic arts related

~Imons for Entertaln ......t Weekly sections ",ullt 1M recelv_
III wrttlng on the 11Iund." prior to publkatlon. Send yo...
Calendar and Ustings Inf_tIon to Ulen lib..... C.ICO • . "
W...." 551A
St., PortllllHl, ME 04101.

(2 for 11l
~ .

• Cellist Jessica Lindeman and
singer / guitarist Joshua Russell
will perform tonight hom 6:3010:30 at The Westside's
Acoustic Coffee House, 58 Pine
St., Portland. There's a suggested $2 donation for performers. Call 773-8223 for more.

1M C.ICO Illy W ...., c.hncIar. 10 days and more ways to 1M
Informed, get Involv_ .... stay alliused.

r----:-~-I

~-- THr:

• Disasters, psychic &
environmental: Mad Horse
Theatre presents the premiere
of "Dark River" by resident
playwright Martin Jones,
which is loosely based on an
incident that occurred in Gray,
Maine. The play is set in a
small town named Minot,
whose financial spine is the
Walker Pipe Company. As a
disproportionate number of
life-threatening illnesses
threaten the town, the evidence that Walker Pipe has
polluted the water supply
with toxic waste mounts.
"Dark River's" central
metaphor is chemical pollution, but it's also an exploration of the darkness of
people's souls, the toxic denial
with which we evade responsibility for others. See "Dark
River" tonight at 8, or any
Thursday, Friday, Saturday or
Sunday through April 26
(check Stage Listings for
details). Call Mad Horse (955
Forest Ave.) for reservations at
797-3338. And look for W.O.
Cutlip's review in CBW 4.9.92.

a leisurely Sunday pastime:
cartoons ... ah, animation, that
is. The National Film Board of
Canada's Animation Festival
- whose short films have been
nominated for Oscars 50 times
and won eight - presents 11
premieres. And look, Muffy, a
film for uo right here in
Portland: "The Irises," a piece
about the creation of Van
Gogh's masterwork and
hypocrisy in the art world. The
film's climax involves an
auction in which bids for the
painting reach $54 million.
What will they think of next ...
Call The Movies at 772-9600 for
show times.

I

I
I

L797-3338 for your2-eservation-.J

busines6es. The Grace Press,
Jon Bonjour Photography and
the Maine Publishing Corporation are among the local
exhibitors who will be joined
by the U.S. Postal SeMce and
Eastman Kodak Co. Aside hom
checking out the latest and
greatest trends in the ad media,
for your $6 admission you
probably clean up on free office
supplies - pens, paper pads,
calendars and posters. Call 7735398 for a soft sell.
• What's going on at USM?
"Administration, DemOgraphics and Retrenchment" will
outline how the non-academic/student systems work,
hom parking to fiscal matters.
It will also assess who composes the university community, how that community has
changed and how fiscal
retrenchment may affect it in
coming year. Sam Andrews
and John Keysor will speak in
this final seminar in the
Students' Task Force on
Priorities for USM's Future.
Make it a priority tOnight hom
7-9 in Masterton Hall, Room
303. Call Wendy Sue Lamb at
780-4289 for more info and
she'll take you to task.

can

• Night of a thousand stars:
Celebrity guests - including
WBLM's Mark Persky and
Herb Ivy, and Channel 13's
Felicia Knight - will read
hom their favorite books
tonight hom 7-8:30 at South
Portland High School library.
The event, held in celebration
of National Library Week, is
free. Call 773-5629 for more
book learning, but puh-leez!
Keep your voice down.

• What is an urban open space
plan? Find out what's involved
in preparing an open space
plan for an entire city courtesy
of Portland Friends of the
Parks Commission and Maine
Olmsted Alliance, when they

RECORD ~RAOUL'S"
EXCHANGE ;~lJ~fs~1~~~'
to

$

00

~11

for

CASH

• 4/3 & 4/4 From Boston the

ARLO WEST BAND

Incredible BEVAN MANSON

TRIO featuring percussionlS!

DOOR

MATI WILSON &
bassist BOB NIESKE
• 4/8 Havel's AUDIENCE
• 4/9 From San Francisco

,iiAPRIL 4

SWINGING STEAKS
and SUBTERRANEANS
9 PM • TIX $4 @ DOOR

Right on the corner

4/15 ABRAMS
& ANDERSON
4/18 .LONNIE MACK

of Lower Exchange Street
in the Old Port • 774-6010

CALL FOR INFO

. ":APRIL 3

Used CD's

,: OMING

·

• great music
• great beer & wine

• THURS 4/2

9 PM. TIX $12

@

• Gospel crew: Tonight at 7:30,
you can hear Colby Camerata,
16 singers of English madrigal
and a cappella American
gospel, directed by Colby

Congregational Church at 1
Church St., Gorham. Admission is $4, $3 for students &:

chea thrill

seniors. Call 839-4849 for the
gospel truth.

.

Buying art In a recession
Portland School of Art holds its 17th annual auction Saturday, April 11 from 8 to 10
p.m., featuring about 100 works by students, faculty, alumni and friends of PSA.
Art auctions, as anyone who attended Visual AID can attest, are fun: Even on the off
chance you don't find a great piece of art at a reasonable price, you still get to view a
broader spectrum of work than any museum can offer, view abroader spectrum of
humanity than even Green Mountain can offer, eat great food, schmooze with great
people and help a worthy cause.
"This is not a bargain basement art auction," says college President Roger Gilmore,
"but it isn't priced so high that average collectors can't add to their collections." Gilmore
pegs the auction's price range from $25-$30 for a small item to several thQusand for
works by established artists.
New this year are a pre-auction reception hosted by auctioneer Bruce Buxton ($25,
which includes admission to the auction), and a "join-in-the-process" opportunity for
guests to create their own artwork with live models and prizeS for the most original art.
After the sale, there will be a two-hour celebration for artists and buyers with music,
dancing and palate-pleasing fare.
Preview the artwork from 9-5 April 2-10, at Thomas Moser Cabinetmakers Showroom,
415 Cumberland Ave., Portland. Or check it out from 6-8 p.m. immediately preceding the
auction on the fifth floor of the J.B. Brown Building, 537 Congress St. Admission to the
auction and related events is $10. Proceeds benefit the school's scholarship fund. Call
auction coordinator Susan Lob at 775-3052 for further details.

Let these reggHmuffins regale you with their ...sta rhythms Friday, April 3.

JUICE BAR

BUCKWHEAT
ZYDECO

9 PM • TlX $3

• Alternative Mediums 1992
will host a one-day AIDSthemed art exhibit, sale and
celebration of the performing
arts today hom 11 a.m.-U p.m.
at Wherehouse, 29 Forest Ave.
There will be a free opening
reception hom 5-8; you and
yours are all invited. All
proceeds hom the art sale will
benefit Alternative Mediums, a
non-Profit organization that
raises public awareness about,
and raises funds for, AIDS.
Doors will open at 8 at Zootz
(31 Forest Ave.) for the events'
performances hom 9-11 p.m.
- including comedienne
Joanne Chessey, who will take
you on a family car trip, just
part of her one-woman show
"Big Breasted, Chain Smoking
Women"; Manny Verzosa of
The Walkers, who will render
an a cappella "Amazing
Grace"; and singer/songwriter
D.J. Landry. They'll followed
by a dance party celebration till
2 a.m. Tix are $S in advance, $7
at the door. Call 775-1514 for
other alternatives.
• Rainbow coalition: Portland
Folk Club presents Magpie and
their rainbow of contemporary
and traditional folk-bluesballad classics tonight at 8 at
USM Portland's Luther Bonney
Auditorium. Tix are $8 in
advance, $10 at the door. Call
773-9549 for colorful details.

College's very own Dr. Paul
Machlin. They'll be spreading
the word at FlJ'st Parish

Pottery Classes

' ; . NIGHTI

NOW PAYING

present three lecturers hom the
Boston Parks Department
tonight: Justine Liff, director of
planning and development;
Vaneet Gupta, urban designer;
and Aldo Ghirin, senior
planner. Like the rest of the
Open Space Lecture Series, this
one will be held at 7 p.m. at
Portland Public Library. It's
free. Call 772~95 for details.

Directed by
AI Miller
March 26 - April 5
Thurs. - Sat. 7pm, Sun. 2pm
To reserve & Info. Call 729-8584
14 SCHOOL ST. BRUNSWICK

Opening Soon!

dOled mondaYI
20 danforth It •• 772-8114

Adult & children
Beginning & advanced
Potters wheel & handbuilding
Kiln & studio rental

555 CONGRESS STREET
PORTLAND. 761-3930

TAPES

VIDEOS

NEW BRUCE!
Specially priced 0

Sll.95 CD / S7.99 cassette

(PORfLAND POTIERY)
OPEN UNTIL 8 PM WED &. THURS
MON-FRI !lr5 · SAT 9:30-5 · SUN 12-5

CDs

Human Touch
and Lucky bwn

l3CX)KSTORE

QUARTET

reeervatioD8 welcome

•
•
•
•

April 13

RAFFLES
C A·F·E

THE ROVASAXOPHONE

open jail jam .unday 4,30-8pm

Begin

and
Portland Pottery Supply
FwU lmict cerallic lllPPlJ HOlt
For info call 772 ....334
118 Washington Ave., Pdd.

YES. you can use your Perfect 10
Cord on these hot new releases.
AND through Aprl115. receive a $1
Play nAgcin Buck with each new
SprIngsteen cassette or CD you buy.
good on any future purchase.
Only 15 mn. from Portland

YARMOUTH MARKETPLACE
Yarmouth, ME (207) 846-4711
Open 7 days a week. 10 to 10

24
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OI'8ndc...,....
/I black tow-truck driver re9CU88 a white
lawy..r. whose ftashy vehicle has broken
down in a poor neighborhood. baIore a
local gang can do anything about h. Their
liYas intermingle. re..... ing the predicamants olee.......1other charactenl at dil·
r-rt ends 01 American !IOCiety.
The OrMt Mou. . o.teet.

Entertain ment
GOOD

LOW PRICES
Nasoya Organic
Tofu
1 lb. package $1.09
Extra firm, firm,
soft, silken.

Lundberg Organic
Rice Cakes
Boz. $1.79

Bulk Herbs &
Spices
Over 1 SO varieties at
only a fraction of
"name brand" prices!

WHERE'S
WHAT
ClJe 10 schedulng chwJges after
CBW goee ID prwa, moviego«s .,.
advIMd 10 conlfml ~ with
thNttes.

General Cinema.
MaIne Mall
MaIne Mall Road, S. Portland
774-1022
£II. . effective April 2-8
No Satutday 1:30 showing of
HIItId ThIIt Rocks the Cradle
HMCI ThIll Rocb the Cnlclie IRI
1:30, 4:15, 6:50, 9:15
FInIII An8Ipa. (RJ
1:45, 4:30, 7, 9:35
.., eou.In VInny (RJ
1:35,4:20, 7, 9:35

Fried a - Tomllt_ IRJ

G@DDAY

MARKET
155 Brackett Street, Portland
Open 7 days a week. 772-4937

Affordable

ART
for the
NIN~Tl~S

1:20,4:10,7:15,10
INnI", Through (AI
7:20,10:05
The ar-t . . . Detective (a)
1 :15,3:15,5:15
Wayne'a World (PO-13)
1,3:10,5:30, 7:35,9:45
B ••thoven (a)
1,3,5,7:15,9:15

BuIc Instinct (AI
12:30,3:20,6:30,9:10
White Men Cen't Jump IPO-131
12:50,3:40,6:40,9:15

LacIJ Bue- (PO-13)
Announcing the
17th
Annual

1:20, 4:20, 7:30, 9:40
Thunder HArt (AI
12:40,3:50,6:50,9:20
Rock-A-DoocIIe (01

1 :40,4:30, 7:10

..,.ltIhi Telk (POl
1:10,4:10, 7:20, 9:50

Portland School

Auction
April 11, 1992
637 Congress Street,
15th floor; $10 per person·
Preview: 6-8 p.m.
art contest with models
Auction: Ssharp -10 p.m.
Partr: 10 p.m.• midnight
music, dancing, food, fun
Bruce Buxton, auctWn.eer

works by students, alumni,
faculty and friends of
Portland School of Art
auction preview week
April 2-10
'!'hoe. Moser Cabinetmakers
4115 Cumberland Avenue,
9-6 daily, closed Sund~

The Movies

8MIc iMtirlOt·
'Streets of San Fl1II1Cieco's' Michael Dou·
_
ftllllty rMurrw • a detective in this
eratic murder thriller directed by Paul
Verhoeven ('Total Rec.111· Slick, intelligent
and

entertaining.

Or

subversively

homophobic. SaeKand deddeforyounself.
-.uty.nd the .....
Diliney'. n_ animated extravaganza
bssed on the fsiIy tale.

.1

......o ..n
Suburt.n Pllrent8 of three. played by
Ctwte. GrodIn and Bonnie Hunt. ha.... to
with a St. Bernard that joins and
chnJpt8 their hoUllllhoId.

~
BaMdonthelWeofthellamboyantgangstar
Bugay Slagel Driven by his love for starlet
VirginiaHII.heaeatedagembilngrneocain
the mid·' 4011 known .. Las Vegas. Warren
Beatty and Annette Baning star.

c.n.de'a AIIlnwtIoII PestIwII
The National Film Board of Canada's ani·
nwted short flIrna l1li.... been nominated
for 08cars fifty tn- and won eight. This
year's offering Includes 11 m,,,.. pr&mieree. including "The Irises," which detaile the creation of Van Gogh's ITlIIster·
piece and the hypocrisy of the art world.

Nabo....

c.... Fee.
An ex-<;on tenorizes the family of a lawy..r
who failed to keep him out of jail years
earlier. Stars Robert De Nlro. J88Iica
L.ange. Nick NoRe and Robert Mitchum.
The CvttIntt EcIve
/I classic IoYa story ~ a rough
hockey player and an Ice skater. Unable
to ~ hiI pro league d ....ms. the
hockey player turns grudgingly to figll'e
skating. finds a relined partner and fa..
lor her. Togelherthay go on to altain falTlll
In PIIIr ....ting.
FellI. aI the ......
Two paIWIta 0\IIIIw. the ""ntic wedding
oftheirdsugtrter. Dlellll Kaatonand St_
Martin IMm up in thlll remake of the 1950
original.

Nickelodeon
T eflllIe lind MlcIch etreet., Portland

772-9751

Cepe F.-IRJ
1, 4, 6:50, 9:30

.....,IRJ
12:30, 3:30, 6:30, 9:20
Orend c.n,on IRJ
12:50,3:50,6:40,9:40
F....... of the BrIcIe (POl

·$215 per person admission
includes auction
admission on April 11

1:10,4:10,7:00,8:1'
Hook(PQ1
12:20, 3:20, 6:20, 9:25
Mont W. Ihoot

...... Or..,

(PQ-131
1:30, 4:30, 7:30, 9:50

"De'"

-ouv-

M .......Ik(P01
April 1-5
Wed-Sat 7, 9:15
Sat 3; Sun 3, 9
CMedII.. AnlmMIon F.......
April 4-11
Sat (4.4.92) 1; Sun 1, 7
Mon-Frt 7, 9; Sat (4.11.92) 1, 7

'"-Up!

l~isationaIcanady1BlmwiliperformApriI

FINII AMIJsIa

/I torenaic psychiatrist who routinely t_

8 - Wed. 7:30 pm - 81 Gorham Connection
AeIItaurant. Rout. 25. next to Flag Store. Till:

tifies at criminal trials gats inYOlved wMh a
achlzoplwenic female patient. whose sis$2. For rwerv8lions call 839·50407
t .... 88ducesthe uneuepecting shrink. The
.........,HourMu......•
W8yne'. WortcI
ralatlonlllip triangle uncovers an other·
at The Mystery Cafe Dinner Theatre.
/I lata-night cable Ihow broedcast from a
wile perfect murder. Stars Richerd Gent
Baker's Table Banquet Room, 434 Fore
basement, _turing Metal Heads Wayne
and Kim Balinger.
St. Portland. Shows -V Saturday at 8.
and Garth (of "Saturday Night LlY8j, who
Forinfoand _tionIcaft69a-3063or
Pried
To".' I II
make pronouucemente on teen lie and
HI CMlWeight and neglected houMwifa
1-800-834-3063.
share fantnial about the IoY8ly ba~
... _
PlucIcIa·
I*riendI a lonely older worn." living at a
from Babylonia.
rail home. TIwi dIMIIop a dOle relation·
The Oratorio Cho.... ~. Ber1amin
lhipbued on the elder'lmemorial-a mle
Blltten'lchildr.l'. opera _turing youngof two woman friandl n the '3Oa -which
st.... and pro'-ionelguest artlm. Aprl
helpa to ...en the to.wife'. }ole de
11 - Sat, 2:30 & 7:30 pm - at the Am
Flawed but Interwating paraMal
Parish Churdl, Brunswick. TIx: $10, $5
llairing ~ Tandy, Kathy Bat., t.Wy
I\Udents & children. Cal 72&-7103 lor
l.cuI8e ParlIer and Mary Stuart t.A.t~
_tiona.

ar-

m..

'*

"The Phentom Tolibooth~
Mad Horse Children's Theatre pras.rts
an adaptation of the popular story. par.
formed by chiklnln ages 8-18. In which
the young boy Milo discov.... a ITlIIgic
tollbooth enabling him to visit strange
lands and people. Through April 5 - Sat.
1 & 3:30 pm: Sun. 2 pm - at Mad Horse
Theatra. 965 Forest A..... Portland. TIx:
$5. For .-.-vationa caN 797~.
"The ..... llnaeks~
TheYoungPaop!e'sTheatreofBrunswic:k
prasents Elizabeth Swados' musical
drama. basad on Hans Christian
Andersen's fairy tale "The Red Shoes,'
about the unlortunate Karen who _rs
inappropriate nId shoes into the vilage
chIMCh on two holy occasions. Swedes'
version has been updated to a burned·
out tenement building in NYC, where a
group of teenag .... with Individual ~ns
01 survival have banded together ..
friends . A davit appears with a pair of red
sneaks that will give the W1I8rer fama,
richea and glory. Find out what happens
Thursday through Saturday at 7 pm. April
2-5. The Theater Project is located on
School Street in Brunswick. Fortlx prices
or rastlMltions, call 729-8584.

"WIn....•

SchoolhousaArtsCenterpresentsKsfirst
student-<lirected show In this play about
the trials and tribulations of adolescence.
ThroughApril5- Fri & Sat. 7:30pm; Sun.
2 pm-atthe center in Sebago Lake. Call
642·3743 for rasarvations.

AUDITIONS
Met! 1Iorwe,....."..
will hold open auditions April 11. from 10
arn-2 pm, at 965 Forest Ave. Portland. Be
....dy to deliver two contrasting monologues. Auditions will not exceed live min·

utes. For an appointment call 797-3338.

I'll"'.

mrn-.

~Sat&Sun

OIl. . effective April 3-9
SecQnd showing Sat & Sun

STAGE

/I comedy with Rodney Dangarlield.
The LIIwn.-r Man
Science liction thriller. based on a short
story by 51ephan King. about a mad !lei.
entist and a gardener.
MI .......lk
/I liberal U.S. senator 10... a bid for the "AlJca Thl'OU9h The a.-Id.,. 0 ....•
Windham Center Staga Theatra Is stagWhite House and decIdaa to tra"'" to
ing lis own idiosyncratic version of Lewis
Franca to visit his expatriate poet friend.
Carroll's popular book. Through April 12
Togather they meat a physicist who has
-Fri,7 pm; Sat&Sun, 2 pm (Illcept April
given up her rasaan:h at an American
11. 7 pm only) - at Wndham Center
unlY8rsity because she objects to the
Stage Theatre. Windham. Tix: $8 edulls •
miliary applications of her wortl. A chal$5 students & seniors, $1 praec:hook!rs.
lenging debate on politics. art. good and
For rasarvations call 892-3315.
lIVi.econornics. leminism. thalutu .... etc.
ensues. s.mtitled 'A film for passionate ·Aud~
VlI1tageRapertoryCo. ~tsasatirical
thinkers.'
piece by dissident playwright and current
pn!SidentofCzechosiovakiaVaclavHaYai
about his exparianc:e 88 a "banned per.
son' In his own country. April 8 at 8 pm.
cale no. 20 Danforth St. Portland. TIx: $5.
Call n2-8114 for mora Info.
...retoat In the
Freeport Community Players stages NaI
Simon's comedy a bout a woman's racant
but already tottering IT1Irriage while her
mom, carring lor • surprise vilit to the
newIyw1Ids' one-bedroom. falle for an
Insouciant and channing ..." of Greek
c1ascent. Through April 11 - Fri & Sat.
7:30 pm - at Freeport High School TIx:
$8. $4 studan1s & seniors. For _
tions call 865-8041 .
J, Joan... ChaaaIa
.nd Kevin . .My c-In VlMY
ask the age-old question: Do you lear
Ralph Macchio and Mitchell Whitfield star
mirM8. sad clowns and puppetry? Yas?
as colklge students wrongly accused of
Than you"lova the "",",visational commurderln a MIll A/abalTlll town. Joe P..:i
edy 01 Tim. Joanna and Kevin. The deplays the Inept Brooklyn lawyer who
mented trio lovingly take audience ideas
COrnel to their r.cue.
and transform them into two hours of
PrI_al1WM
corrie: ITlIIyham. Evary Thursday. armed
/I New York psychiatrist (Barbara
with big sticks. theytakepokesat~
StreIaand) and a South Carolina teacher
up actors. bed TV. pompous politicians,
(Nick NoIta) are brought together by the
mood swings . lesser· known nursery
attarT1>led sulcicla of his sist..... who hapcriminally insane bahllvior. Jim
pens to be her patient. Directed by
indoor·outdoor carpeting. and
StreIaand. based on Pat Conroy's novel.
otherSBCAld cows you suggest. Forth....
RocII-A-DoocIIe
buck. you can ~ go wrong. Like fing .....
AnImated film about a chicken.
printe. no two shows a... alike. Every
"Inl.,. "",,-gh
Thursday at 8 pm at the Ca..... 29 F0188t
Romantic spythri .... in which a secretary
A..... Call 879-0070 for info.
worlling In the OSS during WW II par.
Rtv.r"
suades her boss to send her on a 011&Mad HolM Theatre Company presents.
time mission to the Nazi heartland. whe ...
tale of greed and seIf·deception in which
she is to Infiltrate the hou88 of a high·
a Maine family plunges into tragedy and a
ranking ollicar by posing as a housetown nto ecological calamity. Through
keeper. Melanie Griffith and Michael Dou·
April 26 - Wed (April IS only) & Thu....
glas co-star.
Sat. 8 pm: Sun, 7 pm - at Med Horse
_opt Or My Mom wIn ..Theatra. 965 Forest A..... Portland. TIx:
Comedy starring Sylvester Stallone as a
$15. S13 studente & eeniors. F o r _·
Loa AngaIes cop who teama up with the
tions (required!). caM 797-3338.
witness of a murder - his own mother!
"l'1cIcI1er 011 til. Roo,"
. .ltlltTelk
St. Joseph's School students prM8nt their
Comedy stanlng Dolly Parton as woman·
annual musical production. April 9-12 on-th&-straat turned stralght·talking ra·
Thurs·Sat. 8 pm: Sun, 2:30 pm - at
dio par8Onality. With James Woods.
Catherina McAuley High School. 831
Thuncler HMrt
St..,..,.Ave. Portland. lilt $8, $4 aaniors &
An FBI agent with Native American roots
students. For rasarvations call 797· 7073.
Issantlo nvestigatea nudarona_·
.nd DoIIa·
vation.
Gomam High School stages the Broadway musical April 9 through April 11 Thurs·Sat. 7:30 pm - at Gorham High
School. TIx: $8. $4 studan1. & seniors.
For reservations. cal 8»-5004.
"Into .... Woocla~
The Portland Players atagathis Tany Award·
winning musical about fairy-tale characters
meeting in the woods in ...rch of 'happily
lNar alter.- Throug, April 11 - Fri & Sat, 8
pm; Sun.2:30 pm-atthePortiand Play.....
42OCottageAoad. S. Portland. For....va·
tions & prices, call 799-7337.

eon_dbns nm ........

10 ElIchllnge St., PorUand
772-9600

private openinl/ reception
on '!'hursd~, April 2
15:30-7:30 p.m.
at Thos. Moser Showroom

Call 7715-30112 for information

Ledr .....

Hoyts Clark'. Pond
333 Clark's Rd., S. Portland
879-1511
Dalles effective April 2-8
No April 4, 1:30 showing
of Beauty and the Beast
a..utJ 8ncI the ..... (a)
1 :30, 3:30, 6:20
PrInce of nc... (A)
9:05
The Cuttl"l E.... (POI
1,4,7,9:30
The lAwnmo_ MIIn (AI
9

/lcomedy-dralTlll in which Weak!toJ Snipee
("Jungle Fev8f") and Woody Hamlhlon
(TV's ·Chewsj team up to make money
from playground baskatbaH.

Renowned mouse detective Basil
ITlIItchM wits with his IlYiI .....-is Prolessor Ratigan.
HIInd Thst Rocb the CNdJe
A gynecologist is accu.ed of harassing
his patient and opts for euicida. His wife
suffers a miscarriage. goes mid and
blemeeeY8l'fthlng on the patient and her
family. She becomes the nanny of the
patient's daughter and executes her vicia.. plans.
Hook
Sta--.Spie!berg'sY8fSion of '1'eter Pan"
stars Robin Wlliaml n the leading role as
a COIpOI'8ta lawy..rwho must nldieco_
hirTeall a. Peter Pan in order to sa.... his
children from the cruel and vain Hook
(played by Dustin Hoffman).

DAY MARKET'S

EVERY

Whit. Man c.n't Jump

CLUBS
THURSDAY 4.2

v

SPRIN G! TIme for a long overdue drive up

,

TODDLER
UNIVERSITY

the coast and lunch overlooking a gorgeous harbor.
Saturdays and Sundays from 12.

~

. '.The
osprey
.I'

0-..

.

Amazin8 chiklten's shoes thai mold
them5Clvc:s to the chiki who wears them.
I'ealurin8 plianl Plex Zon. . ..,lea, .... d
exclusive; removable footpads to fit shoes to
the c:ontoum of the foot. irwead of vice ~taL
Several styles to chooe from.

Tltunr, 10 Stm. 5:30-9:00

10~fromBathat&biMood

tommy's

Manne C _ lwt offRfe 127 So.,
Robinhood, (20") 37f-2SJO
R....eroolions Appr~
./.

KIO'S

GEAR

Maine Nuclear Referendum Committee
Spring

Earth Day 1992

Special Performance
of

A Trap's

a very useful thing;

"DARK RIVER"

Nature In our path

the world premiere by
Martin Jones

It Is a trap to catch

sets Spring.
us two.
It Is planned for we

all proceeds benefit

Maine Nuclear Referendum
Committee

and you.
Mary Carolyn Davies

EAT GOOD FOOD AND THINK GOOD THOUGHfS

Tickets: $15

UFE'S SIMPLE THINGS.

performance begins at 8:00pm
April 15, at Mad Horse Theater, 955 Forest Ave,

Reception at 6:30pm with Guest Speaker:
$35 donation
Tom Coffin, Spokesperson for MNRC
"Protecting Maine from Nuclear Waste"
Hors d'oeuvres and wine served

484 STEVENS AV.

call MNRC for reservations: (207) 772·2958

COOKIN'

-..ckwhaat~(CraoIa)RaouI·s Road·

side /lttraction. 865 FOf1I8tAve. Portland.
773-6886.
A ....... I'IIrty at Spring Point Cale. 175
Pickett 51. S. Portland. 767-4627.
Oa_ karaoke)
TIpperary PUb. Sheraton Tara Hotel. S.
Portland. 77~t61.
Dan Tonini (acoustic) WoIlie·s. 193 Middle
St. Portland. 773-3501 .
Open Mic N..... wlth M.J.llrink(acous·
tic) The Wrong Brothers' PUb at Port
Billards. 39 Forest A..... PtkI. 77&-1944.

fRIDAY 4.3
Prfwt. Prop arty (acoustic:) BramhaM PUb.
769 Cong188S St. Portland. 773-9873.
.....n M........ Trio (jazz) cafe no. 20
Danlorth St. Portland. 772-8114.
Twlatect Roota. TN. NonBell.vers,
Lu~(garagerock)Geno·s . 13Brown

St. Portland. 772-7891 .
1IroIt... M... (rock) Moose AJey. 46 Martlet
St. Portland. 774-5248.

ClIfford K.- (acoustic) The Mountain
Lion CoffeahoU88. 127 Middle St. Port·
land. 772-5242.
T8A (rock) Old Port Tavern. 11 Moulton St.

Port1and. 774.{)444.
Iorio W_ Band (blues) Raoul's Roadside
Attrsction, 885 Foreat Ave. Ptld. n3~.
The . .' " ' - (rock)Spttng Point Cala. 175
Pickett St. S. Portland. 767-4627.
HotChenyPla(rock)T·Birds. I26N. Boyd
St, Portland. 773-8040.
Curt a-.tte (acoustic) rlPp8r8ry PUb.
Sheraton Tara Hotel. S. PtkI. 77&-6161.
Bal. Motel (rock) The Wrong Brothers'
PUb at Port Billiards, 39 Forest /I..... Port·
land. 77&-1944.

SATURDAY 4.4
Prfwte Propsrty(acoustic)BramhaU PUb.
769 Congree. St, Portland. 773-9873.
8awn ~ Trio (jazz) cafe no, 20
Danforth St, Portland. 772-8114.

Low 80, 8!cI'. KkIa (original rock) Gano's•
13 Brown St. Portland. 772-7891 .

a

MIks Curnn The Trwn«a (R&B) Lobster
Deck, Route 9. Kennebunkport. 987·5535.
IIroItan Man (rock) Moose Alay, 48 Martlet
St, PotUand. 774-5248.
Con/mlled on page 26

1-.

TlIIIr 'II • ,.m.

213 Congress St., Por!land 712·5351

TIIA caf. no, 20 Danforth 51. Portland.
772-8114.
D. J. Landry (acoustic) Geno's. 13 Brown
St.~nd . 772-7891 .
T8A(rock)OIdPortTavem.l1 Mou~onSt.
Portland. 77~ .

DaaJ., Or.. Powan

0.... MooI-Sil

CELEBRATE SPRING!
JOIN US FOR
A FESTIVE EASTER BUFFET!
SOME FEATURED ITEMS:
Pan Seared Salmon or Halibut
Lamb Marinated in Yogurt and Mint
Grilled Quail with Honey and Hazelnuts
Pomegranate Grilled, Smoked Chicken Breast
Egg Snow on Fruit Puree
Smoked Bacon
Carved Steamship Round
Coconut Cream Cake
White Chocolate Truffles
and much more!

Easter Buffet
Served 11:30-3:00 p.m,
$18.95 per person, $9.95 children 7-12 yrs.
Children 6 and under free!

RFSERVATIONS HIGHLY RECOMMENDED
VISA, MC, AMEX accepted.

162 Main St., Freeport, ME
(207) 865-9377
2 blocks north of L.L. Bean

KATAHDIN
The Food:
'The Pork Medallions were a culinary deelire!"
"We love your restaurant· the fOOd is delightful."
'The best Caesar Salad • prepared just right."
'The sauce in your Buckwheat Pasta is sublime."
''Excellent. The best food in the stare."
'The o,ocolate Mountain was orgasmic."
'The Duck Sausage appetizer was delightful."

The Prices:
"One cerrainly gets one's money's worth!"
"Very reasonable· generous portions."
'The quality always exceeds the portions."
The best deal in the city."
''Your prices are low ror the quality of the food."
"Worth every penny."

The Service:
"Sarah is a very pleasant and knowledgable waitress."
"J uHe was great. On a tough, crowded night she was pleasant and efficient."
"Jim is a super pro waiter - smooooth."
"Camille is thorough and unobtrusive and delightful."
''Ken was great. He's cure."
"Elizabeth was very pleasant. perfect service."
"Tom's service was the best part of the meal after the ice cream."

The Atmosphere:
"No matter how many times [cane here, there is always something new to
discover."
'The atmosphere is charming, delightful, and it's nice to feel so at home."
"She liked shaking the squirrels over her fOOd, but the bunny was low on real
sugar."
"Always a pleasure. a must ror festive occasions. Always see familiar faces.'
''Loved the /Tee and easy style ci decor • like a personal yard sale with warmth
and ambience."

Thele are but. few of the wonderful comments we've recently
received fran our perceptive and discriminating customers. So discover ror
yourself why our Good Cookin' is the talk of the town. And don't be shy
about asking for a pencil or a pen. After all, you might want to let us know
how much you like it! Come give us a try.
~&:~

774.1740

_

. -d'

SPRING AND HIGH STREET
MON-THURS 5PM - IOPM • PRI AND SAT 5PM - [[PM

Entertainment

~:~~C1 fitMC1
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FOOTWEAR

Omtinued from "..g.25

CLUBS
...., BIIe... rd &
Grew (acouslic)
The Mountain Lion Coffeehouse, 127

The Business Review

Middle St, Portland. 772-5242.
'fIlA (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 Moulton St,
Portland. 774-0444.
8w!ngIn. _ _ & The lubt__nnna

an.

SUNDAY 4.5
OpMJMne-lonfjaZ2) cafeno,2ODanforth
St,PortIand.772-8114.
VIl.....Ion......HngSound.(acoustic)The
Mountain Lion Coffeehouse, 127 Middle
St, Pc<Uand. 772-5242.
T8A(rock)OIdPortTav8l'T1,11 MoultonSt,
Portland. 774-0444.
"-"rLAner(acous1ic) The Wrong BroIl>In' Pub at Port BiWarda, 39 Forest Ave,
Portland. 775-1944.

MONDAY 4.0
T8A(rock) Old Port Tavem, 11 MoultonSt,
Portland. 774-0444.

ap., MIc N"ht wfth Randy Morabito
(b.y.o. jam) Raoul's Roadside Attraction,

865 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-6888.
JeuIc8 Und_n &

~h... Au_II
(acoustic) Weataide Restaurant, 58 Pine
St,PortIand.874-2351 .

TUESDAY 4.7

EDUARDUS HALIM
\ _ _ _ _ _ _ PIANO - - - - - -

Thursday, April 9, 7:30 pm
..... gorgeous technique
and ravishing tonal
effects," -N.y'TImes.
Program by Liszt,
Chopin and Grandos.
TlckelS: $10, $14, $18, $22

Student t1ckelS balf price; group rates avaUable.

HUDSON VAGABOND PUPPETS

MaMMoth Follies

T8A(rock)Old Port Tavam,11 MouItonSt,
Portland. 774-0444.

ap., Mic Nltht with Pet.- Q\eaon
(b.y.D. jam) Spring Point Cale, 175 Pickett
St, S. Portland. 767-4627.

WEDNESDAY 4.8
Vintage Repertory Compenr'. "Audience" (Vaclav Havel one-act) cafe no, 20
Danforth St, Portland. 772-8114.
Cafe-Au-Wedneeda,.(loI<&poeIryraadinoal Geno's, 13 Brown St, Plld. m-7891 .
1Ieche!on' N"ht (toP'"S) Moose AJey,
46 Market St, Portland. 774-5246.
0-.. Worthier (acoustic) The M0untain lion Coffeehouae. 127 Middle St.
Portland. 772-5242.
'fIlA (rock) Old Port Ta~, 11 Moulton St,
Portland. 774-0444.
Jenlan (rocIc)Spring Point Cafe, 175 PIckett
St. S. Portland. 767-4627.
O!*I Mic Nltht wtth oJ. oJ...- (b.y.o.

jam) The Wrong Brothenl' Pub at Pat
Blliarda, 39 Fonaat Ave, PIId. 775-1944.

DANCING

The Dinosaur Musical

CIoItII Dence, Inc., ~n'. Point,
Second Floor Bldg lAo Portland. Smok.

Sunday, April 12, 2:00 pm

and chem-fnledancaewith swing, latin &
ballroom music Fridays from &-12 pm &
SuncIev- from 3-6 pm. $5. 773-3558.
TIle MoM, 425 Fore St, PortIw!d. Open
nightly, 8 pm on ... Fri-Sat untM 3 am
$2. Thursday'. ant collage aIt.native night. No cover with college 10, $1
without. 871-0663.
. .Iutee, 20 Milk St. Portland. Open nightly
until 1 am. No co_. 774-4200.
T-IIIrd'., 126 N. Boyd St, Portland. Sun:
comedy night; Weekdays: speclaleventa;
Fri & Sat: rock & mil, dance. 773-8040.
Whe ..ha .... DenceClub,29 ForeatAw,
Portland. Prog...n.e rrusic. FrI, Groove
kademy with deejay duo Spence & AI;
Sat, women'. night from &-1 with deejay
Dab. 874-9770.
z-tz, 31 ForeatAve, Portland. Wed:chernfnIII; Thu: visual v1be; FrI: deajaylilve music; Sat: cutting edge dance; Sun: request
night. 773-8187.

A musical fairy tale featuring
HUGE dinosaur puppets. Bessie
Apalasaurus is giganlic al22 feel
long. and Tyrannosaurus Rex is
12 feel high. Many more lifesize
puppets. all singing and dancing
as only dinosaurs can!
Spon.ored by

All tlckelS $7
,~)!. !!.~.

Performances in
PORTLAND CITY HALL AUDITORIUM

Portland Concert Association
262 Cumberland Avenue, Portland, ME 04101

(207) 772-8630 800-639-2707
(IOO ..._-t.,t.q-Nofthl

eov.:

Omtinued on "..ge 28

(Inyan Tanka)

"Known for its appetizing lunches and dinners.

81..,.

"The Dart Meca of Portland. "
"Great place to relax with dinner &. drinks.

Friday, April 10, 1992
7:30 - 9:30 pm
Cost: $10

a.m.

011

the kol'll In his studio.

Steve Maclean pounds drums, not buttons
To just about anyone involved in making music in Portland, Steve
Maclean is a much-admired musician and technician. To everyone
else, he's pretty much an unknown. But that may be about to change.
Maclean has been a quiet, intelligent influence on music around
these parts for years. Fresh from several years' involvement with the
downtown art/music scene in New York, he organized and perfonned with the Portland Experimental Music Collective and Art
Radio in the mid-to-late '80s. He worked at Crazy Eddie's, and later,
Friendly River Music, gaining a reputation as MMr. Midi" for his
expertise in the then-emerging technology of digital instruments.
Now he runs his own studio, Creative Recording, overseeing a
steady output of singer-sor,gwriter demos, advertising jingles,
sample-heavy rap and dance recordings, and his own evolving
musical experiments.
When I met him at the Westside Cafe for a bee.r the other night,
Maclean was his usual soft-spoken self, but with a new edge of
energy, confidence and satisfaction that spoke volumes about the
success of his studio venture and the level of his latest musical
ad ventures.
"I just bought a kora," was the first thing he told me. Mit's an
African harp, a big gourd with a pole up the middle and two sets of
strings. It's got a beautiful sound to it_ I've been looking for one for
years.
Not what I expected from Mr. Midi, the guy who has some 13,000
samples at his fingertips and the digital drums, keyboards and
Synthaxe guitar to control them ad infinitum.. But then, Maclean has
never been exactly predictable.
He handed me a tape of some recent recordings and explained,
""The whole idea on this new stuff is to get away from the sampling
thing, except for when you just absolutely need it. I got into this
whole computer realm for the last six or eight years and I feel like
I've got a pretty good handle on all that now. But now it's just time to
get back to really playing.
"What we've been going for in the studio lately is just complete
takes from top to bottom. No punching in, just recording real
performances.M
"Mesqualito: a short but beautifully evocative song which leads
off the tape, is such a track. NIt was the first day I had the kora: said
Maclean. '1 came up with my tuning, wore my thumbs out tuning
the thing, wore the meat right off
of them. I went in and did an
improv on the 16-track with it,
while Todd (Daedalears, a
globally influenced songwriter
and vocalist with whom Maclean has been recording and collaborating lately) was writing the lyrics. The whole thing came together in
about three hours, conceived and recorded.
Maclean is obviously juiced about playing real, traditional
instruments, but if the tape he gave me is evidence, he still finds Mthe
sampling thing'" appropriate too. There's "Fade Away: a near-pop
dance track that relies heavily on electronics, and two extended
pieces that showcase his digital prowess.
"Nerve 3 (Thru 44 Events)" is a collaboration of sorts with Nick
Ditkowski of New York's Dr. Nerve. Their latest disc includes 44
'"events: short musical snippets which listeners are invited to sample
and manipulate, or at the least, resequence on their programmable
CD decks.
"That idea was inspired by me doing pieces based on sampling
stuff from previous Nerve CDs," Maclean laughed, "and now
people have sent in weird tapes from all over the place_Nick's got so
many he's going to do a CD of just those second generation pieces.
Natura1ly, Maclean was invited to participate in the project, "so
when I had a free week I blew this out."
Also by invitation from Ditkowski, Maclean recorded "Piano 2"
for inclusion on a disc featuring works for piano by the two of them
and a third composer from Germany. '1've actually made a piano
orchestra," he said, "basically took apart the piano, sampled all this
weird stuff on it like pushing your thumbnail down the strings, the
whole 'prepared' thing, and put it back together_
Since the beginning of the year, Maclean has also been busy in his
studio recording other people's projects. But what's got him really
excited is this African, Latin and Eastern drum/percussion collaboration with Daedalears. That's what's got him so energized, the pure
physical and primal act of transferring his body rhythms into sound.
It's a kind of urban take on the men's movement: getting together
with like-minded male friends and making music with wild abandon. But forget "Iron John"; Maclean and friends call it "loein' with
the Joes."
M

Michtlel Townsend

ct>
.
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Eagle Heart

3164 Mere Point Road
Brunswick, ME 04011

~

Sugarloaf
Mountain
Hotel

5ACO~(VER

Spring Specials

O(Y"I~I'rl'lnlS

!!~!X.~ pl!0~ . QreJ~DrilJks

Free Popcornll

Call: 207 725-6370

. '.

CDC!J '"

Th£ Old Porter Reporter

$60

Canoel • Kayaks
PaddlIng Accessorl..

ppdo, per night,
lodging &
lift tickets.

SALES:
SERVICE:
RENTALS:
CLINICS:
TRIPS:

.75

Brew Lover's ~J
DAILY BEER SPECIALS: $1.50
Mon - Miller's Genuine Draft Lite
SCltLrr
Tues - Coors Light
Wed...:. MiIler'Genuine Draft
t\LL Dt\~
Thurs - Rolling Rock
t::veRYD
Fri - Miller Lite
$
~Y
Sat - Rolling Rock Light
1.50
Sun -16 oz.Bloody Marys or Mimosa's $2.95

NEW ENGLAND'S
FOREMOST
PADDLES PORT
SHOP &
OUTFIIIER

Call Now
1~800~527~9879
or write

Sugarloaf
Mountain Hotel,
Carrabassett Valley,
Maine 04947

127 MARGINAL WAY, PTLD
773-0910

330 Fore street • Old Port • 112·5656

APPEARING
LIVE ON STAGE
R

NAL

[ID[ffi~[l1J~[I [ID~OO©~[ffi®
OPEN SIX NIGHTS A WEEK
CONTINUOUS TOPLESS ENTERTAINMENT
MONDAY THRU THURSDAY 4 PM TO 1 AM
OPEN EVERY FRI & SAT NOON TO 1 AM
HAPPY HOUR HOT BUFFET SERVED
DAILY TILL 7PM

M

h

An evening of traditional
teaching stories. [llyall Tallka
has lived among Native
Americans for over 40 years,
and is teaching at the request
of elders.

N

4-

"There are lots of Roses. and we have ours. "
"A great place to eat, dnnk or relax."

music

h

Swedenborgian Church

302 Ste vens AYe., Portland

N

Face Magazine
St..,. MId.. . .

of it all at
Sugarloaf/USA
•

David M. McCart

H

MAINE STATE'S OWN
HOMETOWN GIRL NEXT ODOR

~~OO1J~@(UJ®~ ~[lJ
~ ©~OO1J~[ffi[f@[L[ID
DOMINIQUE ST. CROIX
TONIGHT THRU SAT APRil 4
SEVERAL SHOWS DAilY

200 RIVERDISE STREET

EVERY MONDAY NIGHT
®~[ffi[L$IllX1@ fIDMlC ir@ ~MlC

WIN $500 CASH FIRST PRIZE
lXIW lroIID ~mnm ~
CALL HOUSEMOM FOR CONTEST DETAILS

MOOW _

0$ OOOIRfii1HlIID~W 1NI0(Ql1Hl1i"

CELEBRATE BIRTHDAYS ON WEDNESDAY NIGHT THE WEEK OF YOUR BIRTHDAY
FREE ADMISSION FOR BIRTHDAY BOY AND FREE CAKE
DELIVERED TABLESIDE BY A DREAM TEAM DANCER

POfJLAND ME.

27

On top

with

"Rosie's dishes out some fantastic fare.
"Three stars for food - three and a half for service. "
Portland Press Herald

(rock) Raoul's Roadside Attraction, 865
FOnlllt Ave, Portland. 773-6886.
. . lrtQ L..wIII (R&B) Spring Point Cafe,
175 Pickett St, S. Portland. 767-4627 .
...,.. (rock) T-Birds, 126 N. Boyd St, Portland. 773-8040.
....IIM Up(Top40)TlppeIaryPub, Sheraton
Tara Hotel, S. Portland. 775-6161.
MotIaI (rock) The Wrong Brothers'
Pub at Port Billiarda, 39 FOnIIItAve, Portland. 775-1944.

Native
American
Spirituallty

Why Is Everyone
Talking About
Rosie1s?

~

~« ,

April Z, 1992

(207) 772-8033 1-800-992-0006

April 2, 1992

Entertainment

.-

<

.....ny RoIIIII8
(jazz) 8 pm, The Music Han, 28 Chastoot
St, Portsmouth, NH. Tix:$21 .5O--$17, wi1h
senior and studen1 discounts available.

SUNDAY 4.5

Og!Jtel'

H..." .........

THURSDAY 4.2

«

~~\.
Maine's 1\ Authentic
Oyster Bar

(603) 436-2400.

CON
CERTS

29

(organ) 4 pm, St. Luke's Cathedral, 143
State st, Portland. Liszi's Fantasia and
Fugue on Bach; works by Bach, Phalase,
Guilmant and VI8m8. Tix: $6, $4 students
& seniors. 767-3108.

Mixing Good People, Good Food and
Good Drinks for 13 Years
Our Full Menu served from HAM to Midnight
Best Steamers in Town

TUESDAY 4.7

Enjoy a view of the Marina from
the relaxing atmosphere of C).._,s___

UaM CINI...... S I _
(choral) 7:30 pm, Immanuel Baptist
Church, 158 High Portland. Tix: $3, $1
students. 78G-5555.

a

5 Portland Pier
772-4828

<:

UPCOMING

<

r(

PortJ.nd ~ Orcheetn'.Vovth
Ed .......... H8l1m
En..... bIea
(chambelj 7 pm, Portland Museumof Art,
7 Congl1lllSSquare,PtId. Free. 773-8191 .

Spring Has Arrived

FRIDAY 4.3

and so has our
Spring Sportswear

Schooner F...
(folk) 7:30 pm, Yarmouth High School
Cafetonum, West Elm st, YarmoutO. Till: $8
edults, $8 students & seniors. 846-5894.

Great New
Colors!

SATURDAY 4.4
Kurt Oll ...n
(poetic French songs) 4 :30 pm, Kresge
Aud~orium, VISU8I Arts Center, Bowdoin

JONES NEW YORK

College, Brooswick. Tix: $10, $8 seniors,
students fnIe. 725-3375.

Portl.nd 8rJnphonr Orchaet..
414192 at 6 pm & 415192 at 3 pm (pops)

FACTORY STORES

Portland City Hal Auditorum, 30 Myrtle
51. Tix: $1G-$28. 773-8191 .

4i91112 (piano racita~ 7:30 pm, Portland
City Half Auditorium, 30 Myrtle St, Portland. Tlx: $22-$10, halfpriceforstudents .
772-8630.
PortJ.nd 8trI", Q...rtet
4Il0i'92 (chemberj 8 pm, Noyce Auditorium in the Dana Wing of Maine Medical
Cenler(entranceopposite 7 Bramhal St),
Portland. Mozart's Ouartet in D Major, K.
575; Dvorak's Cypresses; Lees' String
Quartet No. 4. Tix: $13, $7 ctildren &
seniors. 761-1522.
Magpie
4110192 (folk) 8 pm, USM Luther Bomey
Auditorium, PorUand. Tix: $8 advance,
$10 door. 773-9549.
H_ther BIshop l1li.", Shute
4/11192 (folk) 8 pm, First Parish Church,
425 Congress St, Portland. Til<: $16.50
special reeervedseeting , $13door, $11 .50
advance. 247-3461.
Ceatlebey
4/11192 (requests) 8 pm, Unitarian Universalist Chuch, Pleasant St, Brunswick.
Tix: $6 advance, $7.50 door. 529-5438.

a

Open Seven DaYII

31 Main Street • The Mikasa Building
Freeport, ME • 865-3158
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C Major; Schubert's Symphony No.5;
Prokofiev's Syrrphony No. 1 "Classical."
Tix: $20. 773-8191 .
U8M atudenta
4112192 (vocal chamberj 3 pm, \lSM Dept
of Music, 37 College Ave, Gorham. Free.
780-5555.
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TIle Art Gal...,

·

.·',

at Six Deering street, Portland. Opening
reception April 3 from 6-9 pm (with an open
houseApril4 from 11·5) for two OIl8-penIOn
Ihows: Timothy ParksofPortlandand Lynne
Drexler of Monhegan Island. Exhibit of pastel paintings by Parks and oils by Drexlerwill
be on view tlYough April 25. Galery hOurI:
11·5 Tu.-Sat, the fim two weeks of the
month; the remainderbychanceor appoint.
ment:
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THE RACKS ARE FULL!
GET THERE BEFORE IT ALL GOES

ALWAYS BUYING, ALL SEASONS, INFANT - SIZE 10.
DROP-OFF OR CALL FOR AN APPOINTMENT.
Mall Plaza, S, Portland (by Ames and Bookland)
'~'..
.
. Mon, - Sat. 9:30 AM - 8:30 PM· 772-7333 or 1-800-564-7333

.:.:-:, l'
:.

'The Holocaust" is designed for viewers to
walk through. "Psychologically, you can feel as if
you're one of these people," said sculptor George
Segal on a visit to the museum March 30.
The white plaster installation, on loan from the
Jewish Museum of New York, is the model for
San Francisco's bronze Holocaust Memorial. At
PMA, one walks off the fourth floor elevator and
is immediately confronted by a lone white
survivor peering out through barbed wire. Behind
him a heap of skeletal corpses conveys the Nazis'
obscene disregard for life - and for the normally
sacred rituals of death. The victims' families,
noted Segal, still need gravestones to visit. He
said he intended his installation to be that place.
Segal based his sculpture on thousands of
photographs and on family research; both his

PSO f.turt", Catharine PItrne
4112192 (chamber) 2 & 6 pm, Eastland
Ballroom of tha Sonesta Hotel, 157 High
st, Portland. Vivaldi's Piccolo Concerto in
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c.org. Segal's "The Holocaust," plaster and mixed madl.. 120
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Amazing Il CRppellll: Mllnny VerzoS/l perfonns "AmIlZing Grllce" Ilt
Alternlltive Mediums 1992, Iln AIDS benefit Friday, April 10, Ilt Zootz,
31 Forest Ave. See lO-day Calendar for detllils,

27 Forast Ave, Portland. Opening reception April 5 from 2-" pm for "Emotions
Surfacing," an exhibit of Alexandra
Bachman's abstract expreeaionist works
curated by 3 Views Gallery. On view
through May 3. Gallery hours: Tuea-Sat,
5-1. 828-0112.

•

HAil, BRITANNIA

140 ft , 1911J.

with

parents immigrated from Germany in 1922, later
losing countless relatives to the death camps.
'1 dodged doing this project for close to a year,"
he said, "because I knew I'd have to be steeped in
death." Segal said he considers the work to be his
most intense emotionally, an intentional effect of his
effort to transform the psychological reality of the
Holocaust into art.
'The Holocaust" is on view at PMA (7 Congress
Square) through Nov. 1. Richard Plant, author of
'The Pink Triangle," will give a lecture in conjunction with the exhibit April 9 at 7:30 p.m. Two
dialogues with Judith Isaacson, author of "Seed of
Sarah," and photographer Judy Ellis Glickman are
also planned. Call the museum at 775-6148 for
further details.

Yblie Partoll Gall."

24 Pearl St, Bldg J. Biddeford. Opening
4I11192(madrigal&gospel)7:30pm, First
reception April 3 from 7-9 pm for ....Iist
Parish Congregational Church, 1 Church
painter George Van Hook's exhibit, feaSt, Go!tlam. Til<: $4, $3 students & seturing landscapes, still~es and figurative
niors. 839-4849.
works. On view through May 2. Gallery
Quinn
hours: Wed-Sat, 11-5. 284-0370.
4/11192 (int' I comedy & song) 8 pm,
Deering High School Auditorium, Port- Wh_hou..
29 Forast Ave, Portland. Opening recepland. Tix: $10. n4-9400.
tion April 10 from 5-8 pm for a one-day
MkI-Coaat Cha........ Orchaet..
exhibit on the subject of AIDS. A sale of
4/12J!l2 (classical) 3 pm, First Parish
the artworl<s will follow with proceeds
Church, Bath Road, Brunswick. Five
going to Alternative Mediums. Hours: 11Slavonic
Dances
by
Dvorak;
11.775-1514.
Mendelssohn's Symphony No. 3 in A "The
Scottish Syrrphony"; Halstrom's "And
the Leaves .. ." Tix: $6. 729-0529 .

.. :'.

,

T OS HIYU KI SH I MA DA, MUSIC D IRECTOR & CONDU CTOR

CoIbJC.........

"

S~u,' .*;

A QUALITY RESALE SHOP

roRTLA~D SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
HN MACLAUGHLIN WI

•

violin

SATURDAY ... APRIL 4 ... 8:00PM
SUNDAY ... APRIL 5 ... 3:00PM

Bruch's Scottish Fantasy, Handel's Royal
Fireworks, Walton's Henry V, selections
from "Oliver!" and "007," and more! ....
TICKETS: $10, $17, $23, $28
(Student discounts)

PORTLAND CITY HALL AUDITORIUM
Sponso", . .haul":'

@

PSO 67TH SEASON 1991·1992

The Danfortll 0.11e"
34 Danforth st, Portland. "On the Deckle

Edge: Handmade Paper Art. in Maine,"
an extibit feeturing two- and th .......dimensional handmade paper artworl<s of
Padi Mayhew Sain, Martha Blowen,
Marianna Casagranda, Kate Fairchild,
Flandy Fein, Georgeann Kuhl, Richard
Lee, Katie MacGregor, Jeooifer Morrow
Wilson, Quint-Rose, Nancy Ball Scott,
Bamie Vinzani and Ear1 F. Weeks. On view
through April 23. Gallery hours: Fri-SUn,
11-4. 64&-8194.
Froat aul" Gal...,
411 CongressSt, Portland . Groupexhibition featuring the wDl1<s of ali gallery artists, including oils, watercolor, pastels,
and sculpture in a wiele range of styles
and subjects by Dalavlpcar, DaWlltHardy,
Eric Green, Laurenze Sisson, Alfred
Chadboume, Martha Groome, Sharon
21 Pleasant st, Portland. 3 Views Gallery
yates, Cabot lyford and John Laurent.
iscurating a series of shows appearing at
Gallery hours: Mon-Fri, 12-6, or by apPlanets and At>erta's rastaurants. Feapointment: n3-2555.
turing local artists, the shows range from
the poiite to the outrageous and highlight
nhutO'I.......
146 Middle St, Portland. "The Re-Openthe verve of local talenl. Alberta's wil
Ing," paintings and sculpture by Maury
showcase the paintings of Paul
Colton, Jeff Peters, Jim Wilkinson, Mike
HoIng9WOrth April 5-Mey3. Galeryholn:
SUn-Sat, 5-10. 774-0016.
Maltby, Noriko Sakanishl & Guy Wiliams .
Gallery hours: Mon·Fri 1G-5:3O, Sat 11-5.
Art 0.11." 8t the PhoenlJl
772-2693.
630 FontBI Ave, Portland. Show of mixed
media works featuring Chris Newcomb, Huaaon College South
Giovina Fenante, Tom Bahon, Ashley
222 St. John St, SUite 240, Portland. Oil
lenarlllon, Jeff P8ITOIl, lOll Mastro, Lee
paintings by artistlteacher Helene Pouln
Ring & Ed Parl<er. On view through April 5.
throughout April. Gallery hours: Tues-Fri,
Gallery hours: Thura-Sat, 1G-5. 774--'154.
lG-2. n4-2895.
......, Gal.."
The Baxter Gallery
345 Fore st, Portland. Paul Black's oils
Portland School of Art. 619 Congress St,
through April 3. Gallary hours: noon-5
Portland. "N. Seen By Both Sides: The
daily, or by appointment: 773-3334.
Vl8tnam Experience In theWorkofAmerican and Vl8tnamese Artists," an exhibit MaIIl8 Man
by artists from both countries and the first
264Maine Mall Road, S. Portland. "ScuipVoetnamese art in the United States since
hns of Endangered Species" is an exthe Vl8lnam War. Showing through May
hibit by high school groups in which clean
3. Galery hours: Tues-Sun, 11-4; Thurs,
trash and other non-toxic materials hava
been used to conatruct sculptu..... On
11-9.
view through April 18 during mall hours.
Michael BenoIt
828-2063.
50 Maine MQII Road, S. PorUand. Exhibit
includes paintings by John SWan, Jack M• ...., Ma...... 0.118"
Meunch, EdwIlrd Langford, Robert Eric
367 Fora St, Portland. "F unctionel PotMoore, Wade Zaha.... , Michael Palmer
tery: Two Generations," an exhbit Juxtaposing two generations of studio potters
and D.vid Pontbriand; IICIApturebyVerner
Reed and Edith Tucker; jewelry by Verner
dedicated to the functional foon as a
Reed; photography by Bath T~n .
means of artistic expression. Show Includea works by Linda Arbuckia, Bruce
On viewthroughoutthespring. 761-9011 .
Cochrane, Clair Weissberg, Bob & Cheryt
Congress Square Gallery
Husby, Mary Jeanne Luckey, Greg
42 Exchange St, Portland. Galery artists
Federigti, Michael Simon, WaKerOstrom
-Including Rob PoIlien, Ellen Gutekunst,
& Tom Flavin, among many others. ShowPaul Niemlec-exhibitthalrwor1o:. Gallery
ing through April 12. Gallery hours: Monhours: Mon-Sat, 10:30-5.774-3369.
Fri, tG-5:3O; Sat lG-6. 775-3822.

AROUND TOWN
Alb_'.

An Old Port Tradition
Greater Portland Magazine
Award Winner
for

Best Steak. • Best Late Night
GREAT STEAK • FRESH SEAFOOD
COMFORTABLE ATMOSPHERE

Why go anyWhere else?

a ...

n>3052.

0.,.......

Continud 011 p<lge 30

83 EXCHANGE ST. • PORTLAND, ME • 773-4731

Delic."OLlS

+ Homema.de..

"'~'lE:XICAN ~
,

featuring

Enchiladas
with our

\J

Tomatillo Sauce

Bnjoy drinks Bt nachos in the Lounge

AMIGOS
MEXICAN FOOD
SINCE .972

9 DANA STREET
OLD PORT, PORnAND

772-0772

April 2. 1992

"An... Mlftlch
First solo exhibition showing mixed media constructions v.tlich explore feelings
of longing within an ecclesiastical tramework. Showing through April 5.
·Holoe..." Tha '"-enc. of the Pat
An ..hibition by Maine artist Judy Ellis
Glickman featuring black & white photographs of sitas connected to the Holocaust:
concentration camps. graveyards. memorials. On view April 14 through May 31.
Contmued from "..gt 29
Cry of the Loon Art ca.llary
Route 302. S. Casco. "Foodworks; an
exhibition by 21 artists depk:ling food
and related thoughts in a variety ofmadia.
Showing through April 18. Gallery hours:
TIMS-Sun. 9:3().5:3O. 655-5060.
The DrawIng " - a,oIlary
PulO1)ldn House on the Mall. Brunswick.
An exhibition of wiId~fe desig ns by Carol
The PI... T.... 1tIop • .."....
Kely. On viaw through April 3. Galleoy
75 MarI<et St. Portland. Exhibition of r.houra: Tu.-Sat. 11-4.721-9717.
oil paintings by Scott Moon! Planets
The DJoar Ubnry
27 FOf8It Ave. Portland. Exhibit of paint371 MalnSt.Saco. "Portrab of Nature" is
1ng8. drawings and coIIagea by Zoo Cain.
an exhibit of anlmaho and birds native to
showing through April 4. Gallery houra:
Maine by Portland artist Paul Wentzell.
TIMS-Sat. 5-1 . 826-0112.
Showing through Apri 2. Galleoy hours:
Portland M _ of Art
T... & Wed. 1-4; Thurs. 1-8. 283-3861.
s-,Co~Square. Portland. Houra: ____ Gel...,.
T.... Wed. Fri & Sat. 10 am-5 pm; Thura
18 Muon 51. Brunawick. "Wildl~e." sculp10 am-9 pm; Sun 12-5 pm. Admis8Ion:
tift and wall piecee by 12 artists. realist to
adutts$3.5O. -.Iorci1izens and students
concepIuII: laooy Fuagen. David Smus.
with 10 $2.50. children under 18 $1. group
Tomolhy Fiaher. Elisabeth Shuman. Richard
rata $3. M ........ adooiaeion is """ II).
....18. John Boyan. Albert Croslon. John
noon Saturday. 77~2787.
Glngrow. Peggy ClwI< Lumpkins. David
• ArtIata 1ft Un« An AI tlrKhfelcl RetroPollock, Sandra Stanton & Ava Tevvs.lnthe

Entertainment

THE

THIRSTDAYS
AT

THE MOON
25': df'Q ft

a....'"

Contemporary, Casual, Chic Ladies Clothing, Jewelry & Accesories

.pec"'"

An exhibition of 87 etchings. lithographs
and original drawing8 chronicling stage.

.c.--. and teIeYislon during Hi"",hfeld's

long career as a caricaturist for The New

REOPENING APRIL 3
featuring

Mykonos Aegean
Jewelry. Ascenti.
Zashi & We-Be-Bop

,

Wardrobe for Spring is pleasure;
and a little indulgence.

!
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Spring Ho

urs: Tuesday - Friday 11-6 • Saturday 1
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York TIm.. Through May 24.
"Contemponory VIa"'-
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\~PORTLANDrS BEST BREAKFAST"

- caw

1991 READER'S POLL

ST' PORTLAND

1
!
1
1

THE 1992 U.S.P.E MAINE
POWERLIFTING & BENCH PRESS
CHAMPIONSHIPS
To Benefit:

J
I

r

-DlylJJpc.
Maine

APRIL 4 & 5, SCARBOROUGH HIGH SCHOOL
,
1

, ,

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT: POWER HOUSE GYM, SUBS UNLIMITED,
&UNION STATION FITNESS,WORLD GYM .
FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL 773-5032

$1.25
NO COVER
EVERY THURSDAY 8 TO 11
THE MOON DANCE CLUB· 427 FORE ST_ • 772 -1983

ART

Hantrogton " " ' -

OTHER

OUT OF TOWN

saY""

beef'S

ALL df'i nks

mlnl-gellery: .-01 oil paintings by Diane
~. from a lIIIries inspired by aid
Maineflmilyphotographs. On view Ihrough
May 2. Gallery hours: Tues-Thurs. 10·4; Fri
& Sat. 11).5. rn-ll08.

Freeport Historical Society. 45 Main St.
Nine artists from the rnnoeum's American
Freeport. "Elmer Porter: Freeport Builder
collection interpret landscapa with styles
and Contractor" diloplays a collection 01
ranging from realism 10 abstraction. Fee1911o-centuoy planes and tool originally
tlnd artists from Maine and around the
owned by Porter as well as photographs
nation include Reuben Tam. Lisa Allen.
of buildings he buill. On viaw throughout
WiMiam Keinbusch and Alison Hildreth.
May. Gallery hours: Mon-Sat. 11).5. Sun.
Showing through May 24.
n00n-5. 865-3170.
"The " - " . ._
Ma.... Marttl............m
A fuilloral bouquet of painting. aculptlft
Maritime HIaIooy Bldg. 243 Washington
and photography by such artists ..
St. Bath. "Sidney M. Chase. 1877·1957,"
ee-tyHallllm.f!WIxKatz.EIIIIworthKelly.
an exhibit on the photographic record of
Robert Mappletholpa. John Cage and
the ..... 01 fi8herrnen and mariners Nancy Gra.... Through June 14.
with a focus on the c:oroYnJnitias of Port
"The HoIoca...t
Clyde and Matinicus - at wool< in the
ContlOlJllOllllY American eculptor. Gaooga
aaoty 20th century by the Massachusetts
Segel. has distilled the on.ning of this
artist whosuormenod in Maine most of his
Inhuman act In a 1~..toIza composition of
lie. Shov.4ng through May3. Gallery hours:
heunting v.tlile plaster figures. On viaw
Daly 9:3G-5. ~ 1316.
through Oct 18.
Yortllnatltuta MllMUm
..... rIts: . .lactIoIoa '""" Collection of
371 Main 51. Soco. "Artists in Residence"
aeoffray Holdar and Cum.n
feat.... the WOIk cJ 01'" 450 local second·
deLIOnllade
& fourth-gada!s and high school students.
Angels and damons. Christ figures and
Onviewthrou!t1 April 4. Gallery hours: Tuesvoodoo legends exist side by side In a
Wed. 1..... Thurs 1-&. 282-3031 .
celebration of contemponlly folk art from The WaI1ehan Llbnry
Africa. theCaribbeen and North America.
Saint Joeeph's College. on Sebago lake in
Morethan 15OscLilpturell. painting8. caIVStandish. Portland arlist and art instructor
Ings and masks iluminate the potent vaChuck Thompson is showi ng his most relidity of non-Western arts and rituals.
cant paintings. On view through April 24.
Through Apri 19.
Gallery hours: Man-Thurs7:30-11. Fri 7:30Portland Public Ub,.ry
5. Sat-Sun noon-5. 892-6766.
5 Monument Square. Portland. "Marguerite M. Lawler: Recent Wool<s; watercolor still ifes by the Portland artist and
teacher. Showing through April 29. Gallery hours: Mon, Wed & Fri, 9 -6; Tues & "
Thurs. noon-9; Sat 9 -5. 87t-1710.
-"
The Main ca.1...,.
20 Milk St. Portland. Robert WiII8on's
multi-faceted sculptural woo1<a. Through
May 30. Gallery Hours: Mon-Fri. 11 am-6
pm; Sat 12-5 pm. Sun 11-4. 772-9072. PcortIMcI k ' - l of Art'. Annual Auction
Bun ca.1...,.
Private opening 8Cheduled for April 2.
496 Congre.. St. Portland. Esteile
5:30-7:30 pm at Thos Moser CabinatRoberge'. paintings and Joan Uraneck's
makena. 4t5 Cun*>erland Ave. Portland.
painting. and sculpture. . Showing
Coet $25 inclUdall admission to upcomtlYough April 25. Gallery hours: Wed-Sat
Ing auction. PreYiew will continue. from 911-6. or by appointment: 77~8816 .
5.untiIAprill0. ThellUCllon ilselfis schedThoa. _ _ CaIIIMtnWUn
uled for April 11 al8 pm on the Fifth Floor
415 CumbertIIo od Ave. Portland. A tradIoftheJ. B. Brown Bldg. 537 Cong.... St.
tional rug hooking ..hibIIIon. Showing
Portland. Wool<s offered include prints.
through May 8. Gallery hours: Mon-Sat9c:aramics. photography. jeweloy and more.
5.774-3791 .
done by faculty. students. alurmi. staff.
etc. All proceeds to benefit the scholar:s VI.- Gallery
ahip fund. Admiseion: $10. For further
112 High St. Portland. "II Portland
Info call 775-3052.
Printmakena: an exhibit ~ting a
variety 01 prinlmaking techniqUM (includ- -Art and Corn_: The Intluence of
Ing printing platas). In addition to drawthe MartIet "" the Minding8. painting8 and sculpture. On viaw
Poof Gan Xu wiH deliver a lecture on "Money
through April 12. Gallery houra : Fri-Sun.
and Art in China; April 2 at 7:30 pm. as pari
9-5; or by appointment. 772-1961 .
of PSA's Uberal Arts Lecture Sari... The
"VISiting Artiata Sari..- will festure Mauoy
K. J. Wo/tIea'.
Lowe from the University of Pennsylvania's
193 Middle St. Portland. Exhibition fealur·
Dept. of Sculpture on April 9 at7 pm. Both
ing Brian Currier's new oils. through April.
evants are free and take place in The Baxter
Gallery houiS: Man-Sot 11-11. 77~3501 .
Bldg. 818Cof111MaSt. Portland. Forfurther
YWCA
info COlli 775-3062.
87 SprIng St. Portland. "Voces de los
NirooeNoices oftheChIIdrwI; a1raveling DrawIn-= LMnIIng to ...
exhibit of photographs and children's
A rigo~ Il).w"" class taught by
Kathleen Boldt In which participants wil
drawings from EI Salvador. Guat.,.lII.
learn concrete perceptual tools needed
Nicaragua and Pane..,.. On viaw through
for drawing. For beginner and experiAprilS. Hours: 9-5 daly. 874-1130.
encad alike. starting April 8 & 8. For Info
on teas and location. call 799-5728.
. . . .d •••1k Alta '-ttwI1·.
organizing comrittaa is accepting origInal. framed work. 01 art - sculptu ....
IIowdoIn College M _ of Art
~ •• walercolora. graphics. photos
and • ....."... - displayed In portfolio
Walker Art 1lJ1IdIng. Bowdoin College.
Brunawick. The iTiUHII'TI is open to the
or suilllbla stand. Prizes wit be awarded
public """ of charge. Ho....: TUM-Sat.
In
categories. Each application
must be lICCOIT1p8Iliad by a $30 fae and
11).5; Sun. 2-5. 725-3275.
poetnwoked no later than May 15 (event
"Jam. CharM Roy
lak.. placeJune2n. Forappllcation fonn
An exhibit of photographs from the CaIticand more Info. wone 10 SSAF. Box 336.
Christian Irish islands of InishmuiTllY and
Saoo. ME 04072.
Inlshk&a North and Scottish 10018. In the
Hawthoma-Longfelow Llbraoy. Showing
Continued on p<lgt 32
through the end of May. 725-3253.
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THE PAINTED LADY
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SCENE

He,-n explores Z_anol the art of..n.ctlon In "A Look Bad. N ac:rylk an ..-1....·11 ...·.1991.

Piercing the"veil of reality
Larry Hayden paints "the edge of things dissolving"
The fact that there are stars in Larry
Hayden's paintings is a source of embarrassment to him. what with him being married to
an astrologer and rul'.•"But wh;tt ca_J;1 I do?" he
queried plaintively. "The process of painting
has a life of its own. and my job is just to ride
with it."
The stars in question appeared as an unpremeditated result of a procedure Hayden
decided to try out on the acrylic paintings he
applies to paper and then dry-mounts onto
boards. "I like to work with elimination of
paint," he explained, "so one of the things I did
was sand them while they were hanging on the.. _
wruls (of his studio). The wruls are bumpy, and
where the bumps were, star-like images
appeared. Actually that $uits me fine," he said.
"I like. the Zen-like fact that these white spots
on the paintings can be stars and mere bumps
on the wrul simultaneously."
Reality Oike the stars actually being bumps,
and the bumps stars) and the reflection of
reality is a predominant theme in Larry
Hayden's life. A self-proclaimed mystic, he has
spent years of his life consciously pursuing a
spiritual path. "One of the fruits of past disciplined spiritual work," he said, "has been
experiencing the conditional nature of what we
accept as
everyday
reality.
Sustained
periods of
See Larry H_yden's worI&
meditation
by -..ointment _t
have shown
Dun Velentgas G.11ery,
60 tt.mpshlre St., Port..nd. me that reality
is a veil that
772-2042.
can be pierced.
One can travel through that veil to a greater, or
source, reality that lies beyond. In fact," he
added, "what we experience as reality is
actually a reflection of that source. It's within
the reflection that we live."
Understandably enough, then, Hayden'S
paintings have a deeply mystical quality. There
are bars, or grids, with these shimmering white
star-bumps shining through and around them.
The image of the bars. Hayden explained, came
from a painting by Raphael which depicts St.
Peter in prison. St Peter is slumped over,
asleep, and an angel is waking him with the
implication that he is about to release him from
the prison. The viewer sees this scene through a

grid of bars. "There was something about that
painting that touched me," Hayden said, "and
that grid image later fed into other images t-hat
I'd been using, like veils and a motif I found on
an Indian shield in the Peabody Museum."
In a dusty old case in the ethnographic section
Hayden, during his art student days in Boston,
came across a heavy leather shield with a symbol
on it: four strong vertical bars. "I looked at the
label," said Hayden. "It said: 'Probably Sitting
Bull's.' Imagine Sitting Bull's shield being in an
artifact case in a museum in Cambridge," he
said. "The image haunts me."
Though the bars and grids form the structural
composition of Hayden's paintings, the image of
the veil is the one that predominates. As much of
an oxymoron as it may seem, Hayden's bars are
as transparent as veils. Light emanates from
behind them, and the viewer has a sense they
can be easil y passed through. "It· s sort of ironic,"
noted Hayden, "that when I had my show at the
Velentgas in September, nobody reviewed it. But
in retrospect perhaps it's just as well, since I
hadn't then figured out what they meant.
"Now my understanding is that they're about
when I was sick last winter," said Hayden. "I
had pneumonia and a very high fever. I realized
that I could die. It was a strong transforming
experience." These paintings are about those
feelings. "I was at the edge of things dissolving,"
he said. "These paintings are about something
that had worn very thin - like my life."
Apart from the metaphysical meaning of
Hayden's paintings, they're also about tangibility - color, for example -=- deep, strong, reassuring colors. The glow, physically at least, can be
attributed to the fact that he paints many layers
of different hues. The metaphysical explanation
is that what's going on behind the painting is
burning through the membrane of the paint.
One painting, untitled, bears in its right
quadrant a ghost-like image that seems to be
vanishing through the bars. "I realized only
later," Hayden says, "how related that painting
was to Anne Whitten's last poem, called "In This
Brightness." Sound poet Anne Whitten died this
winter on Peak's Island. Like most of Hayden'S
paintings, this one, too, depicted something that
was about to occur in his life. "I'm comfortable at
last," he said, "that my spiritual life lies not with
gurus or any other structured form of religion,
but in my painting."
MaTgot BTown McWiUiams

danielE/bbifl!}
JewelQJ
CffJpring @(ings...
. .. affordable
... beautiful bands
... classical designs

An
Open

Invitation
....

to the

"Cantalope" by Marika Kuzma, watercolor

FOODWORKS

an exbtbUlon oftbe works Of art Of 20 artists
Sunday March 22- Saturday AprU 18
Artists [nelude:
Steve Sechak
Chris Neilsen
Barbara Sullivan
Grace Porta
Claudia Whitman
Lois Leonard Stock

Marika Kuzma •
Milton Christiansen
Mamie Souza
David Cedrone
Paul Plante
Frances Hodsdon
Duane Mcleod

LOO~
ART GALLERY a FINE GIFTS
Nancy K. Davidson, curator

Tina Ambrose

Joe Ferigno

Wendy Newcomb
Alice Wickson
William Herron
Susan Pratt
Evelyn Winter

655-5060
Rte.302
South Casco
Tues-Sun
9:30-5:30
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Entertainment

R~1Iupport

HELP

II,1lI1[rJ ~=.=~.
SENSE
Omti1lud from page 30

HV_

tive partners of HlV-posiIive persons. The
group is facilftated by TAP case managon with the purpose of making a space
for seronegative partners to shara their
feelngs and concems in a confidential
aetting. The group ~ts regularly on
Mondays from 6-7:30 pm at 22 Monument Square on the fifth floor. For further
Into call John BMn or Chris Monahen at
77~77 .

1

Make a fun
T-Shirt from
your favorite
photo or slide
Wear your pet,
or your birthday party, or
your Aunt
Ethel or you r
bow lin a
trophyr

DAY
TURNAROUND

r-;:--;07""";'-....,(

(Name or
line of type
included.)

Monday - Friday 8-6. Saturday 10 - 4

Market St. (next to the Oyster Chill Old Port, Portland

,

207·774-4455

AIIIerIc8n Short Moey ""'" " DIacI..... AIeoIIoI and DnItI AIIu. .
St. Dominic's I'IIace WId Justice ComSeriee ~ the' very American art
rnIesions ~ a lectura on "TeMage
forme of short story WId film. Chartotta
Alcohol WId Drug Abuse," April 7. Both
Renner wi! lead cllecuilion on "I'm a
run 7-9 pm In the Mercy Hospftal RecovFool" by Sh8I wood Anderaon April 9 at 7
-V Cent., 1.... Stata St. Portland. For
pm, at ThomII MamoMl LlbnIry. 8 Scott
more Into cal Tn-771,6.
DyerRoed, CepeEllz8beth. For more Into
-.u.r.d W _.. I'nIject
cal 79&-1720.
n.davolunteeradllOcat.. whoaraavai~
IIowllDin e.I....... c..t. . . . .
able to provide emotional support and
with raedingl , talks and moviee . U~
peer. couneeling to abused women and
ing aclillitlee: film "II' a Long-Memoried
their childran in timea of crisis. OpportuWoman." April 8; sflde lectunt with Judy
nltleelnckJde-nngthahotlne,workElls Glickman ,April 14; ftlm"She Must be
Ing In ~ and even some "non-c:riSeeing Thing'" April 15; "Films of e.bant Hammer." April 20; IecturebyCynthia
. " positions. A thorough 32-hour trainIng begins April 8 in Portland. Ca. 874Fucha Epatain. April 21; lectura by Ja1198 tor further into.
maica Kincaid. April 23; film "Dry K ' Only," April 27. Nearly all events start at Q.-p Thenlpy far Cou",
7:30 pm and ara held at the college's
Partn<nhip may not be as easy as you
expacted. 80 this 13-week group therapy
Kresge Auditorium. Brunswick. For more
i. rooant to help you disco_ what is
info and confirmations. ca' 725-3620.
mI80Ing or to reco_ what has gone
Great Decisions '92 Lectu....
astray. It wil take place Tues evenings at
Seriee Includee L. Brent Bozell from Ma78 Fesaenden St and 73 Deering St. Portdia Research Center on "Does the Media
land. Starts as soon as enough couples
Influence Foreign Policy?" April 8. All Ieesign up. For info call 775-5903 (2833).
t..-ea begin at 7:30 pm in Pariah Hall, St.
Luke's Cathedral, 143 State st. Portland. Hom.I ••• .,...
To help , contact the she~er doses! to you.
Admission: $5 public. $1 students. free
Or if you need assistance in finding .• home.
for USM laculty, merrbers of the World
call Hospitality House Inc at 453-2986, or
Affairs Council and parishioners. Call 780write P.O. Box Hinckley. Me 04944.
4551 for details.
H.O'p.'" "If-Support a'-lie .
Health Cara Technology" Ethlce
with facilftator ~ weekly to help heal
A free public symposium aimed at a wide
theemotlonal palnaaoclated with chronic
audience and addressing Issues such as
orseriousdisee_. injury. life, death and
organ transplants. confidentiality & life
childhood isouee. Group rmMS at Mercy
support Issues. is .cheduled lor April 7
Hospital on Tuesdays from 5:30-7:30 pm.
from 9 am-3 pm at Saint Joseph's Coiand allhe Unity Church. 16 Coiumbia Rd,
lege on Sebego Lake In Standish. Call
Portland. on Thursdays from 10-12 noon.
.892-8766 for more info.
There's al80 a support group for the fam-Ind.pendanca a. CrI.l. of Conily and friends of the HI that meets every
1IC1enca"
other Thursday from 7-9 pm; and a Next
Lectura sponsored by Maine Historical
Step Group lor 12-Steppers who want to
Society dealing with Anglican minister
go deeper into feelings, that rmMS every
Jacob Bailey and his rafusal to reed a
Monday at Unity from 7-9 pm. For mora
Declaration of Independencewhich would
information. ca" 1-aoo-339-HOPE.
contravene his oath to the English king.
Part olthe spring series on "The Declsra- Merrymeeting AIDa support
offers ongoing support and info on HIV
tion of Independence: Vision for a Demoand AIDS. It currantly sponsors an HIV+
craticSoclety." April8at 12:3OpmatRrst
support group rmMing the first & third
Parish Church, 425 Congrees st, PortWed of every month, from 7-8:30 pm; a.
land . Cost: $2 non-members. Call 774w~ as a familyllriends support group
1822 for further details.
which meets the first & third Mon of every
"1'halnvant'- of New England"
month. from 7-8:30 pm. For more info call
Lectura by Dr Martyn Bowden will locus
725-4955.
on tha commen:ial and early industrial
development 01 New England. Slides Nead to Talk? DIal Kida Hotll...
is for teens who have a problem or need
shown. April 7 & 16. 7 pm at the Moot
totalk. The hotNne is opan from 2:30-5 pm
Courtroom, Law Schol Bldg, USM PortMon-Fri. Teens callng in talk to other
land. Free. Call 780-<1920 lor details.
t-.s who ara well trained to isten and
"Writing for Mo..... and TV"
help. Calls ara kept confidential. except
Worklhop offered by Maine Writers & Put>when the caller is in danger. Topics dislishers Alliance April 4 from 11 am-4 pm. III
cussed on the hotline range from family
Maine Writers Canter. 12 Pleasant St,
and school to sexuality and ......tionships,
Brunswick. Caet: $30 members. $35 others.
peer relations. birth controi. loneliness.
Prarggistralioniscompuloorytorbothcou....
substance abuse & suicide. If you needto
payment should be pootad to WlWPA. 12
talk. call 774-TALK.
P1eaoant St. Brunswick, ME 04011.
Public Forum on Caaco -.y
Sponaored by the Casco Bay Estuary
Project. diecusoions to cent. on which
Isouee take priortty and current plano.
April111rom n00n-4 pm, at Fort.Androee.
Brunswick. Calli 87&-6328 for more info.
IIItort
on eo.taIl.8ncI Loaa
for non-experto In the field of coastal
geology will take place April 10 & 1 t at A Nurturtng Partn......lp -Community
8:30 am.t USM Gortlam. Cost: $35, $15
.fllmU.... .........
studento. For more inlo caN 289-2801 .
The Portland Par1Mnhlp Programis plan.." AttorIM¥ for QaylLHblan Advo- ning fts second annual paranting support
~end ...
group for families WId educators. Gueet
wi" speak on do~ic partners WId emspeaker is Jack Hrulka and thare will be
ptoyment benellte on April 8 at 7:30 pm at
a variety of WOIbhope. Held April 8, 5USM Law School. MIddleClassroom. 21,6
8:45 pm at Deering High School. 370
Deering Ave, Portland. Free. For more
Stevens Ave. Portland. For mora Inlo, call
Into cal 78t-9457.
874-8100.
Woman INa 0Wnan of a .........land O.C_D_
a.-p
holds Its monthly rmMing April 2 at 8 pm
meet. weekly on Fridays at 6-7:30 pm.
at AndoY.CoIiege. 901 Washington Ave.
Mercy Hospftlll. Upper Aud~orium . PortPortland. Topic will be "Low Coat Decoland. Free. For mOnt into. call 773-0976.
rating for your Busi~ : Interiors and Out for Good
Landscaping." Fee: $8.50, which incIudee
A Lesbian discu••ion/support group
light dinner. For mora info and _
~ts each Thurs from 7-9 pm in Saco.
tions. call 761 -0041 .
Meeting. are free and non-smoking, but
Woman In ManQ98mant
donations ara encouraged. For more Info
Two-day contar..ce featuring speakers
ca' 247-3461 .
Crystal Kuykendall and Marsha Sinetar P_pIa with AIDa Coalition of Mal...
and dealing with the asaeesment of huoffers a special ..-Ing for those recovman and organizational ~ct of quality
ering M 's Living with HlV or AIDS, Tuesprograms. Identifying peraonalsklh needays at 8 pm, at The Living Room North.
..sary In a changing environment and
377 Cumberland Ave, Portland. For daexploring the moet recent managerial
tails cal 871 -9211 .
technlqu.. Scheduled for April ~ 10.
The Rape Crtela Center
begiming at 7:45 am In the Holiday Inn by
offers cn,,;. Intervention. adwcacy and
the Bay. 88 Spring St. Portland. Coat: $95
support groups for survivoro 01 sexual
per day. $ 170 two days. For further Into
assault and abuse. including family and
cal 874-6500.
friends of the vicUns. All sefVices .ra free
and confidential. Comprehensivetrainlng
isgivento volunt88fS, whoarawelcorned.
If you have been sexualy assau~ed, can
the24-hourhoUlneat 774-3813. Formore
inlo on volunteering. call 879-1821 .

"""C..

eou,...

8 SESSION

AEROBIC CARD

SU-,

$25
;: :::

.

8 SESSION

TAN CARD

$25

Group for thasa in recovery who want to
explore spirituality and for thasa on the
spiritual path who want to expiora rect:Nery
from addictive substancee or behaviors.
Med~ati on and 12 -step-style discussion
sponsored by the Portland Sufi Order. Every
Wednesday from 7-8:15 pm on the third
floor d Woodfordo Congregational Church,
202 Woodford St, Portland. For more info
call Jan at 878-2263 or Eli at 774-1203.
"-hIe Support G.-p
is especially lor thoee who are no longer
pursuing infertility treatment or thoee for
whom treatment II not an option. All weloome - whether considering adoption or
lving childfree. Meetings on third Tues d
wery month. lrom 8:45-8:45 pm In the cataleria al Parkview Memorial HoopitaI, 32Q
Maine St. Brunswick. For mOnt into (including
meetings whare treatments
In d~, call 787-4104.

.reguI....

Iooltham MaIne ",.. AIIafICJ' on All...
offers a trained advocate in Portland. at 237
Oxford St weryFridayfrom 10am-1 pm. to
assist older residant3 and their concerned
lamily members and friend. with questions
about Medicare. Medicaid. insurance. h0using, social services, consumer . . . . and
others. To schedule an appointment. call
the agency at 775-6503 or 800-427-7411 .
IpacIaIln_t M ....... for People
UvIng Willi Ala.
meats weel<ly on Tuesdays at 8 pm at the
PWA Coalition, 377 Cumberland Ave. Portland. Meeting designed to provide a safe
space in which to discuss HIV issues. while
living positively sober. This meeting is open
orIy to those who have tested HIV positive
or have been diagnoeed w ~h AIDS. For
mOnt information call 871 -9211 .

WELL

NESS

Aulllentic Adult Malen_
A group for men interested in more than
their own Well-being who are trying to make
sense out of their prasent livas. Counselors
require a six-month commitment and prior
therapy. Session. begin April 2, from 4:306:30 pm. 78 Fessenden St. Portland. Cost:
$45Isasoion. Umited to 10 participant• . Call
n5-2633 for datail• .
Buddhist-OrIented Maclltatlon
Group rmMS every Sunday. from 10-11
am, at 1040Broadway, S. Portlllnd. SmaN
donation. For more info, call 839-4897.
Childbirth CIa_
Discovery Education offers six-week prepared childbirth classes including
anatomy & physiology of labor, ...... xation
& breathing techniques. pain management options during labor, roie of coach
or support person. physical & emotional
changes after birth. and much mora.
Classes ara held Mon or Tues eves from
7-9 for six week • . Cost: $60. including
handbook, gift packs and articles. To
reg ister call 797-4098.
Coping with M . Strass management workshop offerad
Tueeday eves at 7 pm. Material covers
91""", test., coping and relaxation skills,
91""", management and decision-making tips. Call A Better Way Chiroprectic
(2063 Congrees st) at 879-5433 to RSVP.
Expectant and N_ Parents
Hee~hy Beginnings offers classee aimed
at making paranting • fulfiling experience. Preparad Childbirth, emphasizing
choices in birth and individual approachea
to breathing and relaxation , April 2-May
2 t (alternatively starting Mey 4). 7-9 pm,
$751couple. Early pragnancy classee and
a new parants' support group also available. To register cail829-3382 .
Iyengar Yoga eta.
Separate spring _sions of lyangaryoga
ara offerad beginning April 2, 3, 8 & 7.
Coat for 12 weeks is $114. Monday's 11 week aeesion is $t04.50. Classea ara
held at 818 Congrees St. Call 797-5884
for more Inlo.
Fraaclom from ImokIng
An eight-session group program to help
individuals kick the habit based on a positive bellavior change approach. Classes
begin April 7 at 5:30 pmat USM Portland's
lifeline Cent... on Falmouth Straet. Pntregistration encouraged due to space Iimitations. Call 780-4639 lor details.
FrIanda of III. W. .tem Buckfhlat Order
invite all interested parties to a period of
medHation and chanting each Mon from
7:15-9:15 pm. at 222 Saint John st. Portland. For mora details cali 842-2128.
Hallla Yoga Clinic
on "Approaching Your Imbalancee· i. dl ared by a certified Iyengar Yoga teacher
April I t. from 8:30-11 :30 am, at Portland
Yoga studiO. 618 Cong_ St. Portland.
Space is limited and preraoIstration mandatory. Hatha Yoga for PWA'. wili continue
through June 23 from 12:40-2 pm <Nery
Wednesday and Friday at 22 Monument
Square (take eievator to fifth ftoor). Coat is
Sl for those who can afford~. Call Portland
Yoga Studio at 797-5884 lor mora info.

HeaH.,. Circle
The next two ~ingo of this non-cianominational circle wi. taka place on April
5 & 19 from 12-2 pm at the Center for
Inner HeeNng. 78 Main St. Yarmouth. For
further datails cal 848-6464.
Ingraham VoIun1....
offers a hotline lor teens where they can
cal to talk about birth control, sexual
abuse. loneliness. drugs, depression, and
the like. The spring Dial KIDS training
class. tor those Interested in becoming
counselors. begins April 6. For an application and mora Info. cal 874-1055.
Nattn Amartcan IpIrituallty
Preeentation sharing stories of trad~ional
teachings by "Inyen Tanka" David M. McCart
April 10 from 7:30-9:30 pm in the
Swadenborgian Church, 302 St8118n. Ave.
Portland. Coot $10. Cail72!Hl370 tor details.
"'-II Ao. ~ People.
An opporIIJnity to enhance parenting skillsInc_ family comlTlJnicotion. tooter oeIfI8t11em.Ieam ' - to lilian and be listenad to.
eIc. - tor 1*8"111 who _ fer are not!) experiencing friction d their kids. /J4 space is
limited. registralion Ie recommended. Every
Wad thrwgh Aprii 8. 6:30-8:30 pm at Unity
Church, 16 Coiumbla Acad. Portland. Don...
tionoappreciatad. Toragilta' call 774-3535.
Planned Parenthood
of Northern New England can help teenagers at~, Walk-In Clinic Fridays from t4:30 pm, at 500 ForM! Ave. Portland.
Confidential seMcea include: birth control. pregnancy texts. pap smears. STD
ecreening and t ....tment. Fees based on
ability to pay. For Into cal 772-8521.
Pop Ego'. . .Noon
Enjoy your true self with Sahala yoga
medftation Mondays. from 7-8:15 pm, in
the FacoJly Lounge. Studei1t Center, USM
Portland , CaN 767-48t9 tor more info.
• retchlng the IpIrit
A yoga class of gentle breathing and
stretching anding in deep ....axation. All
are welcome to this creative approach to
body. mind and spiritUIII well-being. Bring
• mat. Wedneedays from 5:30-6:30 pm.
Saturdays from 9-10 am at the
Sy;ed8llbotglan Chun:h. 302 StevensAve.
Portland. Donation: $3. For more info. call
172-8277.
...,1 DIon_ 01 Un ......... " celebrate the unity of .... igious Ideals,
based on the wortd 's spiriftual traditions.
First&secondSatofe~month . from7-

9 pm. at the Swecienborglan Church. 302

stevens Ave. Portland. For more info call
846-6039.
8ufI MaclItatIon
Join the Portiand Sufi Order for medijation seesions based on the works ofHazrat
lnayet Khan and Pir Vilayet lnayet Khan.
Exparienced teachon will offer sessions
wotIdng withc .... tive visuaization. breeth.
8OUnd. light .nd divine qualities. Open to
all; no experience necessary. Bring a
medHation pillow or bench if deairad. No
fee. but donations .... gratefully accepted.
Sessions held at 232 st John St (Union
Station). Room 132. For mora info. call
Hayat Rlcki Schechter at 857-2605 or
Rosanneat 846-8039. Fornewsletterwfth
activities list , caN Ei at 774-1203.
T'al Chi Chu'uan
is an outrageously simple process that
can dramaticaly change your IWe. TenWMk introductory course expiores the
basic qUIIlitlee of,1'al Chi in movement
and In philosophy. st.rts April 8 , Wed
eves from 5:30-6:45 at 10 Exchange St.
SuHe202. For mora into call Larry Landau
at 985-8821 .
The TMnIY....... Adult Clinic
is a place to go if you have a health
concern or medical problem. need a
sports/xhoof physIcaldone. orhevebirth
contJoI isaueo to deal with. Open to anyone 13-21 . everyMoncIay from 4-8 pm. at
Maine MedIcal Center, 22 Bramhall St,
Portland, Cal 871 -2783 lor an appointment. WaIk-lns_lfthey arrive by 7 pm.
V_ _..' 1kI-' ... 1IIcaa
provide vets with the opportunity to sociialize & gather In relaxed setting. Dinner
aarved Thur'ldlly nIghta. open to the put>Iic. Located at151 Newbury 5t. Portland.
For more Info cal 871-0911 .
WIIoIa'. . . CooIdng a for Ihoee in IIw1IitIon to. balanced veg_
aterian aatIng style. April 6 & 13. from &8 pm. Coat: $35. For location and further
Into, cal 774-88811.
WlahcrattlT_n.0I1Ia 1kI-' Group
is a team of motivated people who want
to make thingl happen. Through giving
support. ideeI, accurale steps and the
IaIth in one another'1 ability to succeed,
- won't let you quit. For mora Info call
77a-8228.

OUT

SIDE
Ecological L.8wn .. Garden Cara
at Maine Audubon April 4 from 9:3012:30. 1t'8 free but you must call Phyllis
Farr at 781-2330 to make reservations.

SPORT

In a world where words still rhyme

Coursen's verses chime
Free verse is a very easy way to write: all you/ have to do is
break/ up a prose/ sentence. Good free verse is another matter
entirely, but writing poem in strict form is always a challenge.
Any<;>ne who has ever had to come up with a sonnet in high school
English class knows what I mean: It's hard to think of a word that
rhymes with "brilliant." From Shakespeare to Robert Frost, many
?f the best poets in our language have poured their exacting talents
mto sonnets, Few poets write them now; our literature tends to be
more freewheeling and experimental.
One of the few is H.R. Coursen, whose "Songs and Sonnets" is
proudly steeped in poetic traditions. The very first poem in the
collection voices a longing for "a
world where words still
rhyme." There are many
invocations of sky and forest
and sun, and the seasons are
~mpl~yed as metapho~ throughout. The speaker links the changIng clunate of nature Wlth the state of his emotions: emotional and
natural landscapes mirror each other. This is familiar material, but
Coursen handles it very well indeed. His language is melodic and
supple, capable of conveying both highly detailed physical
description and subtle emotional shadings. The following is from
"Premature Spring: 1991";

TM birch tr« held tM moss Mslde tM laltt!
still gray with rotting Ice, qulclt with tM slldt!
of frt!sh scents, toucht!d and tunt!d for tM salte
of springs betlt!ath Mr smile, slantw{se, tM pride
at fourt«n that slit! would figure out tM waite
and s/«p In ber-en, and that IIJt!Vt!r would.
Coursen writes elsewhere: "Paintbrushes/ wash over watercolors of the bay/shading with the sifting light." That describes very
well the effect of his "Songs and Sonnets." They paint watercolors
in the mind's eye.
~e ~k does h~ve its weak spots: There are a few poems in
which the Imagery IS blurry, which causes the reader to start
noticing the rhymes instead of what is being said. (The less
conscious the reader is of form, the better.) The two dialogues near
the end of the sequence are a bit stilted; they also sound dangerously like a single voice in conversation with itself. Lucidly, poems
like "Sonata" and "Crow" easily make up for these slack spots.
H.R. Coursen, who teaches at Bowdoin College, has a long list of
books to his credit. He has written poetry, fiction and works of
scholarship (including several about that master sonneteer,
Shakespeare). Winner of several poetic prizes, he recently granted
the Percy Bysshe Shelley Lifetime Achievement A ward.
Somehow this illustrious local versifier had escaped my notice
but no more. "Songs and Sonnets" manages to breathe life into '
ancient them~ and forms without sounding archaic: quite an
achievement m any age. Coursen's poems often achieve the
conditi~n of mus~c. People who think free verse looks like a typist's
error will love thiS book; even those who don't will be able to find
something to their liking.
JIlSl»I Wilkins

Aarobica
Pura and simple and coed. Saturdays a
9:30 am at Police Bldg. 150 Middle St
Gym. Portland. Call 761-Ot88 for info.
........1for Man 30+
Portland's Senior Baseball League is now
forming for the 1992 season. Cal 7730767 for mora info.
Harlam alobatrott...
Sea the magicians of tha court perform
April 3 at 7:30 pm in the Cumberiand
County Civic Center, t Civic Center
Squara. Portland. TIx: $17-$10. Call 7753825 for mora Inlo.
Mal... Crick_ Club
is seeking experienced players and curious beginners forHs t 992 season. Games
alraedyscheduled. Call 761-9678 for into.
Men'a" Woman'. Open aym
South Portiand Recreation offers gym
baskelbal for edu~ 18 and older at Memorial Middle School. Women's night is
Mon and men's is Tues. both from 7-9
pm. Cost: $1 . Botll,programs run through
April. Ca. 767-7650 for mora Info.
National Youth aporta eoac.... Cart!fIcat'- Cllnica
For little league baseball and softball.
April 7 & 9, 14 & 16, 28 & 30. Pnaregistration required. For info call 874-8793.
Portland Rae'. Adult Volleyball
offers pick-up games e~ Tues & Thurs
from 7:30-9:30 pm. Reicha Community
Center, 166 Btaci<ett St. Portland. Cost:
$2 for residents. $3 for non-l'9Sldents.
Call 874-8793 for more inlo .
Portland Rae'. Adult 80ccar
Pick-up games every Friday ranging in
skillevel from intermediate to advanced
every Friday from &-8 pm at Reicha Community Center. 166 Brackett st. Portland.
Coat: $2 residents. $3 non-residents. Ca.
874-8873 for more inlo.
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,..............WFor
Ordinary
People

"What are

you
waiting
for?"
Center For
Performance
Studies
774-2776
BeginnIng Week of April 6

SPrin.'pOint
Cale
L'
175 Picl<ettSt.
So. Portland, 767.4627
Head ealt on Broadway,

-

take your I••t right on to Pickett.

Fresh Roast Turkey
OT Roast Beef Club
wI our handcut fries

$3.95

.....

Kahlua Fudge Pie
wI whipped cream

$1.95
Portland Rae'. Men'a a-baH
offers pick-up games every Mon & Wed,
from5:15-7 pm; and Set from 2-4. Fee: $2
....idents. $3 non-residents. ReichaCommunity Center. t66 Brackett st. Portlllnd.
Portland Rugby Club
welcomes new and old players aNke to
join them In experiencing this physical
and fast-paced game. "Old Boys- (0\/er
35 years old) al80 welcome. Practice on
Tues& Thurs. beginning April 7 at 5:30 pm
at tha Fox Street Reid. just off ex~ 7 of 1295 in Portland. For info call 839-386t .
Roiling" Iaa"'pk Raec ... CUnlce
sponsored by Saco River Outfitters. run
Saturday nights at a cost of $40. Cal
Saco River Outfitters at 773-091 ofor info.
8enlor FItn_ for Men " Woman 5&+
USM Lifeline offers classes Mondays,
Wednesdays & Fridays from 10:30-11 :15
am at the USM Portland campus gym on
Falmouth stroot. Programconsists of pr0gressive exercisee. Registration is ongoing. Call 780-4170 for more inlo.

Entertainment 5 Night.
See U.tings or call for info.

icharas

GEllMAN 4 AMERICAN CUISINE

Try. Our Heart Smart
• Entrees.

(---~

)

\

UIIM LIfeII...

offers membership to the general pyblic in
fts gym activ~ies program. Squash, weight
training facil~ies, racquetball and basketbail courts. etc. araavailable. Sevaral membership options. USt.4 Campus Gym. 96
Falmouth St. For info call 780-4170.
Voliaybati Marathon
to benefit Easter Seal progrsms is ocheduiedfor April 4 at USM Portland'sgym. Over
30 teams at all level. will compete. Prizes
include athletic equipment and apparel.
vacation getaways. etc. Complete inloand
ragstration materialsavailablefrom the Pine
Tree Society for Handicapped Children and
Adu~S; call 774-9280.
Woman'. Rugby
"Songs and Sonnets" is ilrxlilable through t~ Maine Writers and
The Portland women's rugby team has
begun practicea for the spring season
Publishers Alliance, 19 Mason St ., Brunswick (729-6333).
and welcomes new players of al abilities
and fitnessievelo. Wedneedays from 7:30Malna Audubon Society
Malna OutdoM Ad_ura Club
9 pm at Portland Police Station. Call 828invites you to participate in a singie-<lay
12t310r mora.
brings together people who enjoy the outworkshop. "Eating Fresh from YO1M' Gardoors. MOAC offers trips and events to W....ouIlorHope-AerobIc.AplnatAIa.
den Year-Round." which begins April 11
people of al skiN levels, beglmer to exOn April 4. Maine's top physical fitness
at. costof$4Oln .robers. $45 non-mempert. Upcoming activities : April 4,
experts wi'team up with voIunteersacross
bars. A f_ good volunteers ara al80
Tuckerman's Ravine Siding (772-2311);
the Un_ed States in. nationalthree-hour
needed for the Spring Salt Marsh Ecology
April 25. Earth Day tree planting in
aerobic workout that wi" raise money for
Program, held at the Scarborough Marsh
Windham(772-9831}. Ongoing: e~ Tues
AIDS research at the City of Hope MediNatura Center. The programs runs on a
(6 pn; & Thurs (6:30 pm), after work leg
cal Center and Resean:h InstHute. It will
weekly basis beginning April 28. Training
stretch around Baxter Blvd. starting at
take place simultaneously in 60 cHIes
for volunt_ guides schaduied lor April
Payson Park. Forupdaled trip info. call the
across the country. WCSH-TV 's Cindy
15. 6:30-8:30 prri & April 18. 21 -23 from
Outdoor Hotline at 774-11 18. For club &
Williams and Lee Nelson arathehonorary
9:30am-noon. For more info orto sign up
merrbership Into. cal Carey at 772-9831 .
chairpersons and will be participating in
for the workshop. call 781 -2330.
the aerobathon. People of all ages and
Jou....,. with Main. Audubon Soc
fitness levels ara encouraged 10 partieiThe following toursoffar highly skilled leadpate. If you can 1 participate. you can help
... first-rate accommodations and a comby taking up • coilection and bringing ~ to
fortable pace - for members & non-memthe Soneata Hotel April 4 from 12-3 pm
bers alike: ~. April 25 to May 3 (visitParticipants should begincOllecling sponing historic Savannah, WUSINt Island and
sor fees today; sponsor forms .ra avaNmore); England & Scotland. May 30 to June
ableat the following locations: Union Sta14 (York. tha Scottish coast, tha Habridas);
tion Fitness, Mister Bagel, WGANlMMG><
Pacific Northweet. June 19-30 (exploring
studios, the Regency Health Club. Tennis
the Olympic Coast. Butchart Gardens, Caof Maine. Casco Bay Week~ or by caling
nadian VICtoria). For' a detailed ~inerary and
879-9114.
more info. call 781 -2330.

Omti1lued on page 34

All incomparable
singer-stylist
playing a unique
~end

of music,

from classical
piano to rhe
electroniC sounds

olthe '90s.
Wed. 8-11pm
Thu. 8- mld nlght
FrlJSar 8:30pm- 12:300m
Visit the Rib Room for fi ne dining

-~T6P
OF THE EAST
Sonesta Hotel Portland
nS-5411

~4

Casco &y Wtd1y
Open ........ atLevrHebnwDaykhool

Entertainment

A preaentation of new Judaic and general
studies programs, plus refreshments, is
scheduled for April 2 lit 7:30 pm at 76
Noyes St, Portland. FCaIl774-7676.
An Open Invitation to VITAl
The Voluntary Income Tax Assistance
program, edministerad through the IRS,
teaches besic income tax preparation to
interested individuals who then volunteer
their tima and effort to help convnunity
members prepare their own tax relums.
Andover College is offering VITA on a
walk-In basis on Fridays - through April
15 - from 8:30 am- 12:30 pm, at the
campus located on 901 Washington Ave,
Portland. Taxpayers should bring W-2
forms. can 774-8126 for further details.

Conlinued from "..gt 33
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Robert,., J. .. , Lurtsemll plays - wluit else? - the Voice of God in Oratorio Chorale's production of "NOJ.es
Fludde" a children's opera by Benjamin Britten fetlturing a cast of over 100 young, localactol'S and mUSICUlnS,
joined by professionJll guest artists from far and netlr. The 0oral~ wfll open. the event with "P:ayers from the .
Ark" by Ivar Davies, and will lead the audience in community sl~gJng ~unng the opera. See It Saturdsly, Apnl
11 - at 2:30 or 7:30 p.m, - at the First Parish Church, BrunSWICk, Tickets are $10 for adults, $5 for chIldren,
Gill 725-7103 for more info.

ETC

thou88nda of underprivileged children on
free summer vacations to suburban and
country host familiae. It is now seeking
host families for Idds &.12 years of age. A
variety of programs and possibilities ~
ist. For more info write to The Fresh Air
Fund,I040AvenueoftheAmericas,New N;T UPIMaI... (AIDS Coalition To UnYork, NY 10018. Or call (212) 221 -0900.
"a.h Powert
QymborMC. . . . .
is a diverse group of voIunteMI united in
anger and committed to nonviolent, difor children 3 months to 4 years of age
and their parents. Forty pieces of fun play
reetaction to andtheAlDScrisis. ACT UP
equipment, music, songs, parachutes and
meets every Monday from 7-9 pm at 72
lots of action. Open Houseon April 7 -3Pine St' Portland (Andrews Square Build12 months, 9:45-10:30amand 5:45-6:30
ing). New marnbenI are always welcome.
pm; 1-4 years old, 10:30-11:30 am and
Wheelchair accessible. For more infor6:30-7:30 pm - at the Trinity Episcopal
metion, write to I'CT UPlMaine, P.O. Box
Church on Forest Ave, Portland. Call 4425267, Portland 04101, tel. 774-5082 or
8446 for further details.
871-0959.
ACT UPlPortland
Are you angry that people are dying because certain individuals in the federal
and local govamment are ignoring the
fact that we are in a hea~h crisis and
because of their ignorance, prejudice and
fear nothing seams to be getting done?
Join us. Weare a progressive, grassroots
organization of volunteers dedicated
through non-violent direet action to ending the AIDS crisis by dispelling ignorancethrpugh education. Byenlightening
people we can initiate change. Open
meetings are Sundays at 7 pm at the
KIcIa Acting CI...
YWCA,87 Spring Street, Portland. WheelSpring session, which includes singing,
cheir accessible. For morn information
Improv, street clowning end more, runs
cal 774-8475.
for 10 weeks beginning April 6 at The Acting C I _ for KIcIa " Adult.
CenterforPertonnanceStudIes, 25A ForRegistration is ongoing for beg inning and
eetAve, Portland. Call 774-2776 for Info.
edvanced acting, singing, improv and
"Muelc & o.nee Around the World"
auditioning aswell asa street clown workPart of the Portland Symphony
shop. All classes run for I 0 weeks, startOrchestra's youth concerts for students
Ing April 6 at the Center for Performing
agee 3-6. The Boston troupe Art of Black
Arts, 25A Forest Ave, Portland. For more
Dance and Music will perform music from
into cel 774-2776.
AIrIcan and the caribbean, while the or- The AFDC AdvIaory CouncN
c:hesba will play intemational dance muis a non-prolit coalition of advocacy and
sk:. April 6 & 7 at 9:30 & I I am in Portland
education service providenl and AFDC
City Hall Auditorium, 30 Myrtle St. TIK: $2.
constituents, foc..ing on Issues of imFor more info call 773-8191 .
portance to low-Income communities In
NYA.. Wurclay ·e.d.m,
Milne. All are welcome. For more info call
is an enrichment program for children in
871-1475 or 882-5490.
grades onlHight that teachea kids .__
African D.nee CIaea
pects of design and technology, cooking,
hosted by the Casco Bay Movers School
dance, theater, video production, avia01 Jazz and Tap Dance, will concentrate
tion, art, etc. Runs for five SlIt moms,
on west African movements. April 4, from
through May 9, at North Yarmouth Acad1-2:30 pm lit 151 St. John St, Portland.
emy, 123 Main St, Yarmouth. For further
Open to dancers of all levels. Cost: $ I O.
Info caN 846-2380.
Call 871-1013 for more info.
Child.....•• " All.nee F.-nee'" Brvwn Bat Lunc"Is Iota offun the week of April 6: Preschool
are held the first Wed of every month,
Story Time for 3-5 year oIda, April 6 & 8,
from noon-l pm, lit the Portland Public
10:30 am; Finger Fun for Babiea, April 8,
library, Room 31 6, 5 Monument Square,
9:30 am; Tales for Twos, April 10, 10:30
Portland. Topics of discussion vary but
am; Moviea, April II , 10:30 am. Five
there's always • French connection! CaN
Monument Square, Portland. For more
774-1474 for more Info.
Info call 871-1700.
.t.m.rtcan lnatltuta for F - . . 81uely
RIverton Llbf'ary
kholarehlp foundation
offers Toddler Time for 1- to 2-year-olds,
isa non-profitorganization which arrangea
Including gamea, atoriea and.cmga, Wed
1o-month high schoolihomeexperiences
at 10:30 am & Fri at 9:30 am; Preschool
for leans from Europe, Asia and Latin
Story hour for ages 3- to 5-year-olds, Fri
America. You select the person that most
at 10:30 am. The library's located at 1600
cioseIymatcheaYOla'lnteresta. Hoe! famiForest Ave, Portland. caN 797-2915.
liaearnawarded upto$800 in scholarship
Youth Indoor 80ccer Program
~
lunda for family members to use on AlFS
lit the Portland YMCA for children &. I I
study abroad. If you would ~keto become
years of age. Ragistration Is ongoing. For
a host family, ca. 87H)682.
more info cal 874-1 I I I.

PPL·.

•

Ie what this group hopee to establiah
tlYough your input. Their third meeting,
preceded by a presentation on ~
International, takee place April 7 at 7 pm
in the Residence Bldg, Cheverus High
School, OceanAvenue, Portland. Call 7677172 for morn info.
PortI8nd Fclk Club Mu.1e ....p.
continue on the first & third Tues of every
month, at 7:30 pm,ln an informal setting
where a song ,tuneorstory maybeshered.
Swedenborgian Church, 302 StevensAve,
Portland. For more details call 773-9549.

llie third ~
"The Riddle of the Sphinx," in which the
talel of Oedipus and the mystllflous
Sphinx wli be told April 5 at 2 pm In
Walker Art Bldg, Bowdoin MuaaJm of Art,
Bowdoin Colege, Brunswick. Free and
open to all. call 725-3275 for more Info.

a.-

71e "'~Uljt.t9. . -

" - , Juatlce c.m... cI iIouthem ME

0.in thle .... Ie called

FfWICfI
clas.. for elementary school children
are starting now and take place Moo &
Wed, from 3:15-4 pm. They're offered
through the Riverton Comnunity Center.
For further info call 761-8330.

---------------r-----------------------------r-----------------------------:

groups distributing food to the needy or
sharadimmediatelywithasoupknchen. For
more into on this or on how to plan a garden
for the first time, call 622-2176.

......_ . . . mml... a . for children ag_ 4-8, beginning April 11
lit the PorUand Boys & GiI1s Oub. c.II
874-1070 lor registratlon.nd further Info.

F.mlly Comput_ Worbhop
Bring your school-age children to a twoSat lesson and both of you can get acquainted with 8Onl8 fun software and the
mllChirMs. April 4 & 11, at either noon or
1 pm, The Children's Museum, 746
S1eV*lS Ave, Portland. Space is lirTWIed
and children rrust be over 5 v-s old. To
raaerve a space call 797-5483.

. -.
· . .. ~~~
1 HOURof
~ o :~ ,r._li
-:~. POOL TIME
.. . . ,..,.,.. ." ....-.

F....... " Clarclen.a ...... MIl",...
MOFGA (Maine Organic Farmera &Garden81'S Asaoc) urges growers to plant an extra
raN of beans or to saw a separate field d
aquaah. Surplus should be donated to local

KIDS

~ .. AncIent

•
1

0_

The Enriched QoIcIen Age Cent.,
Amerfcan Red ero.. Programs
invites men & women
60 years of age
The following COUnMIS are offered In the
coming weeks: CollTOOnity CPR course,
April 9& 16; Babysitting Skills,April4, I I,
20-22,25; Adult CPR Skills Training, April
6, 22, 27; Infant & Child CPR Skills, April
7, 14, 25, May 2; Child care Provider,
April 23, 30, May 7 , 14; Standard FirstAid,
throughout April; Standard First Aid Pr0gression, April 8; Instructor. Candid~te
Trainlng,Aprl21, 23, 30. Reviewtralnll1!?
is available In various programs on April
10. All courses Involve payment of a fee
and edvance registration is required . For
times and pieces, cal 874-1192.
Art In Bloom 1 _
The Portland Museum of Art preaents a
vemaI bouquet of floral arrangements,
garden lectures, workshops, summer
fashions, parties and tee timea, April 1-4.
The museum will be filled with creations
by area garden dubs and florists in celebration of "the worid of parks and landscapea," this year's theme. PSA's 10cated at 7 Congress Square, Portland.
Cost: $5-$60. For details call 775-61 48.
BIW V.rIety Show
takes place April 3-5-8 pm on Fri & Sat,
3 pm on Sun- at The Chocolate Church,
804 Washington St' Bath. Admission: $5.
For more info call 442-8455.
Battered Women'. Project
needs volunteer advocates who are ava i ~
able to provide emotional support and
peer counseing to abused women and
their children in times of crisis. Opportun~ies inckJdeanswering thehotlne, working in shetters and atso some "non-crisis"
pos~ions . A 32-hour training begins April
6 in Portland. Cal 874-1 196 for info.
Boutique Bouquet F••hlon Show
10 benefit Maine Medical Center April 7 at
7 pm at The Sonesta Hotel Ballroom, 157
High St, Portland. Donation: $10. Cal
773-5453 for further info.

to Wed luncheons and to hear guest
speaker Paul Doane from casco Northam Bank on April 8 . There will be an
Easter PartylHat Parede on April 15. D0nation: $2.50 for luncheons. Located on
the ground ftoor of the Salvation Army
Bldg. For reservations (mendatory~ and
further info, call 774-6974.

F•• hlon Show

:--'

•

scheduled for April 3-5 at the Proprioceptive Writing Center, 39 Deering St, Portland. Fee based on sliding scale from
$100-$400. For morn info call 772-1847.
PD... llftlhll' .............. a-npIoI .....
to benefittheMaine Special OIympjcswil
beheld at Scarborough High School April
4-5; ifting starts at 9 am. cal 773-5032
for tlK Info.
.....0;. k..pI... Buay
Retired Senior Volunteer Program of
Southern Maine has tips and advice for
those seniors wishing to keep busy by
voiunt-r,g their time and _rgy. call
775-6503 for more Info.
8tartl.... Biz
SCORE (Serviced Corps of Retired Executives) will hold a seminar on "How to
Really Start your Own Business," focusing on budgeting, merketlng, organizational a nd accounting issues, April 7 from
1-4 pm, in Its offices at 66 Pearl St, Room
210, Portland. For more Into call 7721147.
Vclun..... Cent_
is In need of people who would like to
tutornon-English speakers. An ESL workshop to lrain volunteMI will start April 14
at 6 pm at the Adu~ Basic Learning Ex,change, 57 Douglas St, Portland. Also
needed: mediators for Consumer C0mplaint Mediation Service, companions to
A1zheimerclients, friendly vis~ors to meet
with senior citizens, outing assistants,
someone to go about hanging posters,
company for e1d1lfly playing beano or
scrabble-as well as a cornarstorecierk
and Camp Fire volunteanl to assist with
children. Call 874-1000 for further Info.
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For information on how to
become part of
Casco Bay Weekly's
Clip & Save Section,
contact your Advertising
Representative: Maureen,
Marilyn, Cary, Gayle
or Larry at 775 ..6601.

RUGS
25% OFF

NILE

28 Exchange St., Old Port·

~-----------------------------I
wHh Ihls coupon _ expires april 30,1992
I

s

ANY PURCHASE •• :
of $10 or mora

SPINNING 0 WEAVING 0 SUPPLIES -INSTRUCTION
-CALL FOR CLASS DATES-

I

srnCIU
20%011
L - -- ---=--'---w" I
1 coupon per customer
Expires April 30. 1992,

0

20% OFF
: All Yarn
I,

~-----------------------------I-

\

1 lb. CARAPILS MALT (CRYSTALS)

0;

Saturday 10-5:00

20

S

"Swine Dining"

BEtiIND LEVINSKY'S • PLENTY OFFREE PARKING

(~)

~ILLY

Monday-Friday 10-5:30

(207) n4-2933

~~;~~

EXP 4/8/92

879-MALT (879-6258)

:~o'U~~~~~~~

15% off

I

478 INDIA STREET-PORTLAND.
MAINE
________
_ ________________
_

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -, - - - - - - - -

59 Federal Street
Portland, ME 04101

FREE

expires

4/12./92

In the Old Port
332 Fore Stnet
Portland - 772-8416

UNCLE

HOMEBRE\V

& WINE SUPPLY

OFF

WITH THIS COUPON

uncommon reco,d. , 'ope." C .D.'.

QualityBicyc!eSa!es:

Proprioceptive Writing Ba&le Worbhop

highlighting spring & summer styles, ilduding outfits made of recyclable mal.
rials. April 4, from I -3 pm. at the Maine
Mill, 264 Maine MaN Road, S. Portland.
Call 82&.2063 for more info.
Fly FI.hlng Mad. Eny
Workshop will afford both novice and
experienced caster 1>Jenty of practice
along with a lecture and instruction on
knots, reels and lines. The four-week
course runs Wednesdays, starting April
8, from 7:15-9:30 pm, at USM Portland
gym, 96 Falmouth S1. Cost: $85. Call78D4170 for more info.
Oen•• 1og1ca1 Society of M.1ne
meets the first Sat 01 every month at I pm,
in the Cape Eizabeth Fire Station, cape
Elzabeth. Call 772-8103 for more Inlo.
W.ldorf Education
Olrt Scout Cookl. . . . .
A panel discussion on the Al9U~S of this
April 4 at ShawsSuparMarket in MiMcreek,
educational moll8lTl8lltwil take placeAprii
S. Portland. Sponsored by Junior Giri
3. Or you can experience a day in a firstScout Troop 1720 from Scarborough. For
grade dassroom on April 8. Both events
more info caN 883-9104.
begin at 7:30 pm in The Merriconaag
Lion. Eat Roeat Beef
School, S. Freeport Road , S. Freeport.
Lions Oub w~1 hold ~s monthly roast beef
Call 865-3900 for more info.
dinner (all you can eat!) on April 4, from
Safety & Survival
4:30-6:30 pm, at The Lions ' Den, Route
Seminar designed to teach commercial
I I 4, Scarborough. Admission: $6 adu~ ,
and recreational boaters how to prevent
$3 children . Proceeds to benefit
and survive emergencies. Classroom sesScarborough High School's Project
sions and "in water" demonstrations, as
Greduation. Cal 883- 1427 forfurtherlnfo .
wall as vendors exhibiting merine safety
M.lne Ba"room Dan...
equipment, April 4 from8:30am- 1:30 pm,
orters foxtrots, waltzee, jitterbugs, rumat Southam Maine Technical College, Fort
bas and cha-cha classes. All run in sixRoad, S. Portland. Cost: $25. Call 7671IuaI_&Prof_'-'W_·.Club
week sessions. The studio alllO offers
9528 for registration ~ nd more info. •
will have Its monthly meeting, open to al
Saturday night dance parties, which are
workingwornenandintereslednon-memopen to the public. Feea: $5 parties, $30
bers, on April 6 at 7 pm at the Animal
classes. Cal 773-0002 for more Info.
Refuge League, 449 Stroudwater St, Mal... Orvanle Fa....... & CIa .........
Weetbrook. Guest speaker wil be Emie
AaaocI8tlon
Johnson. For more info cal 7976548.
seeks fanners to taach fanning skins and
Caaco
O ...na
methods and apprantices interested in a
will show the award-winning documenrural l~estyleand on-the-job training. Atypitary "Die! for a New America" on April 8 at
cal appranticeship runs from May to Sapt:
7 pm, lit 72 PIne St, Portland. Call 799minimum is eight weeks. For program bro2135 for details.
chures and application forms, write to
MOFGA, Box 2176, Augusta, ME 04338.
Centnli M.In. Tec:hnlc:al Col ....
announces its campus tour schedules for The Maine at.t. HouaI ... Authorftr
thespring: ApriI7,14&21 .A1ltoursbegln
can be d aaaistance to low-income paopIe
at 9:30 am at the Culinary Arts Center.
in _rch d affordable tiouaing and rigrtful
call 784-2385 for more info.
subsidies. The toll-free hotllne Ie 1-800452-4668 (~deaf, call 1-800-452-4603).
Child ..... •• Planround '110& to '110&
Danee ......,
N..... PrafecUAlo. Me~ QuIlt
·Children" must be of legal drinking age
holds a panel-making workshop the firs!
to attend this Riverton School & Commuand third Sun ofaach month. eaq 774-2198.
nity Center lundraising event scheduled 1 _ Old Port F..tJvaI
for April 10 at 7:30 pm at the Elks
Old Port retailer'l and restaurateurs and
Lodge,l945 Congress St, Portlend. Tix:
downtoWn~Jntereatedln~
$10, $15couplel. For info call 878-2877.
soring enlertalrment stages, giWlg IIChowder Lunch_
nanciallupport or contributing otherserfeatures fish chowder, cold slaw,
vices, should contact Intown Portland
combread, dessert and beverage, April
Exchange no later than April 2. Volunteer
10 from 11 :30-1 , at the South Freeport
Marshals who will glY'8 4-8 houl'l of their
Church Vestry In Freeport. Cost: $4.50al
time are alllO needed. For applications or
you can eat, $3.50 fortak&-Outa. Cal 865info, write to IPE at 477 Congress St,
3859 for morn info.
Portland. Or call 772-8828.
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Wrong •
Brothers' Pub
a Restaurant •

i 20%LA~1r~~~~N 20% HARBOR

HAl RCUT with

I

head, neck & shoulder massage

Tan for·" $4/eoch
visit.
$25/ ten visits,

$15 ,
I

Trim Bangs

or nape

$5

$60/thlrty visits,
$100/0 full year membership

: .1
'I

Xanh 5 9-fair Center

I

NEXT TO OSCAR BENOITS (DOWNSTAIRS)
I

~~~~L

_____________________________

~

___________________
365 Fore Street, Portland -761-5811
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The only
way to
clean an
Oriental
Rug.

• Expert Repairing

" Appraisals
• Old Rugs PUR:hased
300 Roundwood Drive
Scarborough. ME

883-\ 037

VIDEOPORT
PARK &SHOP

1~~~L£

I
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LaWEI LOBBY ·151111DDLE IT· PORTLAND IE· aPEN1D-ll· 771-1111
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masonry

architects

plumbers

STONE. BRICK
BLOCK

G. Robinson Whitten

'Clean it up, fix it up, spruce it up, with the help of these fine businessesl

37 S.lver Street

PLANNING

Box 404 DTS

DESIGN

Member AlA

nnanclal services

JOHN H. BOWEN

landscapers

PATIOS • STEPS
FIREPLACES, ETC.

Portland. Ma.ne 04112 . 2077740111

29 E. Kidder St.
Portland, Me. 04103

NEW CONSTRUCTION. REMODELLING. REPAIR

Remodeling· Renovarions • Custom Furniture

878-3211

Mason Contractor
ARCHITECTURE

871-8924

PAuL AikEN.
PLUMbiNG ANd HEATiNG

.EJL8
---

Home Services Directory

Architect

FREE ESTIMATES
REPAIRS

37

Portland , Maine

Quality Repair,
Reasonable Rates
Reliable Service

761-3872

Jean Philippe L_eFevre
- Quality - Good Rates -

(207) 854-5114
1-800-876-1280

chbnney sweeps

STEVE LAMPRON
892·01 82

~~

Stanley Soot

€,'S LANDSC.ll
.A/aUtbaH1'
., Il
~'IJ

!iii"'lur

I

~0

Chimney Sweeps Service

Complete Landscaping Serv'ice

• Cleaning
• Pointing & Repair
• Safety Checks • Fully Insured
• Stove Installations
• Liners
• Chimney Caps

PRUNING SHRUBS & TREES' LAWN MOWING
LAWN INSTALLATION' PI..AN1lNG • TREE SERVICE
FREE ESTIMATES

265 Preble Street
So. Portland. ME 04106
Telephone: 799-2278

remodelers

SNOW REMOVAL

Attention

DO-IT-YOURSELFERS
Save 8gs On Your Next Repair or

REGGIE WYMAN

~

C\$ ....

JOE NIXON

NIXON ELECfRIC
Residential • Commercial
P.O. BOX 532
TEL 856-6660
WESI'BROOK, ME 04098-0532 EMER. BEEPER 758-0653

~:

g
c::
po

;j

~

SCOOTERS & WHEELCHAIRS
BATHROOM & KITCHEN
PRODUCTS
WE 00 MORE THAN JUST SELL WHEELCHAIRS

Residential and Commercial
Parking Lot Striping
Driveway Sealcoating
Snow-Plowing

1-800-722-1371
(207)767 -5690 VOICEITDD

FREE ESTIMATES

1-

Sales · Rentals

Lift Chairs · Porch Lilts ' Wheelchairs
Commodes· walkers· Scooters

Serving MaiDc Since 1867
398 us RL 1. ScatIlorough

alpha~ne

2 KINGSTON STREET
so. PORTlAND, MAINE 04106
RESIDENTIAL & INDUSTRIAL· CEDAR STOCKADE' POST-N-RAILS
ORNAMENTAL FENCING' WOOD GUARD RAILS' CHAIN LINK
DOG KENNELS' FREE ESTIMATES· FRIENDLY SERVICE

TERRY NASON
(207) 767-6133

I HAVE NO CONTROL
PRODUCTIONS .

Home & Business Access Design
Access Products & Resources Since 1980
(207) 767-2189
1-800-640-7200 VoicefTDD

68B Main St.
Yarmouth

every thursday nite
at 8pm $3
at the cave 31 forest ave
sponsored bY:IHifI,j:E1'I
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COMPLF.TE LANDSCAPE SERVICE

LAFLEUR &. NEWELL
LANDSCAPE &. DESIGN CO.
Your Landscape &. Irrigation Specialists
Da vid E. Newell
P.O. Box 1840

Art-WorKS ~

President & T re.s urer

CRI1~~

J

Portland. ME 04104

fy,1"@
EERS

DIAGNOSTICS
ANALYSIS
MAINTENANCE PLANNING
DESIGN
INSPECTIONS

Cabinetry. Passive Solar
Bu ilding. Remodel ing

P.O . Box 8463
Portland. Me. 04104

"Quality is Rtmtmbtrtd Long After The PriCt is Forgotten"

~

(207) 775-4249

•

Your Home Is My Canvas

Robert J . Connolly

(207)828-0059
(I

MORE

775-6301

QUAUTY WORK. REFERENCES. REASONABLE RATES

STEV E SHUGARS
BOx 184
WESTBROOK , ME 04092

is continuing to accept
eligibility/pre-applications for the
Port-Lender Homeowner Project.

PUBLIC DEBATE

The Port-Lender Homeowner Project is a J>!Ut!lership
between the City of Portland and participating banks Casco Northern Bank, Citibank of Maine, Fleet Bank
of Maine, Key Bank and Peoples Heritage Bank.

.. THE MOVIES·.

among candidates for the two at-large seats on the

PORTLAND CITY COUNCIL
7 p.m. to 9 p.m. Sunday, AprIl 26
Portland Performing Arts Center
25A Forest Ave., Portland
Attendance Is free
Sponsored by:

W:!~1tly ~:~:~~:i~ ~~ ~~~~~::

FREE ESTtMATES
INSURED
(207) 797· 4109

.. . . . . . . . . . ..

You are invited to attend a

Community Development Office
Portland" City Hall, Room 313
389 Congress Street
Portland, Maine 04101
874-8300, ext. 8730

~'OWN 'N."~"O'

STEVEN SHUGARS & CO.

FINE CARPENTRY. THERE'S NO JOB TOO SMALL

CHARLES MELCHER

REPLAC EMENT W INDOW S

U

ATTENTION TO DETAIL

THE CITY OF PORTLAND

For more information and to receive an
Eligibility Application, call or stop in the:

PORTLAND: 775-1969
BANGOR:
945-0131
STATEWIDE: (800) 654-1969
Independently owned and operated

Westbrook •• 854-2561
or 1-800-439-2561

JILL H. IRVING

V INYL S I DI NG
RO O F ING

This project offers loans to qualified lower income borrowers
to purchase, renovate and occupy one to four unit
properties in deSignated Portland neighborhoods.

CRlTERDlM·MOONEY ENGINEERS

SERVING THE NATION
SINCE 1957

Connolly & Company

We Specialize in Driveways
BLUE ROCK INDuSTRIES

I

Walls • Murals • Furniture

Office: 846-6510
Home: 846-9722

I

t:.a

CUSTOM PAINTED FINISHES

DECKS • FENCES • PAINTING. WOODWORKING

772-4961

774-7998

-1 c! .J

871-1430

I

<Q.

BUILDING RBmD E.INEmING SERVICES

tim terrell
joanne chessie
kevin shone

"l

Driveways • SubdiviSions • Sealcoating
Parking Lots • Bitum inous Curbs • Crushed Stone
FREE ESTIMATES

- - JOHN & JENNIFER MACA LASTER, OWNERS - - tJ BRICK WALKS A PATIOS
08LU ES10NE W.... LKS & PATIOS
c STONE & RE TAINING WALLS
D' PERENNIAL GARDENS

883-8471·1~1l14

Fences Unlimited

1-

Free Estimates

John Hills
Portland. Maine

specialty painters

PAVING & CONSTRUCTION INC.

COMMERCIAL MAINTENANCE

Geo. C. FIye CO.

Utilization of Solar Concepts
Sun rooms - Spas - Homes
Skylights - Additions

Driveways. Parking Lots. Subdivisions

Tel (207) 878-2885
Fax (207) 878-2882

Renovations
Restorations
Repairs

COMPLETE BUILDING SERVICES

WYMAN PAVING

11M O'DONOVAN, PRESIDENf
30 Ledgewood Dr., Falmouth, ME 04105
P.O. Box 977, Portland, ME 04104

Custom Carpentry

TIM CALLAGHAN

LANDSCAPE DESIGN. INSTALlATION
MAINTENANCE· SNOW PLOWING AND REMOVAL

Professional landscape Services

fencing

Glenwood Associates

PORTLAND 773-6708

RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL

.~ Cl)

:§ 's-

Hire a professional carpenter to work with
you. I will provide the guidance & tools to
complete a professional job using your labor.
Kitchens, Baths, Decks & Houses, Formica.
Sheetrock, Stairs, Cabinetry, Roofing, Sieling,
Additions, Windows, and Doors.

Call HOME ECONOMICS 758-4901.

tJ:)'""d

electricians

774-2984

Comtruction Project!

pavers

handicapped access

• Plaster Repair. Taping • Painting
• Woodwork • Restoration
• References
• General Contractors Welcome

APRIL 1-5

WED-SAT 7, 9:15
SAT MAT 3
~
SUN3,9

"""

POKTLAND

PREMIERE

MindWillh

,., lItjj1J 'I',i:l:H HiDl:IJ[t!l 0;:1

APRIL 4-11
ONE WEEK
MAINE PREMIERE

SAT (4f 4) M,u 1
SUN (415)1. 7

i:

s~-?~-m ~

Iff1(II:Ei1

1'' '44 ~ rJ

This debate will be broadcaat live on WGAN-AM

10 Exchan

Sr.. Ponland 772-9600

38 u.seD &y Wed/y
April 2, 1992

INTRODUCING
CALL 775-6601 TO PLACE A CBW CLASSIFIED AD

body & soul
DEEP MUSCLE MASSAGE- Karen
Austen, MA, l.M.T., licensed Massage Therapist. AlIlJlliate chronic backaches, headaches, neck and shoulder
stiffness, sciatica, stress, irTllroveflexIbilily, muscle tone, Circulation, athletic
performance. By appointment, 865-

0672.
TAl CHI CHUAN is an ancient Chinese
Martial Art, based on mental and physical balance. One learns to blend with an
opponents force to control it TAl CHI is
a fluid system based on meditation in
movement Excellentforspiritual growth,
radiant physical health and un8liualed in
reducing the effects of stress and tension in ones life. Beginners through
advanced classes, including PushHands. Visitors welcome. For information call Gene Golden, 772-9039.
WOMAN'S GROWTH GROUP to begin
Monday 8'Iening, April 6th, 1992. For
more information call: Pauline A.
Salvucci, MA at 799-6596.

TAROT READING- listen to your inner
voice ... ~ can clarify your outer ~ua
tion. Readings by appointment. Call
Jeanne, 7~48.

e

TIRED OF THE CONTRACEPTIVE
BLUES? The Cervical Cap is now available, FDA approved! Comfort, spontaneily, effectiveness. For information call
Casco Bay Midwifery & Well Women's
Care at 761-2058.
rAl CHI CLASS FOR BEGINNERS starting Monday April 6, H PM. Class held
at 10 Exchange Street Su~e 202. For
information caU Jane Wendelken 9294087.
TAl CHI CHAUN helps improve balance,
coordination. Learn to flow WITH life's
stresses and strains. Beginner classes
starting 4121192, 6:30pm in Westbrook.
Instructor- Don Labbe. Leave message
for detail$ 854-9257.
MASSAGE THERAPY & BODYWORK.
Take some time to relax- the I.R.S. can
wait! Tax resisters' special- $5 off
through April. Andrea E. Price, L.M.T.,
87Hl121.

LOSING
lose up to 29 Ibs, in
the next 30 days",
and

...

KEEP IT OFF!

New Sallol starts AprIlS
10 Ex!honge ST/Slit. 202/Por1tand
98S-6621 • Larry lAmdau

....

PORTLAND YOGA STUDIO

• No Drugs
• 100% Natural
• Doctor Recommended

Certified Iyengar Yoga
'A.pproaching Your Imba/ana,' - 4/1'
HATH A YOGA CLIN

J,
~

"We will help you look &
feel Great!"

353-4353

Aloser, by definition, doesn't SlI«eed.
Hypnother"y olows wei~t ''''1M
withoullriggering the wei~t gcin thai

is

chis con IOUst.

April 23rd!

P.monenl wei~1 release requkes

Oinicol hypnother"y works on 0

WHEELS DEAL!

deep heakng level that is sale,

Morning!Afternoon/Evening

April3rd

RUSSELL MOAT

"The serious but fun workout for all fitness levels-

LCSW. c.rHW H".."""'st

**Gain
energy
Increase strength
* Build cardiovascular endurance

Almost too mucb fun to be exercise!
Locations: Portland, Falrooulh,
Yarmouth, Gorham, Windham,
Raymond, Brunswick, So. Portland,

CHANNELING

Thomas
Myers
883-2756

Accepting

15 years
experience

Please caU

Certified NeuroMusculor Therapist

~

Glenn MoraZZinl, LOlW

• member Roff Institute •

L _ PsycbolberapW 879-1981

.:.

A SYSTEMATIC APPROACH TO RElI,f
OF ACUTE & CHRONIC PAIN

BY POPULAR

CHARGE

YOUR

DEMAND -

Call Michael
at
775-6601
for more
information,

mind.

New Members

VALERIE BLAIS, RN, BSN

,Off the
Open Rate!

change your body
about your

DREAM GROUP -J""gUuI

207-772-8256

DISCOUNT

Rolfing

Karen or Karan
892-7291 929-4846

BabysiltingIWaiJabkin a.m. classes.

CLASSIFIED

SELL ANYTHING

ADS

BY

FOR

roommates
OOBISACO: Share beautiful 2 BR, 2nd
floor condo, near beach. Clean, furnished, security. Male, 27, NtS professional seeks MlF roommate. $310 plus
phone. Free until May 1st. Call Dave,
283-8420.

PHONE

$92

$92
FREE!

Check your attic, basement, your closets or garage .. . take stock of what you see and ask yourself, "Would I rather keep this, or
have $92 in my pocket?" If you've chosen the cash, send a brief, 15 word description of the item in question to Casco Bay Weekly,
(use the coupon below), ask $92 for it, and CBW will run your ad for 4 weeks ABSOLUTELY FREE!
(15WOllOllMlT,NOCHANGES, NO PHONE CAllS)

CLASSIFIED AD ORDER FORM

categories

0_

o body &80uI

-.

stuff for ....

o U-rage/y8rd .....

Oroomm....
OllPWrent
Ohou...trent
o oIIIcesIrent

BY PHONE: 775-6601

25 words ... $7 per week
additional words ... 20¢ each

Ou-rdens

O~

o ...ollllllrent
O,..8I ..t.te

o auction.
o chid C8re
o help wanted
o Job. w.med
o bu"nea ..me..

o bu....._ opportunltlee
o d8tlng ..."Icee
o atuff for ....

Ow.med
Ocomputere
Omualc
Owh..1s
o theater 8rts
DIMming
o publication.
Oanlm...
o toet & found (free)
o Ieg8I notlcee
o bulletin bo8rd
o ride bow

deadlines
Line ads: Monday at 6PM
Display ads: Friday at 5PM
Call n5-6601 for display rates.
t "Mi .

~ . ~ ' ~I

DOUBLE SELL!
Now place yo1M' classified ad In
Casco Bay Weekly and The
Penny$aver for just $2 morel

Phone II'
Name:

0aaIIed ado musl be poId ror In a<Mnce with caoh. pononaI
checI<. money Older. VI.. or Maotercard. Lost & FWld nemo
listed free. ClaooiIed ads an> n o n _ C8W _
nol be
_
ror IInf ~ erron. omIsoIono. or cI&lgeo In tho ad
wIidl do not aftoct tho wlue or conlent or 1'Jbot'""~ chango
tho rn<&*'!l tho ad. QedIt \MIl be _
wilen ~_ error hoe
been
determined
wfttkI one week of p.,Il:fic:ation. Tea" sheet,
__
fer S21cop;.

or

,1~\"

.. I.'· ...-~

SOUTH PORTLAND- QuieL NtS professional wanted to share nice 3 BR, 1-112
bath house in Country Gardens with
male professional. Great location, garage, pool. $3751mo. includes heat. 7618141.
OLD PORT- Looking for 20. roommate
to share sunny apt On-street parlling
nearby. $295Imo . • 112 uti Is. Call 774-

5031 .

SOUTH PORTLAND- M/F, NtS to share
homew12 aasvijoing people. 2 rooms,
share kitchen & bathroom. $2421mo.
t 113 utils. 767-3350.
FORESTAlARTMOUTH AREA OFF BACK
BAY-Roomin 2 BRapt. Sunny, quiet, Nt
S & chem-free, WIW carpet, heat inCluded. Preler OVIIr 30. $27CVmo. plus
112 util$. 772-3898. Leave message.

TEMPORARY HOUSING WANTED, apt
sublet or room, ASAP through June
possibly longer. USM or Intown desired. Females or couples only please.
Call Debbie, 780..(411 days.

Attn Classified

fine print

WEST END CONDO: FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted for split-level condo. Your
space Includes 2 rooms with skylighL
seperate entrance & phone line, shared
kitchen, dining room& bathroom.$3251
mo. Includes utilities and a chem-free,
WS quiet place and on-street parking. I
am a GF, vag. with a great sense of
humor and 2 indoor feline critters. Call
775-7435, leave message.

days. SUSAN.

Phone it in: 775-6601 (visa/mc)
FAX it in: 775-1615 (visa/mc)
Walk/Mall It In: Casco Bay Weekly
551A Congress St, Portland, ME 04101

Address:

ovlsa

0 mel!

expodate

Number of weeks·
25 words or less
$7 per week
+ add. words 0 20t ea.: $
PENNY$AVER $2 per week
+ add. words 0 20¢ each: $

Total: $

NORTHDEERINGAREA-3BRapt.,pariling available, WAl in building, storage
space. $200/mo. tl13 utils. Mike or
Kurt, 878-5528 ~r Spm.

roommates

WANTED - RESPONSIBLE QUIET FEMALE with small dog seeks houseshare
or rental in Portland, So. Portland or
Cape Elizabeth. Safe clean build ing only.
Excellent lIIferencee, Immediate occupancy. 774~96 leave message week-

O..u & crafts

for only

Call Casco Bay Weekly today at 775-6601 to really cover the area!

SCARBOROUGH AREA HOUSE to share
with large yard, deck, woodstOVll, and
laundry. Nice country neighborhood,
rnnutes to mall and O.O.B. $275 t 113
util. !I29-30413.

your ad:

rates

and ~PENNY$AVER

70%

• 775... 1771 •

CALL TODAY!

=r:lt~:~ Orchard Beach,

will receive a

Hypnotherapy Weight Release
Workshops start in May
Free Introtiudory Meeting
Umifed Guarantee applies

Try Jacki's Aerobic Dancing

* Lo6e inches

R ONE LOW PRICE!

First time
advertisers
who reserve
space by

oshih in knowledge, bebo>ior

TRY OUR

7 Weeks - $40

Now you can double the effectiveness of
your 25-word classified ad by placing
it in both Casco Bay Weeldy
& The Penny$aver.

(the overwei~t person).

ood inttmOl messages.

Starting April 6th.
New student Special

The art of being youl$llf. Mark NakellPsychotherapist, 773-4413.

EXTENDED

Weight foss i~es thOl there is a loser

hNsIic & heGthy.

Durbam Leisure CIT.
& Campground
Rt. 138, Durham

.:. 772-6411

RtHlSD.1I

Elai.,. & F"""i, McGillicuddyl
797.5684·616 Congress ST

w/Saunas,
Private Rooms
80'Indoor
Heated Pool

JUICE
JUICE
JUICE We
have 8'l8ry make and model available
with lowest prices. 967-5322.

WHARF RATS- LOOKING FOR DEADHEADS in recovery to start a support
group. Please, only Heads sincerely
'deadicated' to their own recovery and
growth and the support of others. 7733865.

dumg.y_H','"

1-800·395·4619

OPEN
7 DAYS A WEEK

THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE: Relax tired,
aching, stiff muscles whHe lmoroving
circulation and soothing tension. Sliding scale. Call Pam Richards, A.B.M.P.
Certified. 77~.

All OII"lIfHIIsly simpI.
IKIKIJS ",,,, , • • Glflfltkally
1/

Call

CLIENT-CENTERED THERAPEUTIC
MASSAGE and bodyworil: Body awareness, pain, injury, stress reduction. Male
Clients on referral only. Andrea E. Price,
l.M. T. ,AMIAmember. Slidingfeescale.
87Hl121 Tuesday through Saturday.

WOMEN SURVIVORS OF CHILDHOOD
SEXUAL ABUSE- Groups forming to
explore issues of childhood sexual
trauma and 10 begin 10 address affects
oftha! trauma on group members' current lives. FocU$ on empowering the
individual and healing the inner child.
Ten weeks, with option to continue.
Please contact Judith Day LCSW, at
773-2622.

\..,.f\.o

BY

CHANNELING FOR PERSONAL
GROWTH. Call Tyler 892-9540.
LIVE PSYCHICS ONE ON ONE- An indepth forecast of what's in store for you
in 1992. V/Mc/AE. I~OO-824-3456,
$2.4~mn. OR 1-900-903-9911 ,$2.~
mn.

THE SURE SELL!

r..1 WHY DIETS
BECOME A I'"::1(~
~ III
ru. CAN'T WORK
,"i.
.~
nl'
WINNER
,'" E~"
~

KETTLE COVE· Housemate wanted for
large beach house, 7 mi. from downtown. Quiet area, large yd. Plllfer mature, professional M/F, NlS. $2501mo. t
share of utils. 791H1274.
ROOMMATE WANTED. M.of to share 2
BR apt. in South Portland. Rent $2851
mo. everything Included. Catsweicome.
Call 799-4009, leave message.
RESPONSIBLE NtS FWANTED to share
apt. in nice neighborhood near USM &
Me. Mad. Off-street pariling. S2OOImo.
all utils. Included. 76H)336.

PARK STREET 12916. GreaL unique.
sunny efficiency in nicecenlrallocation.
Heat & hot water includecj. $1001wk.
767-1009 or 774-7764. AVailable immediately.

apts/rent
NORTH STREET, PORTLANO- Sunny 2
BR in quiet building, featuring lovely
open floor plan, woodstove, and very
efficient oil heat, wide pine and hardwood floors. exposed brick, large yard t
pariling. Avail May 1st $4951mo. t utilities. Call 774-2397.

WESTBROOK-l or2 BR, lstftoor, yard,
parking, WID hook-up, carpet, on bus
line. $51CVmo. heated. 856{Il08.
STATE ST.- 2-112 room studio, large
kitchen, hardwood floors. pleasant building. $4151mo. • sec., 1 year lease. Heat
& utilsincluded. Call 774·5561 ,8:30am
- 4pm, Mon. thru Fri.
MUNJOYHILL-TWO 1BRAPTS.AVAILABLE in renovated historic house on
quiet street Townhouse style, patio,
landscaped yard, off-street pariling. Pet
OK. $385 and $410. Sec. dep. required.
Call 78H255.
MUNJOY HILL - Sunny 2 bedroom, lots
of space, hardwood floors, big closets,
quiet street, panoramic cily ~nd harbor
views, pariling, laundry. S5501mo. plus
utilities. No dogs. Call 775-0619.

WESTBROOK· Sunny, quiet, renovated,
small 1 BR, parking, dead-end street PORnAND - LARGE BR, large kitchen,
yard, on bus-line, no dogs. $36OImo. and large living room. lots ofwindows.
Free parking. Heat & hot water included.
plus deposit and utils. 856{1138.
Laundry. Inexpensive to move in. $lf51
OBSERVATORY-Interesting 2BRwhich wk. State St. Call evenings 775-5308.
offers lots of sunshine, maple floors,
fireplace, modern, efficientkitchenw~h CUMBERLAND CENTER - SPACIOUS
DIW, off-street parlli ng h large, fencad SUNNY 2 BR apt. with lots of storage.
yard. Responsi ble owner, on-site laun- Great location, nice yard. Reasonable
dry. $5251mo. includes heat, HIW, cook- heat costs! S550/mo. Call 865-6473.
ing gas & safe, convenient storage bin. WEST END SUNNY 1 BR in landmaril
Keep it simple by dialing 772-2570 for brick building. Quie~ pariling, fireplace,
more information.
hardwood floors, laundrystorage. $5OQ/
SHERMAN ST. - 4 BR hardwood floors, mo. includes heat & hot water. 799off-streetparlling, laundryfaciliti8&, yard. 5316.
S57Wmo. t utils. 774-4826, David.
WESTERN PROM- 3BR, spacious, parilPORnAND- 2-3 BEDROOM, hardwood ing, private entrance. S700'mo. 772floors, decks, WAl, fullyappiianced, ftre- 0774.
place, 5 mnutewalktoMMC&USM, 99 NEAR MAINE MED- 2 famiy, private,
Grant St S6OOImo. t utilities. Security inVIting front hall, sunny, spacious LR,
deposit Call 874-2448.
DR, kitchen, 3 BRs, lots of charm. Great
MUNJOY HILL GARDEN APT. WITH storage, 011 heaL ideal for 3 roommates.
WATER VIEW, hardwood floors. Newty S6751mo. 846-5416
remodeled large eat-In kill:hen Is Includedamong these. rooms. plus bath
with tub and shower. This is a 1st floor
apt w/private deck and direct access to
large yard. On-site laundry, off-str881 SOUTH PORTLAND 6-MONTH RENTAL
parking, good neighbors, heat & HW are May-Novem ber 1. Newly renovated cape
induded for S525/mo. Newspaper & with 2 .BR, furnished. Garden space,
cardboard recycling as well as convenient locatio n. WS S6OOImo.
composting provided at this ownero()Ccupied residence. It's later than you , - - - - - - - - - - ,
think, so please call 772-2570 for appointment.

houses/rent

WOODFORDS: RENOVATED 3rd floor
apt,3 rooms plus kitchen & bath, large
yard, parlling, WAl, securily deposit
$5251rm. Avail. June 1st 774-7850.
SOUTH PORTlAND- PLEASANTOALE,
charmng 2 BR in a quiet yet convenient
location. Newappiiances, freshly painted
and ready when you are. $5OO'mo. t
heat. 767-5209.

Classified
+Charge+
by Phone
775-6601

~-----_ _ _..J

~'-=

(t'~rtland
~urt

Apt..

NEAR MAINE MALL
295 & 1-95
Modern Spacious

2 Bedrooms.
Heated or Unheated.
• All modern appliances.
• Incls. Microwave
• DishwasherlDisposal.
• Self cleaning oven.
• Frost free refrigerator
• Lg. laundry facility on
premises
• W/w Carpeting
• Private balconies

M ' F: 9,6

Sun: 12,5

761-2881
Prof...Ionatly man.1ifHI
by DOUJEN, INC.

E-PROM AREA-l BR, skylights, cathedral ceiling, WAl, big sun-deck, views.
$4751mo. heated. Call 781·09460r7746048.
FABULOUS 2 BR APARTMENT-Harbor
views, gardens, private deck, garage, no
pets. $55o/mo. heat Included. Availabl
May 1. 828,,(072.
GRAY- 2 BR DUPlEX available for rent
Lake within 2 mles. S550/mo. t dep. &
util. If interested, please call 829-5986.

onlces/rent
BEST HISTORICAL RHD
SINCE
THE DEAD SEA SCROLLS
Historical Old Port office space
offering big business amenities
at smal Single office prices.
ReoepVSecretary. Conference
Rooms, Fax and Xerox plus
more, from $200 up.
C8I' 772,8887
and ask for the Landlord who
was around when they copied
the book of lsiah.

sbldlos/rent
ART & CRAFT PEOPlE - Get a new
studio for spring at 317 Cumbe~and
Ave. 150-12,000 sq. tt.lIghts, hea1incl.
Parking available. No lease required.
Call 772-6527.

real estate
PARK STREET ROW HOUSE - Historic

FOR SALE BY OWNER - SPACIOUS 4

two l8'lel town house, extensively re- BR, 2112 bath w/garage. Living room wI
modelled in 1988. 2 bedrooms, fully
applianced kitchen with cherry cabi nets,
large dining room with handpainted oriental ceiling, very largelivingroom with
floor-to-i:8i1ing windows, 4 fireplaces,
high ceilings throughouL 3 bathrooms,
master bath includes whi~pool, large
deck, garage. All this, PLUS additional
income f rom apartments in the buildi ng.
All have fireplaces and fully applianced
kitchens. All are unique and completely
renovated with new plumbing, wiring,
heating system, windows, gutters, etc.
772-6727.

fIreplace, large family room, applianced
kitchen. Oak hardwood floors throug!}.
out. Economcal gas FHW heat (3-2One).
Quiet streeL nice yard, gardens. Deering
Center - excellent schools. In excellent
shaps (have building inspection report).
We are moving! $122,500. 8794199.

FAX FREE
THURSDAY!
775-6601

Always BUY quality
$14,995,3 BA Fleetwood, $141 for 180 months,
$1499 down, Apr 9.5%,
New 16' wide Norris, $29,995.
Fleetwood double wide 3 SR, 2 baths,
(#2580) $23,995.

LUV
HOMES

Rt 1A, Holden, ME
207-989-7644
Hours: Daily 8-6, Sunday 10-5

child care

help wanted

WEST END NON-PROFIT CHILDCARE
CENTER has opening for preschool or
kindergarten age child. Low statVchild
ratios. developmentally appropriate activities, a~ernative kindergarten program. Call 772-9817.

$5OOWEEKlY, NEW! EASY! Stay home,
any hours. Easy Assembly... $21,000;
Easy Sewing ... $36,000; Easy Wood
Assembly ... $98,755; Easy Crafts...
$76,450; Easy Jewelry... $19,500; Easy
Electronics ... $26,200: Matchmal<ing ...
$62,500; Investigating... $74,450; TV
Talent Agent.. $40,900; Romance
Agent.. $62,500. No seiling. Fullyguaranteed. FREE 24 hour recording. 8013n-2900 Copyright IME114YH

help wanted
GIRLS WANTED FROM MAINE, N.H., &
MASS., between 7-19, to compete in
this vaar's 3rd annual 1992 Portland
Pageants. Over $20,000 in prim and
scholarships. Call today, 1-8()O.PAGEANT, ext 1318 (724-3268).
I

$40,000/YR.! READ BOOKS and TV
scripts. Fill out sifT1Jie 'lik&'don1Iike'
form. EASY! Fun, relaxing at home,
beach, vacations. Guaranteed paycheck.
FREE 24 hour recording 801-37~2925
copyrighllME114EB

S2OO=$5OO WEEKly- Assemble plOducts at home. Easy! No selling. You're
paid direct Fully guaranteed. FREE 24
hour recording. 801-37s.2900 Copyright IME114DH.

$4O,OOOIYR! READ BOOKS- Number
Pages... $21 ,000; Make Index. .. $30,000;
Corrections ... S30,000; Reviews ...
$40,000; Read TV ScriPts... $50,000. At
home, beach, vacations. Guaranteed
income. Publishers need you! FREE 24
hour recordi ng 801-37s.2925 Copyright
IME114DB.
FOR MORE INFORMATIONANDASSISTANCE regarding the investigation of
financing, business opportunities and
woril at home opportunities, Casco Bay
Weekly urges ~'s readers to contact the
Better Business Bureau, Inc., Maine Division, 812 Stavens Ave., Portland, ME
OA1m_?fWI

April 2, 1992
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Casco &y Weekly

business serVices dating services

help wanted
BABY CONTEST-BOYS & GIRLS, 0 to 3
years, solJl,lht lor local 1992 'ANNUAl
EASTER CONTEST'. Judged on appearance, personality and photogenicness.
Lots ollun! PRIZES! Entry form- 61723HJ21I.
ASSEMBLEPRODUCTSATHOME-Earn
extra income, IighVeasy wor!<, no special tools required. Send self-addressed
envelope to RBJ Distributors, P.O. Box
12-CB, Cumbe~and, ME 04021.

WOMEN'S ADVOCA TE- Abused
Women's Advoc¥;y Project. CrisiS Intervention and management, connict
resolution and a commitment to working with d.v. victims in local shelter.
Bachelor's degree in related field, reliable transportation required. Personal
experience a plus. Entry IlNei salary$15,000 plus benefits. Resume, cover
letler and references by April 15 to:
Executive Director, P.O. Box 713, Auburn, ME 04212-1)713. EOE.

POSTAl JOBS: $11.41/hr. PLUS BENEFITS. Rural carriers needed. No experience necessary. Calilorexampreparation: 1-800-285-7678.

FINALLY, .. AFFORDABL
Cost-Effective
Health Insurance for
Self-Employed Individuals
Underwritten by
PFL Ufe Insurance Company

Call Douglas Strout
1-800-499-7609
207-871-7609

Is your

know someone special
waiting to
know you,

job fun?

SEVERAL EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITIES

Do your goals match
your skills? Do you
know how to market
yourself? Are you tonguetied. at interviews?

NOWlorlull or part-time salespersons.
EOE. $5Ihr+. Bernie Chapman's Fashions. 510 Congress St., Portland.
fEMAlE NON-SMOKER FREE ROOM
near Baxter Blvd. in exchangelor15 hr J
wk. help lor non-walker. Dependabilitj
essential. 772-4216.

\"'1\

Compatibles
, SIIWl BusUtess CO/Uu1tUIg ,
, Booldteepillg Services '
, Tax Pr'eparalimt '

207/799-3344

THOMAS W. WHEELER

Casco Bay Weekly is looking for freelancers to assist in the
production of this fast-growing young newsp'aper. .
We are looking for a reliable team player WIlli MaCIntosh
Computer ex~ence using Pagemalcer and Freehand for ad
production and page layout.
.
You should be both a creative problem solver and wilhng to
follow directions to a T, with evening and weekend hours
available. A great sense of design ana dedication to deadlines Is a
must.
rod .
If you have the skills we need and a commitment to p
ucmg
this fine journal of news and entertainment, send your resume to:

761-1569

SSlA Congress St" Portland, ME 04101

INCOME TAX
PREPARATION

Production Mgr.

, QUICK REFUNDS,

is seeking a person experienced in graphics to fill a

2-3 day cbeGic with
Refund Anticipation Loan
Many Returns Comp/eU!d
While You Wait

Permanent (Part-TIme) Lay-out Position
This is a Saturday position, starting in the morning and
continuing until finished.

• ReaSonable
• experienced

IBM Desktop Publishing experienced is Jequiled, with knowledge
of v _ Puh/ish".and CM.llJrtJ", programs helpful.
Knowledge of Macintosh programs and any previous newspaper

• Prompt

wodt are a ..,.1 plus.
The a\mOC!phete i. friendly, and we'll tnin the right per>On.

• Confidential

If you bave the experience we need and are in~ted in
belping us produce a Qualily Com",..ni~ Paper. please

For esll".,.te or "ppolnlrrwrd,
ellaJob. Houlsoa til

send a resume 10:
The Penny$aver, c/o Seth SpragtU!, Publisber, 153 U.S.
Route 1, Scarborougb, ME 04074

741'" 10 lOP"" 7 days a

75 YEAR OLD cottage to be demolished
by mid-April. Fixtures. doors, sinks,
some furniture, etc. lor sale. call 2825030, leave message.

67ELECTIlONIC
t,6TAX FlUNG

BICYCLE - MOTOBECANE lG-SPHO,
large frame. Very good shape, $1101
b.o. Yashica 35mm camera $75. Call
Mark 828-0576.

SERVICES UNLIMITED is a complete
maintenance company specializing in
commercial cleaning. Insured and
bonded lor the Greater Portland area.
Free estimates for any job. Call 774-

business serVIces

HANDYMAN WITH TRUCK AVAILABLE
to do odd jobsand moving. I'll moveyou
locally or long distance. Experienced &
dependable with references. call for my
low rates, n4-2159 anytime.

.r

~

~4.

,

,~

NASTY~NEAT

5802.

COMPULSIV[f CLEANING

I CLEAN FOR FAMILIES: apartments,
houses; bi-weekly, monthly or as needed.
Current, excellent references, and Iree
estimates. Call Kathy, 773-0542 anytime, and leave message.
LECONTE'S LAWN CARE- Spring has
sprung, time to spring clean the yard.
Raking- Mowing- Trimming- MulchingWgedwhacking. Free estimates. Taking
lawns to mow this season. Phil, 6424247; Scott. 727-5531.
GREAT RESUMES! Tell me about yourself & I'll make you look good. call for
Iree estimate.828-0909, leave message.
SPRING PAINTING- PAINT 1 ROOM,
get the 2nd half~ff during April only.
cali Betsy at Portland Paint Works, 8710087. Neat, experienced. referenced.
'15% off 1st 8I(Ierior of '92'

...• nd other tn. support services

If you've ever cleaned up for
the cleaning person ... or worse,
cleaned up after them ...
You need me in your life

Katherine Clark
772-8784
residential

commercial

CHARLES B. MELCHER

gardens

wanted

CREATING COUPLES
A DATING SERVICE

Designed for discriminating
people Over 40.
• Affordable
• confidential
• Supportive &
Individualized Attention

Includes Myers-Briggs
Personality InventOry.

1-800-870-3318

.

'. -

G.E. SMAlL REFRIGERATOR, BRAND
NEW, good for dorm or bar. $92. Call
79H722.

tice. Barter 2sessions per month or will
pay $100/mo. 737-8576, Brunswick!
Tposham.

WHITE STAG 9 x 12 CABIN TENT. Has
seen very little use. $92. Sears x-country ski/rowing machine, $92 or B.O.
839-5487.

computers

OUEEN SIZE WATERBED- semi-baffled,
large shelved headboard with stenciled
oval mirror, basew/drawers. $92. 7618022.

COMPUTER TRAINING: LEARN WORD
PERFECT 5.1 andlor Lotus 123. Reasonable one on one rates. Also, group
discounts available. Call 878-83S0.

CASIO CZ-l01 , MIDI keyboard synthesizer. $92. 871-1513.

4) Were there any exchanges or returns? If yes, what?

5) What's the sale tax (percentage) in this state?

6) What do the asterisks represent?

Can you solve the Real Puzzle? There is a $20 gift
certificate from Alberta's for the first-prize winner. The
second-prize winner receives two free passes to The
Movies at Exchange Street. Winners will receive their
prizes in the mail. Drawings are done at random.
Contestants are ineligible to win more than one prize in
a four-week span. Only one entry is allowed per person
per week.
All entries for this week's puzzle must be received
by Wednesday, AprilS. The solution to this week's
puzzle will appear in the April 16 issue of Casco Bay
Weekly. Send your best guess to:
Real Puzzle #116

Casco Bay Weekly
551A Congress St.
Portland, Maine 04101

Solution to Real Puzzle # 114
Rien ne va plus. No more bets. The winning number, on the black, is 29.
This week, Cheryl Wallace and a friend will dine at Alberta's. Clara Howard
and a friend will take in a movie at The Movies at Exchange Street.

EUROPE- only $160. Hitch a ride on a
commercial jet. CARRIBBEAN- only
S189! Round-trip air to somewhere
warm & sunny! AIRHITCH(r)-212-864-

(Don Rubin's book, BRAINSTORMS, was recently published by Harper and Row.)
• I I I I I ... I I I I • I I I I I I I I I • I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I .... I I I I I I I .... I I I .... I I I I I • I I I I I I I .. I I I I I I I I I I I •

2000.
RAPE! LADIES, PROTECT YOURSELF
1romassauiL rape, robbery, with 50,000
volt stunllun. For Iree information call
856·2280.
THANK YOU SAINT JUDE for favors
granted. Publication as promised. -B.P.

ad un services
LIVE AND VISUAL- Exotic bubblebath
wtth yourchoiceofspaaltendants. 7614303.
TAlK TO GIRLS LIVE! Just call 1-000288-3399, ext 3923. S251call; must be
18yearsold. Faberll.apreCo. (602)6310615.

7 FT. HOME MADE WOOD BOAT $50,
Whi~pooI microwave $42. Call 7970951.

dating services

3) The least expensive item?

bulletin board

ELECTRIC STOVE $92, dryer $92, Grand
Prix electric guitar $92. Crate amp &
guitar case $92.

QUEEN SIZE SLEEP SOFA IN GREAT GOWN ROYAl BLUE, worn once, been
SHAPE. Very comfortable. $92. 879- drycle;;ned. Paid $150, asking $92. cali
0499.
761'()868, leave message.
CANON 35mm CAMERA, Model FT with
DATELINE N.E. ADULTS SINGLES 50mm lens, leather case- $92. 854DANCE Friday nights at 8 p.m. at the 8246.
Portland Marriott Sable's Lounge, exit 7
YOUR GARDEN with maott RI. 95. Dateline D.J., great buffet. 10 GAl. AOUARIUM; full matresslbox CULTIVATE
door prizes, cover charge, no jeans. spring; magazine table; 2 oak kitchen hogany benches, tables and chairs,
handcrafted by Yarmouth's Royall River
chairs: $92; 797-3845.
603-433-3020.
Garden Collection. Sturdy and graceful
MEET BEAUTIRlL, FAITHRlL, Marriage- COMPLETE BADGER AIRBRUSH SET lor a generation's enjoyment For catawith
instruction
book.
$92,
call
839logue call 846-5002.
minded ladies Irom Asia, Russia, Eu·
rope, North & South America. For FREE 2967.
photo brochure and complete details SINGER SEWING MACHINE, PORcall 702·451-3070 anytime and leave TABLE, w~h Iruitwood linish sewing
mailing address.
table. Excellentcondition. $92. cali 797MASSAGE THERAPiST WANTS ROOM
8722.
SPACE in home to continue small prac·

2) How much was the most expensive item?

314 BOXER PUPPIES- Father AKCBoxer,
Mother 112 Boxer, 112 Lab. Beautiful
dogs, ready for spring. Mother and father on premises. $50. 657-3511.

MOUNTAIN BIKE- Ross/Diamond
Cruiser 186 6-speed. Great condition.
$92 or best offer. 799-5316.

A Oi\l,.ion of PBM Ent.rpri ... : P.O. Box 85S1l1Portland, Maine 0"101

, 1) How many items did we buy?

CHEVROLET CAVALIER, 1982- Auto
high mileaoe, must sell to move. $300.
Call 761-4301, leave message.

animals

GUITAR - STEEL STRINGS, tDlceilent
sound, perfect lor your 1irst guilar. $92
includes case. 774-4103.

Perry B. Mogu~ Videograpber (207) 856-2135

Tape record

7) What was the denomination of the bill we paid with?

FICTION WRITING AND PERSONAl
NARRATIVES: Workshop with Dianne
Benedict. Supportive environmenl,
strong focus on craft. Every o1her Sunday at 3pm in Portland beginning April
12th. $95. 729-8953.

19405 SOLID WOOD LIGHT OAK,
dropleaftablewith six chairs. Must sell,
moving. $92. 781-3280.

• Wedding Videos
• Music Videos
• Special Event Videos

BI/ Don RlIben

1979 CHEVY BLAZER 4x4- 350 aul0.,
newpainL motor &sticker,S2800. Chelly
Citation 1982, V~, 4-spd., stickered.
$000. 773-7701 .

learning

don Fog coats and two wool blazers,
sizes 12-14. $92. 774-0678.

A MOVIE MOGUL VIDEO PRODUcnON

ALFA ROMEO SPIDER, 1974- 90% restored with performance ex1ras. Looks
and run good. S285O. 772-2570.

HONDA CIVIC 1990 gold 4-door, 5speed, 4-spkr AINFM cassetle, factory
carpets & mudguards. 2400 miles,like
new, warranty. Asking $8,000. 774-4065
lNenings.

9202.

REMODELING AND REPAIRS- For home
and busi ness. Offeri ng forl0yearsclean
and professional services, like boilNns,
kitchens, restorations, and plain old
home repairs. Call Paul Keating 846ODD JOBS (WITHOUT AN ODD PRICE):
carpentry, masonry repairs. Window
sash cords, broken panes. screens replaced. Drywall, plaster and stucco repaired. All painting. FULLY INSURED.
Call Homeowners Helper: 772-6759.

CROSLEY REFRIGERATOR, about ten
years old. Good condition. $92. 7972533.

fENDER STRATOCASTER (Japanese) ARTiSrSEASEL,STUDIOSIZE-Sturdy,
EMG-Iacking tremolo, hardshell case,
$250; Clarinets: Artley, $100; Bundy, wood. $92. 799-2265.
$50, hardshell cases; radial tires on MALE GAYVIDEOS, 210r $92. Call 774rims, $20 each; guitar lessons and re- 9484, Roy.
pairs. 773-7701 .
METAl DESK $30, Homelightchainsaw
$32, microwave oven $30. call 282-

0504.

CHEVY IROC, 1988- Hops, 5.7L, melallic gray,AMlFMstereo, only22K mile$.
stored winters, very fast. Only $8600.

real uzzle

$4,300. 829-4088.

CONSIGN OR CASH lor your no longer SEWING MACHINE- TOYOTA MODEL
needed household treasures: lurniture, 4081 C. Excellent condition! Free-arm,
rugs, dishes, paintings, jewelry, etc. Call buttonholer, 16stitches. $92. 874-3330
usand compare846-5n6. yesterday'S, atler 5prn.
106 Main Street, Yarmouth, Wed-5at
SLIDE PROJECTOR WITH REMOTE and
lG-5, Sun 12-4.
vertical carousel. $92. Call Tom, 772MAKE BEAUTIFUL MUSIC and have fun 1393, p.rn.
too. Hammered dulcimer, excellent condition, accessories included. $300 or MEN'S LT. BLUE 10 SPEED BICYCLESchwinn, good condition. $92. Call
B.O. call m-9047.
Michael at 772-9769.
CLAWFOOT BATHTUB- Antique, cast
Iron, 5' long. $50 or B.O. 828-4071, MOVING SALE- TWIN BED, $40; swingIng bassineL $40; mini-crib, $6; stroller,
leave message.
$6. $92 takes all. 874-6981
NEW 50,000 VOLT STUN GUN, reg.
BRAND NEW DIRT DEVIL UPRIGHT
$79, will sell for $40. call 85&-2200.
VACUUM, used once. with attachments.
5-10ASCENT -ROCKCLIMBINGSHOES $92. 985-3090.
_ womens size 6 112. Like new (used
KEYBOARD- YAMNiA PSR-32, lull size,
twice).$70. call Carolyn 772-2466.
61 keys. $92. call 871-1022.
19' SONY TRINITRON color TV wIremote. Wonderful condition.$225. Llama WOOD/COAL STOVE- Suburban model,
.45 semi-auto., fired twice. $375. 879- thermostat controlled . $92. 797-4574.
0764. leave message.
SPRING CLOSET CLEANING: Two Lon-

wee"

BU ICK SKYLARK CUSTOM, 1987- 4
door, 4 cylinder, automatic, PIS, P18, N
C, cruise, 66K miles. $3,295. Excellent
condition. 797-2893.

MAZDA 323 19&9- 3 dr. hatchback,
40,000 miles. Excellent condition.

BASEBAlL CARDS: Six complete Topps
1988 sets. Bur!<s, Reed, McGriff, Cone,
Seitzer rookies. $92. 283-8420.

BEACH? R/T TICKET TO MIAMI April
lG-16 for one female. Best offer. 8744992. Leave message.

FORD MUSTANG LX. 1988- 5 speed, N
C, sunroof, AMlFM cassette, power
steering, power locks, 58,000 miles.
$400018.0.865-1430.

FORD BRONCO, 1977- Wilh plow, rebuilt body, street worthy & stickered.
Greatplowing machi ne. $950. 772-2570.

1985 NiSSAN GL GENERATOR. $50;
20' Homelight chainsaw, $42. call 2829202.

stuff lor sale

772-1199

business services

INCOME TAX PREPARATION- Virginia
M. Johnson, Certified Public Accountant, 686 Brighton Ave., Portland, ME
04102-1012.207-772-2322.

CHEVY CAVALIER, 1ggo. 4 door automatic, NC, cruise, tin steering, AMlFM
stereo, 40,000 miles. $5,200 or B.O.
761-1747.

DlNINGTABLE,Mooseheadstyle, 1 leaf,
4 chairs, very sturdy, $92. 774-9013.

FREELANCE PRODUcnON

Jobs wanted

AFFORDABLE INTOWN RECORDINGVery clean 8track taping ideal lor singerl
songwr~ersand small groups.Seq uenci ng, samp! ing. dig ttal processi ngleffects.
D.A.T. mastering. $1 SIllr. with package
deals negotiable. 775-2159.
THE PINETDNES, alively, eclectic mix of
western, swing, and ethnic music; perfect lor weddings, parties, lunctions,
dances; duetlD quintet, acousticorelec1959 SLINGERLAND SNARE, SONOR tric. Tape and references available. Call
BASS, 14', 16- tom's, IlJI,ls, hardware 799-9788.
and stands. $92 each. 772~33.
VOICE LESSONS- PRIVATE & CLASSTONE OM. YMOTOROLA BRAVO PAGER Music Studio, Adults/Children- Broadwtth visual alert and vibrapage. Like way Musicals, Classic and Opera. Piano
new. $92. 846-3912, lNenings.
Lessons. Credentials: Bachelor of MuGSA ALPINE SKI TRACKER (easy stor- sic, Master of Music. 772-7208.
age), $52. Manual lawn mower, $40.
Both like new. 727-3224.

PORTLAND

'''''14 nrJ ~:;~;~I:~(Onger,

wheels

COMPUTER PRINTER,STAR NX-loooC
(for Commodore 64), barely used. $92.
871-1513.

There ts a job for you.

FAX FREE THURSDAY!
775-6601

1,@!;,J:£lij

You feel ready to meet
someone new, but how
do you start? We can
make that first step
easier, Call us, We TTUly

music

4.1

wheels
$$ CASH CASH CASH $$- WE HAUL
AWAY JUNK CARS AND TRUCKS, any
condition, SlNen days a week, 9-9. 7736878

ASK ABOUT CASCO BAY WEEKLY'S
WHEELS DEAL! 4 WEEKS FOR ONLY
$16! 775-6601.
CHEAP! FBVU.S. SEIZED- '89
Mercedes... $200; '86 VW ... $50; '87
Mercedes... $100; '65 Muslang ... $50;
Choose Irom thousands starting at $25.
fREE 24 hour recording rlNealsdetails,
801-379-2929 copyright IMEI14JC
CORVETIE... $400; BRONCO ... $50; '89
Mercedes... $200; '87 BMW... $100; '65
Mustang ... $50. U.S. Public auction,
druglord properties. Choose from thOusands starting at $25. fREE 24 hour
recordino rlNealsgiveawayprices.001379-2930 copyright IME114RC

VW JETTA GU, 1987- Red, sunrool, 5
speed, 4 door, cruise, trip computer,
9OKmiles, grea!condition. $4,700. 879-

6027.

RESPOND TO A
PERSONAL AD BY
CALLING

Portland's Largest
Adult Entertainment
Center!

FAX
FREE
THURSDAY!

Offering a huge selection of
videos, magazines and toys
for the discriminating adult."
45 words &
Personal Call®
FREE BY FAX

~~~·~1~·~~~1

THURSDAY
ONLY

Newly Remodeled & Newly Expanded!
CALLS COST $1.49 A
MINUTE. MUST BE 18
OR OVER. TOUCH-TONE
PHONES ONLY.
CASCO BAY WEEKLY
(207) 775-6601

775-1615
Casco Bay
Weekly

PORTLAND
• VIDEO EXPO.
666 Congress 5t • 774Open M-Sat, 10-10 •

Also in KITTERY

• VIDEO EXPO.
Route 236 • 439-6285
Open M-Sat, 10-10 • Sun, 12-7

CALL 1-900-370-2041 TO RESPOND TO ANY

wom.... men
SWF.MIO-1WENTIES.SEEKSHONEST.
stJbIe, down-llHllrth. SJD.
adventurous, single. romantlc:. hancltollll.
caring, huggable man who IcnowI ' totllllawoll1lllllkealady. llyouftttlis
.-crtptian aMI l1li a call. No head
gaIIIIII, pIae. 115914

ws.

DWF- SPRING IS IN THE AIR! Hyou're
0IIIf 35 and know wlNn the Adell.
11eadI1re.III·s go pick ·em. We I14Id I
six pack and a bucUt for the FiddlcthIIdI. That is wIIatl calli hot dm! Oh.
yw,you I14Id I car, tool Write P.O. Box
5165, Por1land. ME. tt5OO6

PROfESSIONAlSWF.31.S7-vr.lookIng for aprofeaelonal SWM. 30-40. S'S'
ortaller. Mullenjoyllleoutdoors. walks,
talks, dining In or out, dancing. movies.
8Ic. .• MI pi-. Hyou have a love for
Ine, 111'1 gil together. tt5OII3

MWf. '1:1. VERY ATTRACTIVE. tA«f but
cl-.. wants to escort you, man. 3565. 1"11 got the tillll! tr5081

!call a l1li give So .peopIe interesting
meeting. movies, summer. sports like.
271'm .fun hMto how IcnowIwho,2035 ,ladyintelilgenlan meet to want I but
.crazy this really not I'm .ad my read to
wlff correct the out figured you ,Congratulations 115928

SWM, 26, GOOD-LOOKING, athletic.
looki ng for pertcy, petite blonde for tIIrious. long-term reillionship. H./B 18-40
preferred. En~ all sports. music. politics. Serioul inquiries only. tt5046

SWM. 28.6'1·. NIS. Well-built, athletic,
shy, inteiliOtnt open. dartc hair (have
been called gorgeousl. not into bar
scene, seeks SWf wtth linilar qualities.
who likes towalkthe beach. hold hands,
becoms friendsand maybe more. Photo
appreciated but not necessary. CBW
Box 012.

MALE SEEKS OLDER lADY. (under 50
pleasel. Are you fit firm, flaxible? Am
looking to meet the intelligent pretty.
2 LUSCIOUS PSA STUDENTS DESIRE 1 professional type who hun' startad a
or 2 open-ninded. crazy and wild IIIIn fanilyylll. l·m'1:1. attractive, humorous
to share InitAIIII. Send latter. & pic- and enjoy outdoor activitiee. Let's walk
turee In I hurry! P.O. Box 4283. Port- on tile wild Bide. Serious replies only.
land ME 04101 tt5096
tt5027
AESPOND TO APERSONAL AD av CALUNG

900-370·2041

I'M 33. APROFESSIONAl, S'S' WPH. 51
Mom, work I lot Need 10l1li distraction
lor the lillie tillll I do gellree. Enjoy
hiking. boating. belch walks. dancing,
clild. MI. WO. Prefer IIIIn 5'11· and
0IIIf.
SJD. Muslenjoy small Child.
tt5050

CAl.LSCOST St.49 AMINUTE. MUST tIE II
OA OYEA. TOtJQHIIIE PHONES ONLY.
CASCO BAV WEBIlV (207) n5-l101

caw PERSONAL

HELP! I NEED SOMEBODY! IELP! Not
just anybody! Help! •...10 open up that
door" to line of fun togIIIher. SWM.
honaet, affectionate. romantic. polite.
athletic. NIS, confident. proleaelonal.
Brl1ll. 6'3·. wants kids! O2? Letters with
photos gill reponses. P.O. Box 2556.
Portland. 04116. tt5053

IWE MAKE NEWS MAnER I

(Calls cost 1,49/mi'l)

Responding to
aCBW
Personal Ad,
but can't find
the stamps?

SWM. LATE 2Os, ATTRACTIVE. healthnindad. pr0l8S1io~1, new here. still in
search of aValentine. My 1i1e?H-D, BTO.
CSN, R&B, eccc, MTV, BA. UMO. UPT,
USAF, .I), MTA, IRS. VW. OOB, CNN.
NBA. CBW. AT&T. Any questions?
You"ll made it this far, call! tt5043

JUST PICKUP
THE PHONEI

SWM. 34. 5'8". 170 Ibs.• very hand-

CALL

ws.

person of the week

DANCES WITH WOlVES: Looki"llfor
Luther in 311 the wrong pllCBl. but I can
still hear hi mIi ng ing. This spi rillld. passionate. humorous and educal8d wolverine is in search of a Big Bad WoH. to
~ under lIIe moon. (Leaders of the
pacIc need only applyl. GIve l1li a howl...
owwwIll. tt5051

HONEST, OPEN, PROCESS-ORIENTED WOMAN seeks emotionally In-touch and evolving male friend to share Interests:
music, danCing, great books and movies, nature walks,
vegetarian meals, and to celebrate spring. P.O. BOI 4249,
Portland, ME 04101. "5059

SWF. 34. fiNAlLY PLACINGACBW AD!
Attractive. Intelligent honest, w/ase_
of humor. I value hUlhy body. nind &
spirit Am Intarested in hearing from
men. 30-40. with Blnil.. tl'lMts & InteresIs. Send l1li anota ij IIIaI isyou! CBW
Box 014.
SWF. 26. 5'3". 100 Ibs.. long red halr.
fIIGIII. lquariUS; Into cuddling. call1lIng, dancing. movies. and iovemaki"ll.
No head gamae.Looking for SM. 25-35.
for comrTitted lijl partner/playmate.
Send photo and letter to P.O. Box 294,
Orono. ME 04473. LIII', make 10l1li
magiclc togetherl BIIII8d Be! tt5054
WELLEDUCATED.ATTRACTNE,PRDfESSIONAl.. :r7. D woman who 1_
candlelight, firelightand moonlight, Ioofting for secure. independent. considefatelnd caring man who belieYae in love,
tosharaopen, 8IllIf and honest relationshipfilledwtth romance, laughter, travet.
slow dancing. long talks and frilndship.
CBWBox017.

i

SWf. 3D&- A1I8cti0nate. Bold. Caring,
Different Earthy. full-figured. Giving.
Huggable. Insane, JoIceI. Kind. Lovi"ll.
Mom, Nice. Opinionated, Profession31.
Quizzickle, Real. Sensitive. Thoughtful,
Unusual. Verbal. Weird. X-Ira spacial,
Yahoo. Zippy. Seeks good man who
knows his ABC·s. tr5060

SWM, 33, 5'11·. BlOM) HAIR. blue
eyes. MIS. WO. Enjoys cooking. being
out in my Zodiac in Casco Bay,
LOOKING fORASWf. 22-28. educated. windsurfing. skiing (at Stowel. hiking
fre.spirillld. fun-lovlng. environlllln- and bicycling. Looking for aSIDWf. 26IaIIy conscious,
notalraldofsnakes, 35, for friendShip with possible Iongdips in mountain ponels. motorcycles, tlfm relationship. tt5044
carl1ling. cormittllllnt. l'm 32.1aI1. attractive. blue jeans/sneakers type. Call
or write. all replies answered. P.O. Box
2191, South Portland, ME 04116-2191.
tt5911

HONEST. OPEN. PROCE8S-0RIENTED
WOMAfIIseeksamotionailyin-louchand
8'IOiYing male friend to share interests:
nlJIic. dancing, grell books and movies. nature walks, VIGIIarian meals. and
tocelebrDspring.P.O. Box 4249, Portland, ME 04101 . tt5059

UNCONVENTIONAL. ATTRACTIVE
SWM. 31. 6'4·. 190 Ibs. Ukae cats,
exercise. the outdoors. movies. reading. music and good conversation. Seek
SIDf (wto chlldrenl who contidcn herself attractive, has se_ of humor, and
values integrity and sensitivity. Prefer
short brune1\86. tt5913

men ... women
ws.

fRUSTRATED MWM- OK. GOOD
LOOKS. hUlhy, clean. well-built, 36,
professjo~l. nice- person. seeks discreet affair w/nice. sincere. attractive,
petite. healthy, SlMF. Should enjoy
music. indOOrs/outdoors. fine wine &
cuisine. fine sex. Real replies only.
tt5052

YOUNG. TALL. HANDSOME & INTelLIGENT. looking lor a sklnder. bright. intelligent and attractive female between
the agas of 20 and 32. I am bound for
advenlure, and if you are too. then call
l1li. -5076

RESPOND TO A PERSONAL AD BY CALLING

900-370-2041
CALLS COST $1.49 A MINUTE. MUST BE 18
OR OVER. TOUCH-TONE PHONES ONLY.
CASCO BAY WEEKLY (207) 775-6601

900·310·2041

Call co... 1.41 • minute.
Cal..,. IIIUIt be 18 or
ovet; Touch-tone phone.
onI"
Casco Bay Weekly
MWM. 42. 5'11·. 180 Ibs.• '*-'t lookIng. smoker. Ml. seeksdiscreet, attractive lady for Intirnl\e nlg~
out of area. Uke candltllght, low music.
long IaIks. Norwepruductivl. Send Ittter wtth description. photo and phorW
addrass. Health and discretion assurad
and required. CBW Box 019.

SWM. 30. ST. 150 Ibs.• slender. attractive, energetic, hardwortcing person. My
interests art traveling. good company
and riding H.D. This is a one woman
man. Seeking SWf, 20-30. tosharetillll
and fun wtth. Possibly more. tt5058
WARM, GOOD-lOOl(ING,HAPPY, TALL.
monogamous man, 305, secure. succaeslul physician. would like to meet
warm and tender lady, 24-34, spirited,
sli m, intereslBd in outdoor acliYitias.
exploring, intellectual pursuits, travel.
You might be supportive, understanding. patient. NIS. Quiet mollllnts and
hours are to becelebrated, not avoided.
I'm absent-ninded, gentle. enthusiastic. creative, almost comical. wei Hiked.
cross between Harry on Night Courtand
Jimmy Stewart. Write l1li to tell l1li how
you feet todlff. Thanks! CBW Box 018.

tr5056

CALL 1·900·370·2041 TO RESPOND TO A CRW PERSONAL AD (Calls cost 1.49/min)
leave their telephone numbenl and best times to call.

How to ....pond to a ,.rao.... 8d
.lull call 1-900-37D-2041 from eny touch-tone phone.
When PereonaI CaI~
follow the instruc:tlona end
enter the four-dlgit tr nllTlber of the ad thet Intereets you.
You may then 1 _ 8 reepon88. enter another tr number
or browae through other menagn. (Calls co.t $1.49 8
rrinute.)
To reepond to en ad without a tr nurm.r. wrtte to the
P.O. boxorCBW Box Indicated. When addI"'ng mall to
8 CBW Box. be sure to print the box number cte.ly on the
~ 18ft hend comer of your envelope.

_were.

~

How to place a CBW ,.rao...1 8d
You can pi_your ad by mail. by FAX or by stopping by
ourornce et 551ACongressSt. 1n downtown Portland. Call
n5-6601 to find out mont.
Each CMCo Bay Wee/dy penonal ad ~ with frM
uae of 8 PII'IIOIl8I C811~ tr number. When you place your
ad. you'll be given 8 tr nllTlber and an eay-to-foIIow
lnetructlonllheet.It·.lmporWrtthatyoucallandleaYeyour
pereonal greeting before the paper COITI8II out on Thuradlly
- that w"! you won't rri.. any of your rwpon_.
When t'IICOI'dIng your 9O-..:ond greeting. rei.. end be
creative. DecIcrIbe 'younlllf - but don't leave your full
name. telephone number or addr_. WelUggaet that you
leave yow fInIt name. and IIIIk the people rwponding to
..

..

.....

....

••

4'

Your 8d:

What doe. a peraonal ad cost?

Owomen ... men
Omen ... women

o women ... women
Omen ... rnen
Oolhers

o companions
Confidential infonnation:

CMCo Bay Wee/dy PerIonals _ for lingle people MIIkIng reletionllhlpe. CBW wiN refuae ads that MIlk to buy or
... NXual ~CIIII. No fuH names. street addre.... or
phone numbers wi. be pJbIiahed. Ada contelnlng explicit
aexual or anetomicallanguage wiN not be pJbIished. We
_
the right to edit or ~ any ad. Pcnonal ads will
not be accepted CNer the phone.
Your ad end payment muet reach CBW by noon on the
Monday prior to ·pJbllcation. BrIng or Bend your ad to:
CMCo Bay Weekly. 551A eongre. St.. Portland. ME
04101. FAX: n5-1615

(We cannot print your ad wilhout It)
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RARE SPECIES: A BlG-tEARTEO. large
fr,ame, honest, monogamous 42 y.o.
dnooon:l"ll WM was _ F8C8ntiy In the
IOUthern ~ne area. He likae mulic,
carl1ling. gardening. Cuddli"ll and lis
spirituality. Seeking 35-45 y.o.; rei.
tionslip with a firm friendship basis.
P.O. Box95. BarMills. ME 04004. tt5088

~~~=~~~==~~~~;;~~~

A.BOVT ME BEING A RUNAWAY STREET-

wALKING

... _rds
fvr2 . . . . .

".00

Total

ClIY,_zlp

•

••

~

•••••

B~r

I AM IN FAVOp.. OF

BRENDA SA'(S "AM NOT." IN
fRoNT OF HER. fRIENDS FRoM THE'
VIEW. I SA, "ARE TOO." IN F{:(oNT OF
nlE 'SAM( VIEWGI«.\..S. WE SA, IT

VENTURES LIKE' I WAS AN x- RATED PE
SON. SHE SAID IT WAS ALL IN MY LElTfRS
TO HER WHICH SHE WROTE

OVtR AND OVER.. lINTI\" We Sl'\ovT IT.

o Chock.,... you_

ONLY CBW _ _ rding
Exp:

GWF. 41. ATTRACTIVE. good sense 01
humor. Ukesdlning irVout music. walks,
good conversation and having fun seeks
GWF. 3>42. flmininewtth sinilarintar- . lor friendllover. honesty a must
CBW Box 013.

men--men

Madonna,obMssedwith myhair,single
by Choice. looking for sallll to binge on
coffee, posen the Golden Girlsand ACT
UP (SET) ... tr5048

'-

ARE YOU 1M t8-25 GWM who enjoys

AND 1 CAN SEE' THE' VIEW GIR LS DouS

SO NOW THE LIAR. IS OUT AND Tl'tE' 110
IS OUi AND THAT5 How ME A~D B~SNnA
GOT BAC.t< TOGfTHtR... AND HOW 1/1 'E.

BRENDA THEN OOVSTIN6 ME it-+EN
DOV~TIN(, BRENDA UNTIL THE':i DECIDE
TO 8E\..Ie:VE' VS Bont. THAT 13P-ENDA I~
A, l,.IAP.AND I AM A HO . I TELL THEM
\T OOESN'T MA'r<E S1:NSE TO BELIeVE

OVR. R(PIATA1\ON$.AND INVITED To
PARTIES T\-IIS WCEl<-ENDof Gv~~
MosrL~ GvyS. BRENDA ASKED ME
DO I HATE' HE'~ foR.. IT AND I SAID
NOT IF Tl1eSe: PARTIES TVRN OUT FuN.
GOT

Two OppoSlfI: TH IN6.5 Bur TH E':;J LI K E
\1A\JING, A HO AND A LIAR AROVND -mE
S'<HOOI.. TO TALK ABouT AND THINK A8011T
I&NOR€ If\! THE HA\..\.. .

w3lks, movies. slaying in, conversations, and want to meet lIIe sams? Me
too. Call l1li. let's get together. tt505i
MALE COLLEGE STUDENTS TO AGE
~WMwantsoil rubdowns, willtrMl
to you. Discreet & confidential Only
Send beet Wlff to contact CBW
022. -S079.

b

If YOU'RE LOOKING fOR A DADDY
grow UP: Hyou're planning a frea ride:
take a hike. II you're too sexy for tlis
IOng. I'VIheanl it all belore.l'mtired of
finding losers, time 10 be found by
whatever(sl. I'm 35. fun. and Indepen_
dent; Iooftlng for SlIIII (88IIIelor sanel.
Ring l1li up! WS086

MBiWM. 43. S'&". ISSIbs.. professional
Seeks spacial BI or GM, 4D-5S. for ini
nnatetimes. PorUandloBrunawlck.lam
neat. clean. healthy. expect same. Discretion assur" & axpec\ed. Will answer
all plOl11Jlly. tt5087
BiWM. 26. MASCUliNE. professional

good~ooking. discreet. Not into

gay

SOcial scene. Many interests, looking 10
meet other masculine. l/OOd~ooking.
BilGWM. 18-30forfriendshlp first and?
Discretion assured. tt5093

otherl
BiWM TO MEET MEN OR WOMEN- R U
slone cold & chillln'for lovin'? And u'VI
got pop sensibility? Me? Handsome,
artICulate, red hair. HIV safe. massage
welcome. tt5049

~. TALL. GOOD-LOOKING, easy_
gotng, lit, 40 yr. old man. I en~ chlldran. theot/llloors, CIIl1Iing. swimming.
rides. etc. LOOking for the right woman
to share life wtth. CBW Box 021 tt5094

WM SEEKS f fOR FRIENDSHIP. fun,
fantl8Y. Interests include hot tubs,
watching adult movies. candy panti_.
honest talk, Pee Wee irl1lressions or
your wish. Very interested In women
who can show l1li how to improve my
CUlinary skills. Discreet, clean. all litter
an_ed.
Box 016. tt505S

IS THERE ASWF OUT THERE that Is 18
lonely 18 I ~ You know. one who
cares or thai,,", all sluck up and no
good. I know that you must be out there
1IIIIIIWhere. but I
know whirl. I
11M baenWllting towomen In\heMline
Tlmaslnd CBWfor at 11III1-1I2years.
Ican'gol/lyWhere.l_nlcewolIIIn or
two PIOPIe or afamily having fun. I cry.
I have a big heart and It Is broken. All
would like to do I, meet a nice SWF or
DWf. 211-40. 5'3"-57". 110-145. just
0111. 0111 who car.. I am 42, 5'&" 160
!bs, brown hair and blue!ldon'nntto
end n311, but I can not go on without
anyone Please write. Thank you P 0
Box 15324. Portland. ME04101.

caw

don'

SINCERE, SENSITIVE. SENSUAL. SNE,
SIngle male artist. (MI. WOI. 88IIke bifemale couple for Iriendslip and fun.
Interests.includecarl1llng, biking. dancIng. rTlOVIes, beach Ind hugs. Hwe are
compatible. inti/lllCy and comrTitrnenl
are pOSsible. Single bi-women are al80
welcometoraepond. Mutu3lenjoyrnenl
is the Il0<1l. caw Box 020. -son
S8iM, 32. 5'8'. 151 Ibs.

ws. prof.

810031. healthy. honest and discreet.
Hoprng to meetsallll or coupt_. 30-50,

to develop a friendslip and IICpl0relantlBles. like most activities and always
open to new adVentures. Will respond to
all. tt5082

NO STRINGS AITACIED MALE ESCORT- Need a man by your side without
the dating hassles? Be trealed like a
lady. Agentleman for social avents a fit
partner for a.sporting actiyity. or iI h~
less romantic to wine. dine and dance
with you! tt5091

AUGlJASTA GRAY- YOU WERE GREAT!
You were the real winner on 3122. Your
talent preaentation was aclassic & your
Norma Jean look was all1l2ing. As for
your.evening gown- breath taking! This
adrTlrIf would like 10 meet you PI_
Call. tr5092
.

'Your $5 Persona[51" wlien
pfacea aurum
t~ montli of51Pri£
__ .:rr
- --"
'U/UI- run 4 weefq
51T9{.o T.XTltJl CJ-fM{{;'E1

RESPOND TOA
PERSONAL AD BY
CALLING

"I

! 19t14'31
! _.111. nal
I ~

:

!
,
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women ... women

THREE SNAPS WORTH Of GM. absolutely dazzied by myseH, frantic over

AITRACTIVE.BECOMING, CHARMING.
dependable, eloquent•. larthlul. gallant
heertlelt. lmaglna!ive.!OCular.llind lav~melodious. noVel. opti_,
_ ....... Quixotic. responsible, sp0ntaneous, thoughtful. uncommon. venerable. wholehelrtad, xtnophile. youthful. zesty; SWM. 29, seeking woman
who feels lIIat my qualifications would
beet satisfy hBr individual I14Ids. Age.
~roportions are Insignificant!

CAllS COST $1.49 A
MINUTE. MUST BE 18
OR OVER. TOUCH-TONE
PHONES ONLY.
CASCO BAY WEEKLY
(207) 775-6601

DO YOU ENJOYLAUGH1NG? Alot? Fr.
quent movies? Island or Inland lrips?
Music, flea martcets. antiQUI. slores,
SPOrts. reading the classics? 6'1· hand10l1li, supportive. caring. funny. Intaresting mans seeks wiI\y SF 18-30 lor
great conversation, sharing. honesty.
entertalOl"ll times. P.O. Box 10796
Portland. ME 04104.tt5097.
•

WRESTLER WANTED- THIS 35 Y.O.
165 lb.• bikiri clad wrestler seeks samri
for 10l1li fun time work~ut wreslling
tt5029
.

KERRY-YOUAREMINENOWAIt>fOR_
EVER. our relationship will never be
over. Waking uP with you is second best
only 10 gOing to bedwtthyou. lloveyouBrent.

JUST CLIP~IS cooP()t].£

CBWBox
fvrwardl",
(add 120.)

-

\..IE$

SWM.40. TALL. HANDSOME, lit, wants
singleol married woman to share hot &
_limes with. During day. eve,
or weekends. Must bs attractive and
InCredibly sexy! One who enJovs IIC8IvIng more than giving. tt5089

FRl!I

.....

t\E~

U;lING.

110. TELLING PEOPLE MY AD-

Additional

phone

ON

~~'::::=:-::::-::-:~~~~~~~~~!.!.:~ f(EAlNES S NM VT WfiO Yo~ ARE AN 0 I
BI<END/I SAID To ME PL~ASE T~Y TO UNDeRAM NOT' A RVN AwAY STREH WALKING
STAl\ID WHY SHE MADE UP THE STORIES
110. I'M SOR~Y BRENDA BUT YOIA 'R.E

..,.eeo.

VI~'
~

00 YOU BELIEVE lifE IS TOO SHORT
to live alone? Single dad + 2 offers only
a hOIlll and lOVIng fanily and someone
to shwe all 01 tnewlth. SeeiclngPortiand
area, honest, fun, attractive lady who
believes. P.O. Box 6954. Scarborough
ME 04070. tr5085
'

l3RENDA .BE'(:,(;ING ME Nor To 'BUST HER

G

category:

Personal ads of 45 worde or f _ cost only $5 for two
weeks. Additional wordB cost SOc each. All pcnonal ads
rrLllII be placed for 8 rrinirrLIm of two Weeks. (Ada of 45
wordB or fe_ are FREE when aubmltted via FAX on
Thursdays or with a current promotion.)
u.. of a Personal CaII~ tr number ill FREE. Use of 8
caw Box • which includes mail forwarding. costll $20.
Vi... Malltercald. pereonal checks. money ordsnI and
C8Ih _ wwlcome. All pereonal ads and box lIIIIVic:es rrLllI
be paid in advance.

Rule. & deadIn••

10IIII. broad shoulders, small waist,
great buns, IIIWI.. athletic, coIlegegrad.•
professional. Seeking mature female.
2IJt.3Os, very attractive, model figure
wants 1110%. gives 100%. Race not
factor. personality Is. LeI'stakeachance
and maybe find each other. -S078

Ii

(207) 775-1801

Each week, a Casco Bay Weekly personal ad Is chosen as CBWs HPerson of the Week"
and is awarded two free movie rentals, compliments of Videoport. All personal ads are
entered in the drawing.

SWM. 37. 6'4·. 230 Ibs., brownlblue
smoker. somalimes a drinker. EniO'i
boating, carl1ll"ll. diving. danCing. muSIC. mostiy country rock. Prof., financially secure. warped sense of humor
Looilng for mad. to tall 3D-4O Y.o:
woman. dinner. dancing. dartng. no attitude req·d. caw Box 021 .
ARADIATOR IS WHAT! NEED! IlIIIIn...
a_m, huggywornanwilosalace,lnile
and person radlatee fellowship and
friendship. OWM, young 46, fun-loving
and ~~~. seeks a very attractive,
8I18Ig8tic. physically actIvefriend....fun.
Intinnate shartng. person31 growth, art,
rnuIic. danang. belch ... mora. P.O. Box
2086. Windham, ME 04062. tr5I*)

SWM, 43, NIS, tW, NO DRUGS. oulGo-

LONELY. MALE SOUM) ARTIST (MUing. ene'lletic, communicative, articu- SICIAN?), eclectic, sometimes 0IIIf the
late, secure. coniorlable. alive, ftexible. edge. seeksartislic woman, 30-40 (.or
all8ctionate. passionate & sensuous, ,1. who considers herself attractive and
seeks 8Q ual ftexi ble ladyfor eli nner ,da nc- monogamous. for loving collaboration.
ing. travel, thealer, ocean. rainbows & Other interests are: reading. plants,
much more. P.O. Box 10004. Portland, woods hikl"ll, carl1ling, spiritual epistemology. Please writa for details; send
04104.tt5047
soms. caw Box 015.

TOO BUSY FOR A CUSTOMARY RELATlONSHIP?OWMcoIIageSlUdent&seIf_
emplOYed prof8S1ional 88Iks educated
SIDf for occassional romantic rendezvous. I'm 29, attractive, 6'0". slim athletic bUild. NIS. type ·B· personality.
f~n-IovIng, caring, affectionateand considerata.lfyou·re23-3S, mature. attractive. open-ninded and Interested in
~nending sensuous evenings. write l1li.
I m open. honaet, clean, discrefe and
IXP8CI sallll. No strings. Units r.
spacted. Photo apprlciatad. P.O. Box
353. Yarmouth. ME 04096. tr5084

our perso

Spt}(I9{g 19{LO~

Persona! "oupon
l.-I

ana

Ifti(·I:E11I

IW443lTJ
......_

ad, wlien accompan~a 6y $5
tfUs COUpon, wi£( run for 4 wuQ in
Casco 'Bay Weetfy s Personals.

Ada rrLllI be 45 words or Ie. -Compan'

_

L_.. _ .._~~~~~~_~~~.c~~~x~~~~:f~~~~:~
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... __ • ..J

companlonl
HAPPILY MWM. EARl. Y4Os, attractive
courteous, profaelional 88IIke MWF
SF.3D-45.forcompanionshlp.Lunchaa,
daylillll shopping, beach friendship
cOl1V8lla1ion. fun limas. Ught drinker'
smoker OK. Should be nBI1ln IPP8Ir:
a!'C80 heighllwaight proportionate, 10Clable. Mlghl be a nice change 01 pace•
Cal! soon. tt5042
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AnnouncingaPUBLIC FORUMon

CASCO BAY
When: Saturday, April 11
from noon to 4:00
Where: Fort Andross, Brunswick,
next to the Topsham bridge.
Plenty of free parking
Who: Residents of the Casco Bay
watershed, from Cape Elizabeth to
Phippsburg to Bethel.
This forum is FREE
to all participants.

State 0' Maine

Learn:
• What steps are being taken right now
to protect the bay.
• How you can take an active part in
the future of the bay.

Participate:
• In a lively discussion of the priority
issues facing the bay.
For more information call Bob Moore at

The Casco Bay Estuary Project
879-6328
312 Canco Road, Portland, Maine 04103

